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I
E
NOTEBOOK
ditor's

e would surely like to start the new
year off in the right spirit, and perhaps you may not notice anything
unusual, with one or two exceptions. The magazine is later this month than it should be and
some of the regular articles missed the deadline, due to copy not getting into the office in
time or just not enough time to set copy and
meet our printer's deadline. Our computers have
been very contrary lately. We think it's been an
internal conspiracy. Perhaps a total meltdown.
Certainly nothing like it should have happened
here at ASD. We apologize and thank you for
bearing with us. I'd also like to thank our hard
working staff for putting out the extra effort it
took in getting this issue published. I know I
can always count on them when the pressure
is on.
Now with the holidays just barely over, we
are looking forward, hopefully, to a better year
in Square Dancing. All the people we've talked
to have communicated the same desire for our
activity. Wouldn't it have been nice if Santa had
brought a lot of new people to the clubs. Well,
we all know it is not as simple as that. We all
must get out there and work for what we believe in. Sometimes it's difficult to come up with
new ideas, and sometimes we all think the old
ones are not so good anymore. However, an indepth investigation of the old ideas might be in

W

order. Surely, the only thing we need is to come
up with ideas that will help our plight. If you
have a class, keep those new dancers happy,
they are our life blood.
We've noticed a lot of square dancers using
the sound-enhancement equipment. It is a boon
to the hard of hearing, and is so easy to wear
while you are dancing. So many times an ordinary hearing aid will pick up too much outside
noise from the floor, but this little guy gives you
an undiluted sound from the caller only. A lot
of callers are offering the use of one of these
devices. That's good advertisement.
We wish all of you a very Happy New Year.
Only four (4) years until we will see the year
2000 being rung in. But all of us have seen more
progress during the last half of this century than
in other years before this.
Isn't it a wonderful life?!

%-t\ -XS\%'s.c\Rt4-t'c%m'c'.%

Ken Croft
Elena de Zorda
San Francisco, CA

PRESENTS ROUND DANCES
Scope 54 Never Say Never Scope 55 Destiny - A Watz
Scope 56 Hazel Eyes All by Ken Croft & Elena de Zordo
Flip Instrumental
BM 170 I'm Telling Myself A Lie by Stan

CURRENT RELEASES
BM 113 Heartbreak MI by John Eubanks
BM 146 New Lady Of Spain by Mac
BM 147 Let Me Cat You Sweetheart by Mac
BM 151 Take Care Of Your Cares by Moc

PO Box 1448, San Luis
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Stan Cole
Manposa, CA

BM 153 Memories Are Made Of This by Mac
BM 168 I Could Have Loved You For A Lifetime by Mac
BM 167 Hoop De Do Polka by Mac
BM 163 Dixie On My Mind by Mac
NEW CATALOG NOW AVAILABLE
Obispo, CA 93406 Tel: 805-543-2827
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This month we are profiling THE GHOST
RIDERS SQUARE DANCE BAND (see cover),
a boon to our activity). The article tells the history of
their development. We are proud to announce a new
columnist, Dave Gibson. In his contribution, ASK
DAVE, he answers questions from anyone who wants to know about items in square dancing. Be
sure and read "Where did the term 'Tip' come from?" Dave encourages readers to write to him or
call for answers. Our NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTIONS article covers a lot of good points. Be sure
to read it. We hope you are keeping up with the news items covering the 45th National. Lots of us
gave thanks for many things during Thanksgiving, but if you read WHAT WE HAVE TO BE
THANKFUL FOR, it will certainly make you think.
0
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TEMPO
A

ne
r you a "surfing bum"? It is noted that the
umber of on-line operators in the United
States will grow to 6 million in the next year. A
survey recently found that 67% of internet accessors were male between the ages of 18 and
34. I would venture to bet that more than the
remaining 33% are women!
Speaking of women, in Portland, Oregon,
Promise Gereschik celebrated her 103rd birthday recently. Among her many well-wishing
cards, came a summons from the Multnomah
County Court Administrator's office. It was a
call for her to serve on jury duty. Promise commented, "I guess they thought maybe I was old
enough to serve now." Gereschik declined her
day in the limelight saying, "I can't hardly hear
anymore."
Not to be outdone by Ms. Gereschik, a ninety
year old woman celebrated her birthday by going parasailing. Florabelle Dunkle who recited
a 32 line poem about young spirits in old bodies to over 200 friends last year, said she had
watched colorful parasails from her apartment
for years. After calling her son, who was not
surprised at her intentions, she waited for a calm
day. It seems this is not the first dangerous thing
this lady has done in her lifetime. Her growing
up years were spent hunting, fishing and collecting mushrooms, as well as riding stacks of
boards down dangerous log flumes near
Culdesac. She says next year it's going to be a
hot air balloon ride in nearby Spokane.
While we are saluting women, we ran across
some information about a 64 year old widow

PO BOX 216

by
Jeanne Briscoe

that has managed to get into the middle of local
high school football action. Ms. Louise
Boudreau is a guidance counselor at Jones High
School in Florida and claims to have been a
football fan for many, many years. "Not just
players get injured in this game," she says. A
few years ago she was literally tackled by her
beloved players when she inadvertently turned
hack toward the players after stepping away
from the danger of a play. Since then, the towering junior varsity players look out for her.
Not all her duties are on the field. She keeps
score for the junior varsity as well as the Jones
baseball team. Her great reward is watching the
"adorable little kids" grow into mature players.
Then there is the lady who holds the key to
longevity. "Just do it!" says Sarah Knauss. This
petite 115 year old lady from Pennsylvania is
said to be older than the Brooklyn Bridge. She
also can attest to being older than the Statue of
Liberty and older than 12 stars on the American flag. Now there's someone who's seen a lot
of changes and accomplishments in this country. For instance, six American wars, the assassination of three presidents and the birth of five
generations of her own offspring.
To date the record for the oldest person is
held by Jeanne Calment of France. She turned
120 this year and her birth date can be authenticated.
After researching this article, I still maintain women have a lot upstairs and there has to
be more than 33% using the internet!

GRENN

BATH, OH 44210

LATEST ROUND DANCE:
GR 17210 LOST WITHOUT YOU P-2 two-step by Hank & Jetty Walstra
music is "You're The Cream In My Coffee"

New ROUND DANCES to old Grenn records:
GR 17026 BILLY P-2 two-step by Eldon & Dixie Hager
GR 14300 LETS LINGER AWHILE P-2 two-step by Hank & Jetty Walstra
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An Open Letter
To the Readers of
AMERICAN

10

SQ//ABE DANCE
Have you ever considered the importance of
having a monthly, internationally circulated
square dance magazine? AMERICAN
SQUAREDANCE is our one prime communications link with the
rest of the world! Whether you're a dancer, a caller, a teacher or a
supplier of square dance merchandise and services, your one way to
get the news or to tell it, is through this one central source.
The fact that you're reading this makes it obvious that ASD has a
special significance for you. But did you ever think that there must
be at least a dozen other dancers in your own circle of dancing
friends who don't subscribe -- who, in fact may never have heard of
or seen a copy of American Squredance Magazine?
Because its major role is to communicate and to share its monthly
treasury of ideas and news designed to stimulate and retain dancerinterest, you're in a great position to help spread the word and
encourage others to become members of the ASD family. So, what
are we suggesting?
As a regular reader yourself, why not make it a point to introduce
ASD to at least one of your square dance friends. Let others see a
copy of one of your back issues. Get an okay to make an open-pitch
for ASD at your club's next dance -- maybe at the coffee-break, etc.
Encourage others to become subscribers.
As we're stepping into a
brand new square dancing year,
won't you join us in helping
ASD expand its effectiveness?
Sponsored by the friends
of American Squredance

American Squaredance. January 1996
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NEW YEAR's
RESOLUTIONS
Square up as often as possible.
Quiet my gossiping tongue; quote only the
good.
Underplay that which is negative.
Ask to help; involvement is the key to a
successful club.
Run for an office in your club, district or
state—You have much to offer.
Enthusiastically approach all squares; be a
happy dancer.
Dazzle the dancers with a smile; bring fun
with you.
Aspire new dancers by praising their efforts.
Never pass by a square in need of a dancer.
Cheerfully greet your guests; welcome them
into your squares.
Exercise by dancing often; visit a different
club and caller—it will add spice to your
dancing.

av e Dance Act .
$75

Computer Animation /0
of
Square Dance Figures
$75
Limited Time 1/2 Price Offer
add $5 Shipping + tax

PO BOX 5506, Fullerton, CA 92635
Phone (714) 858-8265

CEI Plus

For Mac
only .00

USDA News, Nov. '95

BILL DAVIS SQUARE DANCE SERVICE
THE EXTEMPORANEOUS CALLER — Second Printing
The most comprehensive book on sight and extemporaneous calling
ever written. 140 information packed pages cover Theory of
Resolution, Formation Awareness, Arrangements, Get Outs,
Programming, 2-Couple calling & lots more. By Bill Davis.
$16.95 Plus $1 Post, US & Can. Add $7 for overseas.

THE ALL NEW 1994 BIG FIVE DICTIONARY
and Square Dance MANUAL
This edition has new larger type and is the most comprehensive
definitions book yet. It contains official definitions of all calls in the
5 CALLERLAB programs MS through C2 including the most recent
1994 updates. It has lots of Get-Outs. It is filled with diagrams and
examples plus in-depth commentary on: usage, teaching, flow,
formation names, learning hints, and common misunderstandings.
by Bill Davis & John Sybalsky - $9.95 plus $1 post in US & Can.

NEW - 8.5 X 11 DELUXE EDITION - $13.95 plus postage
DANCERS'/CALLERS' NOTE SERVICE
Covers all new calls, ideas, and definitions. Commentary on square
dancing. Bi monthly. Per Cal. Yr. - Dancers: $7.50/Callers: $15.95

ORDER FROM: Bill Davis, 1359 Belleville, Sunnyvale, CA 94087
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WELL, HAVE YOU
YELLOW ROCKED
A GHOST RIDER
LATELY?
By David Lee Ciccone
Band Manager

W

e hope so, because even a Ghost Rider
needs love! Did you know we have been
around square dancing for the past twenty two
years? That is reason enough to get a big old
hug.
Hey, the Ghost Riders started in Concord,
California, with one man's idea to create a live
square dance band. When you think of it, it's
quite a daring idea. As you know, callers had
been using records for a long, long, time. The
reason was quite simple really, you see, they
could practice any time without calling a musician. Not only that, but they never had to worry
about where they would take their cue from.
They'd call a "do cee do" at the guitar solo and
a right hand star at the moment the fiddle took
off. That is because the record never changed,
it was the same each time they would call a tip.
Back in the old day, musicians didn't quite
understand the sixteen measure concepts and
how to change a regular country western tune
to something a caller could work with. In 1973
Mr. Hal Langer, a square dancer, was interested
in square dancing to live bands, but he knew
that every time he had a chance to, it was a disaster. Well, after a lot of soul searching, Hal
came up with the perfect idea of starting his
own band!
He understood that he couldn't use regular
musicians so he thought, what about square
dancers? Hey, that's the ticket, they know the
calls, they understand square dancing and all
he had to do was teach them how to play an
instrument. No problem! All he had to do was
teach some people that knew all about square
dancing and nothing about playing music—
RIGHT! Sure, that's all.
Well, that is just what he did. They formed a
five-piece band starting with the only person
that knew how to play an instrument besides
Hal, a square dancer named Daniel T. Bright.
Dan played lead guitar, Hal played banjo, his
sister, Dorrie played bass, Nancy Langner, Hal's
wife played drums with Jim Starr on rhythm
guitar.
Atherican Squaredance. January 1996

They called themselves "The Ghost Town
Echo Band." They performed for two years all
over the Bay Area where they were well accepted and loved by all. Shortly after this twoyear period, Hal had graduated from college and
was offered a job out of state which forced them
to disband the Ghost Town Echo Band. Before
Hal left, he impressed on Dan Bright, number
one—A Live Square Dance Band was the future, and number two—The ghost logo had to
be the focus instead of the band or any one person.
Dan, like an Olympian runner picked up the
torch and ran, and man did he!
He found four square dancers. One was a
drummer named John Moore. The next two
dancers were a father and son team which Dan
taught to play guitar. Aron Schneider learned
to keep a strong rhythm on his guitar while his
son Rudy laid a strong foundation on bass. To
round it all off, Dan found a dancer out of
Martinez, Calif., named Gary Spence whom he
taught how to play piano.
A band was formed! And keeping with Hal's
wishes, Dan called the band—THE GHOST
RIDERS.
The GHOST RIDERS had been together for
approximately fifteen years when Mr. John
Moore decided it was time to retire and lay down
those sticks. Keeping with Ghost Riders' tradition they needed a person that was a square
dancer. They brought in an old high school
friend that had grown up with John and Rudy.
On occasion he would sit in with the band. This
would happen off and on throughout the years
as a relief drummer for John in emergency situations. He was not only a dancer, but his family
had a long line of square dance callers within
it. It seemed only natural! He was a close friend
and he's known for his ability as a drummer
and as a singer. His name is David L. Ciccone.
Approximately a year later Aron Schneider,
the rhythm guitar player and band manager, had
to retire from the band for health reasons. He
now resides in Arizona. At this time his son
7

Rudy took over as band manager. Rudy
Schneider chose to retire about two years after
that. He also resides in Arizona and is doing
very well for himself as a bus driver for a prestigious charter company.
There have been many changes in the past,
but one thing has not changed, and that is the
man on the horse. Throughout the years people
may not remember the old player's (AND IF
SO, SHAME ON YOU!), but they never forget
the Ghost Rider, you know, the man on the
horse!
At this time I would like to introduce the
present band members to you: Daniel T Bright:
The first Ghost Rider and the man to carry on
the dream, plays lead guitar and sings lead and
background vocals.
Gary Spence: Another long-time veteran
plays keyboard, acoustic guitar, sings background vocals and performs special effect with
his synthesizer.
David Ciccone: For several years David has
played drums for the Ghost Riders. He sings
lead and background vocals and is the band
manager.
Dave Zachry: For the last several years, Dave
has been handling all technical problems and
he engineers the sound that you have grown to
love and enjoy from the Ghost Riders.
Ron Pfisterer: The newest member, and get
this, a non-dancer, but he plays a great bass
guitar! (You know, sometimes you just have to
turn your head and say, oh well.)
There are some exciting things coming up
in the future that we are looking forward to. Our
engineer, Dave Zachry is brushing up his skills
and is to be our new rhythm guitar player. This
should fatten up our sound quite well. That is
not all, Dave has a voice that won't quit. When
Dave makes this transition we will be looking
for a SQUARE DANCER that we can train to
be our new engineer—anybody interested?
Thank God, over the past twenty some years
we have been very fortunate to have all of you
in the Square Dance World support us, and
made The GHOST RIDERS your National
Square Dance Band. You, the hard-core dancers, have brought us opportunities through being our faithful. fans, by dancing to us and requesting your club to have us perform at your
Hoedowns, Festivals and Conventions.
The opportunities that we have received are
as follows: A European Tour to Poland, State
Fairs, An H.B.O. Movie Special called Barbarians at the Gate, Four National Conventions and
8

right now we are talking to the future National
Chairpersons for the upcoming National Conventions. There is so much more I could list,
but it would take forever, so I would like to thank
all of you on behalf of the Ghost Riders.
In closing, I would like to share with you
what we have been doing in the past and up to
the present, to do our part in promoting Square
Dancing.
They are called One Nighters. A One Nighter
is when a group or organization wants us for
square dancing and western dance such as line
dancing, two step and western swing. When
making these arrangements we suggest that we
bring a real square dance caller, and that in a
matter of moments he or she can teach them
some very easy steps that will have the dancers
going wild.
Just think, they come to the party for western dance, and they leave with a bug for square
dancing! It's so much fun seeing peoples' faces
in the beginning, thinking that they can't do this,
and then they do it! You're wondering how we
get them started, right?
It's simple. The caller brings some dancers
from his club to the dance, squares them up and
they start dancing. At the end of the tip the callers instruct his dancers to go out in the crowd
and grab a new partner, and he squares them
up! Before you know, everyone is square dancing and having a great time!
What do you think; doesn't that sound like
fun? It really is, and we are trying to find new
ways of starting that flame in people's hearts.
Like the one that started for you and me so long
ago. It's the people in the Square Dancing community that make it special, and the friendships
and the camaraderie, and 000000h, don't forget
those YELLOW ROCKS, yeah those YELLOW ROCKS!
We have some big dances coming up this
year and it's just those kinds of things like your
love and warmth that keep us going year after
year and we will continue as long as you'll have
us.
I know I have said this before, but on behalf
of the Ghost Riders for your faithfulness and
support for the last twenty-two years...

THANKS! AND KEEP ON DANCING!
Editor's note: if you would like to contact
the Ghost Riders for an engagement, just write
to Ghost Riders, do David Ciccone, Circle
Ranch, 2301 N. Hess Rd., Conord, CA 94521
or call (510) 427-0975 .
American Squaredance, January 1996

AS I SEE IT

lee
A brief interruption in our account of Lloyd
.."Pappy" Shaw which started last month,
in order to get up-to-date with the state of the
square dance world prior to World War II.
Square dancing in the mid-1930s was not
too different from that danced during the previous 100 years or so.
The way square dancing was handled out
here on the West Coast was similar to square
dancing elsewhere in North America. Classes
had not yet made an appearance and, if you
wanted to attend a square dance, you just went,
paid your twenty-five cents or so, and if it was
new to you, you started as the fourth couple in a
square. By the time the action got to you, you
would have learned all you needed to know by
observing the other three couples.
My personal interest in the activity started
in 1938 while attending a college conference.
It grew when I discovered how effective square
dancing could be in bringing together otherwise
shy college students and spending a couple of
hours doing simple circle mixers, squares and
contras.
I figured the only way to learn more about
the activity was to track down the relatively few
"old tyme" dances in the area, but none of these
proved very exciting. Finally, following a lead,
I discovered a weekly square dance at the local
YMCA. I was delighted, the first time I attended, to find a room full of enthusiastic young
potential dancers. I, along with the others, was

discouraged to find they had no caller.
Many of you who call may remember what
happens next in a situation like this. You may
know little or nothing about calling, but you
realize that you probably know as much or more
than the others and, with lots of encouragement,
you find that you're going to be a caller. That's
the way it all started.
For the most part as I remember it, the caller
was the motivating center of it all. Back then
there were no specialists. The caller was the
Jack-of-all-trades and (in my case, I'm afraid)
Master-of-none. With what assistance he could
recruit, the caller had to find a place to dance.
He had to clean the hall and sometimes even
bring refreshments. Then, in addition to calling the squares, it was his job to teach the couple
dances and everything else on the limited program.
While a good share of the squares we did
back then were of the single-visiting variety
(couple number one goes out to the right and
does a figure, ends it with a do si do, then moves
on to the right and does the figure with the third
couple, etc.), we also did lots of all-work dances,
line figures like the Route and various stars (ladies to the center and back to the bar—gents to
the center with a right hand star, etc.). We included a fair share of singing calls (Life on the
Ocean Wave, Oh Johnny, etc.), that had worked
their way out here from the East Coast.

Z-ired of food stains ?
t,tfroo.,411Adult 157b that - Alakes A Qtrat Gift
Protects your clothing from food stains and spills
Washable - Durable - Compact - 3ashionable
One size fits all • lor Mat and Women

NEW

$30.00 add 54.95 for

Yeg -

A STITCH IN TIME SEWING
MACHINE CO., 226-06A Kingsbury Avenue
Bayside, NY 11364-3126 Tel#(718)479-3362
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Floor-length dresses and Levis with the cuffs turned up
-- this was the costume of square dancing, circa 1946
The couple dances were definitely a part of
the program. These were not composed rounds
as we know them today. Those came later. The
majority of people who attended dances would
enter into the free-style polkas, two-steps,
varsouviannas, schottishes and waltzes. These
couple dances and circle mixers were as much
a part of square dancing as the squares themselves and the caller who was worth his salt
would handle it all.
The main criteria for the dances folks did
back then was that they were fun, and, because
newcomers were continually coming in, they
had to be moderately simple.
Folks looked at this as a Western form of
dancing and they dressed accordingly—men in
jeans and ladies usually in long (home-made)
dresses.
Word-of-mouth publicity, the strongest recruiting agent for square dancing, was truly in
effect in those days and the halls for the Saturday night dances were filled.
Sound systems, though crude, did exist but
callers like Al Brundage on the East Coast, still
depended upon the old college-type cheer leaders' megaphones for amplification While other
10

old-timers developed leather lungs and called
without any tools at all.
I recall looking in on an old-tyme dance in
1939 at one of our beach cities where there must
have been 20 or more squares on the floor —
each square with its own caller and each caller
calling a different dance.
If I remember correctly, my first public address system was a 10 watt Concord amplifier
with a 78 (more-or-less) rpm, non-variablespeed turn-table mounted crudely on top. It was
heavy and awkward, but I thought it was great!
Any of you who may have been calling back
in those days will recall that records suitable
for accompaniment were virtually non-existent.
We must all have owned at least one copy of
Victor's 12 inch, 78 rpm "Soldier's Joy" and
"Blackberry Quadrille." And that was it.
And so it was that the majority of the music
we used was "live," usually a piano player and
maybe a fiddler or an accordion and base, or
whatever the caller could come up with. Some
of the combinations were a bit strange, but when
one's calling depended upon them we were
grateful for what we could get.
I'll never forget Mamie Parsons who was
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my piano player twice a month over at Griffith
Park. Mamie, who must have been a zillion
years old, teamed up with Margaret who played
the fiddle and was just a tad younger than
Mamie. Anyway, with a limited number of
qualified musicians in the area it was possible
that some of them played a dozen nights in a
row or more. That's probably the reason that I
remember this one dance night in particular. I
noticed about midway through the evening that
the music kept getting slower. Then it would
pick up and then it would slow down again.
After this happened several times during one
particular hoe-down, I turned around and there
was Mamie, her head bent low over the keys—
sound asleep. She managed to keep playing, but
it was a slow-and-go situation for the balance
of the evening
In the years immediately following the Second World War, square dancing began to return to "normal." The Saturday night dances
multiplied in size and more men and women
made the decision to try calling as an avocation. Nobody ever thought of earning a living
calling—"Heck, calling was fun!" Up to this
point most of the caller's services had been donated and I remember the feeling I had when a
couple of enthusiasts invited me to call an
evening of squares at their home and paid me
$7 for the job.
With new callers coming in all the time there
was a growing need for someone to teach them.
Most of the old-timers (callers who had been at
it for a year or more) took a newcomer or two
under their wing, worked with them on their
calling and encouraged them to attend their
dances and, if they seemed ready, call a tip during the evening. The apprentice system worked
but it had its limitations.
By the end of 1946 there were perhaps a
dozen callers active in our greater Los Angeles
area. Most of us made a point of visiting the
dances of the other callers hoping to pick up a
new call or learn a calling technique or two.
There was a great desire to learn more. The activity was fast reaching "boom" proportions and

those of us who were doing the calling saw that
we could use all the help we could get.
Among the leaders in our area was a retired
boys' high school vice principal whose name
was Ray Shaw. A long-time caller and enthusiastic dancer, Ray was the natural leader for those
coming into the activity. Seeing the need for
some sort of cooperative training, exchange of
ideas and calls, Ray opened his home to occasional Saturday morning caller's Pow Wow sessions. These satisfied the need for a time, but it
was soon evident that more in-depth training
was needed in order to keep the fast-growing
activity on track.
Back before the War, I had been impressed
by an article in the August 2, 1941, issue of the
Saturday Evening Post. It was called "Swing
that Pretty Girl," and it told the story of a school
principal in Colorado Springs who had taught
a group of his high school students about their
dance heritage. Starting back in the mid-I930s
he had toured with them across the country putting on dance shows. Lloyd Shaw, the article
reported, had written a book, "Cowboy Dances"
which a number of us had read. It also stated
that Dr. Shaw conducted special one-week summer Master Classes on how to teach and call
square dances.
This could be our answer. Having a learning experience outside of our own bailiwick had
its advantages. How could we get into the class?
As it turned out, Ray Shaw, our local callerleader, was the older brother of Lloyd and naturally had the class information. The next step
was to apply.
"Sorry," said the letter when our request to
enter the summer '47 class was turned down.
"We're limited in the number we can accept
due to the small size of our dance hall. You
might apply again next year."
By now I was determined to find a way to
be admitted. I pulled every string I could and,
with a good word from Ray Shaw to his brother,
I was accepted.
* * * *
Next month come with us to Colorado
Springs for an over-view of 1947-style caller
training. 0
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Finn!

Tom Perry

Wayule

Hi-Hat Pioneers

KEEP 'EM SQUARED UP WITH HI-HAT &
BLUE RIBBON DANCE RECORDS

Bobby LePorci

kiddy Weaver

BRAND NEW ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
HH 5186 - Sail Along Silvery Moon by Ernie
HH 5187 - When You Fall In Love by Tom Miller
HH 5185 - I Fall To Pieces by Deborah
HH 5184 - He Stopped Loving Her Today by Wayne
Marty Firstenburg HH 5183 - Heartbreak Mountain by Bobby
HH 665 - Candice Flip Hoedown (2Cpl.)(Plus) by Tom Miller
ELK 034 - He Stopped Loving Her Today (Sing-a-long) by Wayne

Erika
Johannson

Torn Mil...!

RECENT BEST SELLERS ON HI-HAT & ELK RECORDINGS
HH 5182 - Monona, Monona by Tom Perry
HH 5181 - Calling Baton Rouge by Efika
HH 664 - Kini Flip Hoedown (2 apt) (Plus) by Buddy
ELK 033 - I Fall To Pieces (Sing-a-long) by Deborah
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ELK SING-A-LONGS AND HI-HAT PIONEER TAPES ARE AVAILABLE FROM THE PRODUCER

BLUE

RIBBON RECORDS
f
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Jason Dean

AO
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Earl West

Bill Stone

David Murray

Dave Parker

Jerry
Biggs/sluff

BRAND NEW ON BLUE RIBBON
BR 288 - It You Want Me by Bill Donahue
BR 287 - Crazy by Bill Stone
BR 1017 - The Big One (Round) by Ray & Anne Brown

40

RECENT BEST SELLERS ON BLUE RIBBON
BR 286 - Long Legged Hannah by Jerry Biggerstaff
Bill Donanue BR 1016 - Carolina In The Morning (Round) by Bob & Linda Berka
BR 285 - Play Me A Traveling Song by David Murray
BR 284 - The World Is Waiting For You by Jerry Gulledge

PRODUCER!
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ERNIE KINNEY ENTERPRISES
3925 N. TOLLHOUSE ROAD, FRESNO, CA 93726-7437
PHONE: 209-227-2764 FAX: 209-224-1463
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What Wa !lava
To Da
Thankful For
by David Bevans
Salinas, California
his Thanksgiving many people sat
1 around their tables and give thanks for
many things. Some were thankful for their new
car, or truck; some were thankful for a new
house, clothes, or Money. There are those of us
that have many things to be thankful for that
are not readily identifiable as material things.
These things are very intangible; love, health,
life. If you were taken away from all you owned,
would you still be able to find something to be
thankful for? We were.
We were traveling to Mendocino for a family get-together for Thanksgiving. It was a little
late to be on the road but we were only going
half-way. There had been several delays already.
Finally, after we had a light dinner, we were
off. We got three hours up the road and our destination was within sight. Mr. Driver had been
feeling a little tired, but felt as if he could make
it ten more miles. The rest of us were scattered
in several different places throughout the motor home. Mrs. Driver was carrying on a conversation with Mr. Driver to keep him awake.
Mr. Driver drifted too much and so did the motor

home. Mrs. Driver yelled, 'Watch it!, Watch it!'
We felt the first impact of the right side guardrail and the motor home was thrown across the
highway to the concrete rail on the the left side
of the bridge. We felt the concrete railing give
way as did the side of the motor home. The front
axle broke loose and was ejected out the back.
The motor home lurched once more and slid to
a stop on the highway, inches from going over
the edge.
Dazed and confused, we began to gather our
senses and assess the damages to each other.
One dog was missing and the other ran away.
Smoke filled the air and there was a smell of
propane. The propane line had broken and the
gas tank was ruptured. Mr. and Mrs. Driver
exited out the front while the rest of us tried to
extricate ourselves from the remains of the cardboard and aluminum coffin. No shoes were to
be found immediately and blankets were used
as jackets. All six of us were accounted for and
we began to gather what we could to survive.
One dog was located but the other was feared
crushed inside the wreckage. Many people be-

You'll have the time of your life !

A First Class Square Dance Resort
on the beautiful Lake of the Ozarks
Sgetaae Vance Vacatetut c '7te.t./U
FOR INFORMATION WRITE:
KIRKWOOD LODGE
P.O. BOX 37, Osage Beach, MO 65065
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Featuring
• 15 Great Square
Dance Weeks
• Outstanding
Staffs
PI.,44/vg
Spain( nugeou
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MEG SIMKINS

119 Allen St.
Hampden, Mass. 01036

413-566-3349

Everything for
Square Dancers
Send $1.00 for catalogue
Refunded on first order.
Handling $5.00 ea.

NEW

NEW

Luxurious nylon organdy is used for this full, but light weight, petticoat. All bottoms are
hemmed for comfort and long wear. Replaceable elastic at waistline.
$34.00
Extremely full #6000-Sixty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each
$32.00
Extremely full #5000-Fifty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each
$30.00
Extremely full #4000-Forty yards-3 layers-20 yds. each
LENGTHS:
COLORS:
SIZES:

19,20,21 and 23 inches.
Red, Black, White, Light Blue, Royal Blue, Ivory, Peach, Pink
Hot Pink, Yellow, Lavender, Mint, Kelly Green, Navy, Dusty Rose.
Small, Medium and Large

gan to arrive and offer their assistance. The firemen would not allow us to gather any personal
belongings as there was the fear of fire and explosion. The paramedics began to search for
their first victim so they could apply 'The Collar.' Several cuts and bruises were attended to
and four were taken to the nearest hospital.
Mr. Driver and 1 stayed behind (under protest by some) to assist in the search for lost
doggie two and personal belongings. The ever
present CAL-TRANS began the tedious work
of cleaning up our mess (for which we were
very grateful). Two of California's Best (CHP)
did their best at directing the ever present lookyloos past the awe inspiring scene of near destruction. After several hours, we were able to
leave and approach the hospital with several
more calls for lost doggie two. The worst was
feared and we reluctantly joined the family at
the house of well managed chaos(the Emergency room).
Upon arrival at the hospital, we observed that
all was well and that someone had the presence of mind to call friends that were close by.
We gathered at the nearest house of better sleep
(a motel), and proceeded to hug and kiss everyone (including doggie one). Sleep was then
anticipated, and. for some, achieved. Upon
14
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I

awakening, plans were made to continue the
searches that could not be done in darkness.
Approaching the scene of destruction, what
to our wandering eyes should appear but a
miracle we could not conceive of. Doggie two
was alive, and unharmed, and sitting at the bottom of the bridge waiting for mommy to come
back. A very tearful reunion was had by all.
The search began in earnest (with Ernest) to
recover what could be salvaged from the shell
of the Motor Home. Mr. Driver wanted to salvage everything he could get his hands on (including nuts, bolts, and door handles). Everything was recovered except pride, and one lost
skateboard. The trip home had begun.
At home again, we began to assess the reality of what had happened. We came to the conclusion that we had many things to be thankful
for. The Cal-Trans worker was the most helpful public worker we ever had the privilege of
dealing with. We are thankful that everybody
came out of the incident alive and relatively
unhurt. We are thankful that God had the conscience to look down on a little lost puppy and
keep him safe from a 100' fall and not have a
scratch on him. We are thankful for our family
and the love we can still show (some for the
first time ever). We are very, very, very thankful
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for the friends that came out in the middle
of the night without a second thought and helped
us gather our thoughts and senses (all of this
while disrupting their plans for Thanksgiving).
We are thankful for the family member that
came 150 miles out of his way to assist us in
getting back home alive and unharmed again.
Above all, we thank God for his overseeing ability to keep us all safe from harm and together
once again.

Between friends in the Grange, Square Dancers, long time friends and family, we can safely
say we did not care at all about the material
things that can be replaced. We were more concerned about the things that cannot be replaced
such as, life, health, friendship, family and love.
Above all, love for each other can see through
midnight fog and darkness and still show a blazing light to guide the way.

12th ANNUAL HONEYMOON
SQUARE DANCE WEEKEND
BLUE ASH HOTEL & CONFERENCE CENTER - CINCINNATI, OHIO
MARCH 22, 23, 24, 1996

Featuring

THE RED BOOT BOYS
Don Williamson
Tennessee

Mike Hoose
Tennessee

Johnny Jones
Florida

Mac McCall
Virginia
Staff also includes:

Chuck Marlow
Squares

John & Dorothy Roasa
Rounds

Russ & Dee Shorts
C/W

Columbus, Ohio

Dayton, Ohio

Mansfield, Ohio

3 BIG HALLS - Plus Level & Rounds Main Hall
Full Time Advanced Level - Red Hot C/W Lines & 2 Step
$1/30.00 PER COUPLE/PER ROOM (inc tax)
Advanced Deposit $80.00 Balance due before February 20, 1996
For Information and Reservations Contact:

Janet Marlow
P.O. Box 13769, Columbus, Ohio 43213
(614) 868-9828 or Fax: 614-868-8995
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THE COUNTRY LINE by jim and jean cholmondeley
DANCE TERMINOLOGY FOR THE '90s
(from Step-By-Step, written by Bill Bader, Vancouver, BC)

Bonnie Jeans—Good lookin', well fittin' Wanglers....Border
Runners—Two Steppers who try to dance on the very edge of the dance floor during the
most popular line dances....Bowlers—Bowling shoes worn as a comfortable alternative to
cowboy boots....Bullkick—The polite term to shout while doing the kicks in "Cotton Eyed
Joe"....Dangerous Liaisons —Taking a chance on dancing with unknown partners,
especially when they turn out bad....Dee Jerk—A d-jay who won't play requests for the
most popular dance songs....Fault Line—The outer ledge of Line Dancers who are jostled
around by running into or being run into by progressive Couples Dancers....Floor
Flusher—I. A non-danceable song which clears the floor; 2. A Line Dance which almost
no one enjoys doing.... Half A Cup—Half a Couple.... Knots—Couples who often stall the
progression around the floor....Rooms With A View—Table next to the dance
floor....Shape Shifter—A dancer whose style is so loose that they don't seem to have a
bone in their body....TushPushaphobia—Mental condition, often found in men, which
does not allow hips to move fluidly....Transcendance Medication—Getting your dance
fix....Waterworld—Dance hall which serves only non-alcoholic
beverages....Weedeaters—Dancers whose arms or legs flail out dangerously or who spin
dangerously fast.
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Zavu, Zet000
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BRAND NEW RELEASES
RYL 226
RYL 316
RYL 808
RYL 131
RYL 516
RYL 227
RYL 132
RYL 317
RYL 901

by Jerry
SEALED WITH A KISS
by Tony & Jerry
DOOLEY
LOOKIN' AT THE WORLD
THROUGH A WINDSHIELD
by Randy
by Jerry
MAMA TRIED
LOOKIN' FOR A REASON
by Larry
ANY OLD TIME
by Tony
by Jerry
I DON'T NEED NOTHIN'
THE NIGHT HAS A
THOUSAND EYES
by Tony & Jerry
ON AND ON (round) by Jerry & Barbara Pierce

ROYAL RECORDS INC.
Rt I, Box 33, Fairfield, IA 52556
515-472-3795
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METAMORPHOSIZED
DESCRIPTION - 4 Wall Dance
DIFFICULTY Intermediate
COUNTS/STEPS - 32 Counts/39 Steps
BPM - 120
TEACHING MUSIC - Clown In Your Rodeo (Kathy Mattea)
DANCING MUSIC - Giving Water To A Drowning Man (Lee Roy Parnell)
UNT / DESCRIPTION
STOMP, HOLD, STOMP, HOLD
STOMP, SNAP, SAILOR SHUFFLE
1 RF - Stomp forward on RIGHT
2 HOLD
3 LF - Stomp forward on LEFT
4 HOLD
5 RF - Stomp forward on RIGHT
6 SNAP FINGERS
7 LF - Cross step LEFT behind Right
& RF - Step 1/8 turn to the Right on Right
8 LF - Step to Left on LEFT
SAILOR SHUFFLES, TWIST, TWISTTURN, KICK-BALL-CHANGE
1 RF - Cross step RIGHT behind LEFT
& LF - Step to Left on LEFT
2 RF - Step 1/8 turn to the Right on Right
(completing 1/4 turn Right)

3 LF - Cross step LEFT behind Right
& RF - Step to Right on RIGHT4
LF - Step to Left on LEFT
5 Lift heels & twist 1/8 turn Right
6 On balls of feet, pivot 3/8 turn left
7 RF - Kick RIGHT foot forward
& RF - Step ball of RIGHT @ next to Left
8 LF - Change weight to LEFT

KNEE SHAKES AND HIP ROLLS
1 RF - Touch toes of r to r & push knee R
& Knee to center
2 Push knee to Right
& Knee to center
3 Push knee to Right
& Knee to center
4 Knee to center & shift weight to right
5 Roll hips to Right and over
6 Roll hips to Left and down
7 Roll hips to Right and over
8 Roll hips to Left and down
KICK, TURN, STOMP, STOMP,
MONTEREY TURN
1 RF - Kick RIGHT foot forward
2 LF - Keeping RIGHT knee bent,
pivot 1/4 turn Left on ball of LEFT
3-4 RF - Stomp RIGHT next to Left Twice
5 RF - Touch toes of RIGHT to the Right
6 LF/RF - Pivot 1/2 turn Right on ball of
LEFT and step RIGHT next to Left
7 LF - Touch toes of Left to LEFT side
8 LF - Step LEFT next to Right
BEGIN AGAIN
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Pattern Co.
Box 23
Catalog $1.50

Hamlin, Texas

281

490

79520

plus $.50 postage & handling
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45Th KATIDKAL
,SOKIE bahICE
3011 gHTOKllOp TEXAS
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SQUARE DANCERS,
ARE YOU READY?
ell, Texas is ready for you! We have an
abundance of square dance halls to meet
your needs. What is an abundance you say?
Well, let's take a look at what Texas has to offer you.
Located in the Convention Center Complex,
we have for the Mainstream Program, 42,800
square feet of dancing area and the Mainstream
with rounds will have 22,800 square feet (parquet floor) of this footage.
Plus dancers will enjoy 29,000 (parquet
floor) square feet. This is also the hall that will
have the live band if we can make the arrangements.
We don't want to leave out the future of our
activity—the youth—what do we have for
them? We have 2,400 square feet of space for
them to kick back and let it all hang out.
If we have Handicapped dancer requests, we
have 2,304 square feet of space to accommodate them.
Challenge dancers, don't feel you are being
left out. What do we have for you? Well, let us
tell you, we have three halls with a total of
10,560 square feet for your dancing enjoyment.
Like what you have read so far? Hang on,
there's more to come. Moving West across the
street from the Convention Center, we go to the
LaVillita Center (five minute walk) where the
Advance Program will have a total of 24,000
square feet of dancing space in two halls.
Across the street to the North is the Marriott
Hotel where the All Singing Calls Hall and the
DBD Hall will be located. Each of these halls
will have 4,900 square feet of floor space.
Just North of the Marriott Hotel is the
Marriott River Center Hotel. This will be our
Plus with Rounds Hall. Another 19,200 square
feet of dance floor.

W
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But wait, we're not through yet. Moving to
the East we find the Alamo Dome. Would you
believe 30,000 square feet at the North end of
the main floor for Plus (possibly Mainstream/
Plus) dancing. On the South end of the main
floor will be the Single Hall with 30,000 square
feet of dance floor.
Yes, dancers, Texas is ready for you with a
total of 204,864 square feet of dance floor for
your enjoyment. The Square Dance Committee
of the 45th National Square Dance Convention
extends a special invitation to you to come and
enjoy Texas hospitality. Texas is the state, June
26-29, 1996 is the date, San Antonio is the
place.
RED RIBBONS
"I AM REGISTERED" Red Ribbons are
being sent to registrants to advertise the 45th
NSDC. They WILL NOT gain anyone entrance
into the Special Event or the convention facilities for dancing.
EARLY BIRD LONE STAR PASSES
Thanks to all who purchased early bird certificates! However, they DO NOT register you.
You MUST complete and submit a registration
form, even though nothing else is desired, to be
registered. Remember, you DO NOT send in
any registration money. This was paid when you
purchased an Early Bird. ONLY pay for other
items ordered, i.e., program book, special event
tickets, etc.
TEXAS TRIVIA
*From 1836 to 1879, the Alamo was a grocery store and a liquor store, owned by
the Catholic Church. The Church sold the
property and it was converted to a wholesale grocery. When the new owner died
American Squaredance. January 1996
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it became a wholesale liquor store. In
1905 it was purchased by the Daughters
of the Republic of Texas.
*When Texas joined the Union in 1845,
only one state dissented. It condemned
the Republic of Texas as a foreign nation
not worthy of being a state. The matter
remained until December 1953 when this
was discovered and published by the San
Antonio Light. A verbal battle began between the newspapers and television stations in both states and on December 29,
1953, the Governor of Massachusetts informed the Governor of Texas that the
state of Massachusetts had recognized
Texas as a member of the Union—one
hundred and eight years after the fact.
*The first Capital of Texas was located in
Louisiana. In the year 1719 it was located
near Roheline, Louisiana. It was declared
the Capital of Texas by Spain.
*The French Embassy located in Austin,
Texas, is the only such building erected
by a foreign government in the U.S.A.
outside of Washington, DC.
*The longest straight-line distance across
Texas is (801) miles.
*Seven or eight flags over Texas? Spain,
France, Mexico, Texas the Confederacy,
the United States of America are recognized as the six flags over Texas, but what
about The Republic of the West in 1812,
(a solid green flag) and the Republic of
the Rio Grande (a green, red and white
flag)?
*The capital of Missouri was in Texas.
During the Civil War, the governor of
Missouri moved the government of the
State to Jefferson, Texas, and then to
Marshall, Texas. The Missouri State government resided in Texas until the cessation of the hostilities.
*Texas has more inland water than any
state except Alaska. Minnesota, the
"Land of Lakes" comes in third.

*The Lone Star State has thirty-five million acres of woodland. Enough to match
all of the famed New England forests except Connecticut.
*Texas has had more State Capitals than
any other state in the modern world. We
have had seven in our short history: San
Felipe de Austin, Washington-on-theBrazos, Harrisburg, Velasco, Columbia,
Houston and Austin.
RV/CAMPING
There has been an erroneous report that the
45th NSDC has all of the camping areas filled.
The 45th only has BROOKS Air Force Base
area booked for campers. They have NO control over arrangements made by private campground personnel.
CAMPING INFORMATION
Campsite Location: Brooks Air Force Base
Proposed Dates Open: Sunday, June 2329, 1996, space must be vacated by Sunday,
June 30 at 2:00 PM
Check-in Time: 10:30 AM to 7:30 PM
Important Information: No dry camping;
no use of generators (service provided); no propane service on base—please arrive full; no
shower facilities at this time; must have valid
driver's license and proof of insurance; must
have vaccination records for all pets; to park
together, you need to arrive together; grocery
and shopping mall nearby.
Available On Site: 30 AMP electric service
to each site; water delivery; dump service—$10
per call; port-a-potties; breakfast bar and snack
bar; catering service for groups; large tent for
after parties and social activities; public phones
and on-site transportation.
Bus Passes: Bus passes get you to Alamo
Dome and Convention Center.
Remember—arrive with holding tanks
empty and water and propane tanks full!

Do you need registration forms,
tour/special event information? Contact
Bill & Patti Lawson, 9401 Cliffbrook
Dr., Austin, TX 78747-9503
PHONE/FAX: (512) 243-1534 0

T41 receive a present handsomely and in the right spirit, even
Awl( :R.111 have none to give in return, is to give one in return.
—Leigh Hunt
American Suu.uedance, January 1996
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he dance for this month's column comes
from Ted Sannella. "Scout House Reel,"
was written by Ted in 1979 and was named in
honor of the Scout House in Concord, Massachusetts, built in the 1800s, that served as a site
for many of Ted's Boston dances.
This is a good dance for new contra dancers
and equally enjoyable for experienced dancers.
The formation is alternate-duple or improperduple. It consists of dancers alternating in gender along the length of the line, starting with a
gent at the end of the line closest to the caller's
left, his partner is in the opposite line.
The dance begins with the "actives" stepping into the center of the set, between the next
couple below them, facing down the set in a
line of four. An easy way to identify "actives"
is for everyone to face their corner (men face
left, ladies right). If your back is toward the
caller, you and your partner are "actives." Facing "down the set" everyone has their back to
the caller. "Up the set," everyone is facing toward the caller.
Al : Lines of 4 down the set (6)
Turn alone (2)
Lines of 4 come up the set (6)
Bend the line (2)
At this point in the dance everyone is back
in their long lines, however, everyone has moved
one position up or down the line.
A2: (with the opposite couple)
Circle left once around (8)
You must get all the way around.
The same ladies chain across (8)

T

Dancing
Contra
with Don Ward

The secret to dancing this smoothly is combining the bend the line, circle left and ladies
chain and the up coming do sa do from the courtesy turn, into one continuous movement.
B I: Ladies do sa do 1 1/2, step past (8)
Swing the opposite gent (8)
End facing back across the set toward the
opposite line and join hands along the line.
B2: Long lines forward and back (8)
Active couples swing in the center (8)
Face down.
Actives will end the swing in the center facing down the set ready to make a new line of 4
with the next couple down the set. You are ready
to repeat the dance. Dancers must remember
that when they fall off the end of the line (no
one left to dance with) they must "partner trade/
Calif twirl" to change sides and dance in the
opposite line. Don't panic when "actives" become "inactive" or vise versa. If you have paid
attention you'll do just fine.
For music with a square dance feel I use
"Coney Island Washboard," in ESP 503 ,and
for a traditional feel "Stallion Grey," TNT 173.
O

Oscar & Shirley Johnson
7317 Harriet Ave. S.
Minneapolis, MN 55423
(612) 869-9501

FREE
CATALOG
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ASHTON & CALIFONE AMPLIFERS
MICROPHONES BY
ASTATIC & ELECTROVOICE
NADY WIRELESS MICROPHONES
SPEAKER STANDS & TILT ERS

(612) 869-6168 Res.
RECORD CASES & SLEEVES
REPAIR SERVICE
CUSTOMIZED MUSIC VOLUME CONTROLS
3 & 5 • YEAR CALENDARS
MAGNETIC & TRAVEL PATTER AIDS
NEEDLES, TAPS, WAX, MISC.
POLYETHYLENE RECORD STORAGE BOX
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People / Events
IN THE NEWS

ing why I'm sharing all this with you. The reason is that Russell is ninety years young. We
were amazed when we heard this fact from
Marlin himself. Marlin admitted he watches
Russell's square because of his precise timing
in his dp

Editor's note: If you have square dance
news you would like to share with ASD readers, please send it to us, along with your name,
address and phone number (type written, if possible, but not necessary) to ASD Magazine, 661
Middlefield Rd., Salinas, CA 93906-1004, or
FAX it to us at (408)443-6402. We'll do our
best to include it in a future issue.

90 YEARS YOUNG
Mesa, Arizona
ne meets all kinds of people in Mesa,
Arizona. But you will have to go a long
way to meet someone as true blue as Russell
Kirby. Jim and I met he and his partner while
dancing at the Marlins (Marlin Hull's club;
Great American Square Dance Store). One
would have to be in a square with Russell to
see just how good a dancer he is. He always
steps with the music, never hurries or causes
any undo frustration. Maybe you are wonder-

O

Russell Kirby with his dance partner,
Sylvia Monroe

Russell has been square dancing for sixty
years, starting when the dance form was easy
enough so that one could watch for a while, then
jump into a square and start dancing. That was
in 1935. In 1969 Russell joined a beginner class

RECORDS
Wade Driver, Producer
Dee Dee
Dougherty-Lottie
612788-5576

Wade Driver
602-833-2033

Mike Seastrom
805-495-0021

Best Sellers

RR-227
RR-229
RR-230
RR-231
RR-232
RR-233
RR-234
RR-235

KEY LARGO by Wade
CUP OF TEA by Bob
SWEET MISERY by Mike
WESTERN SKIES by Wade
FEELIN' KINDA LONELY TONIGHT by Dee Dee
SCOTCH AND SODA by Bob
ONE PROMISE TOO LATE by Mike
FRIDAY NIGHT IN AMERICA by Wade

ALL STAR FESTIVAL
February 1, 2 & 3, 1996
Wade, Mike, Dee Dee, Bob, Ken & Gary
Las Vegas, Nevada

ENGLISH MOUNTAIN
July 4 - 11, 1996
Wade and Dee Dee
Sevierville, Tennessee

HI ROLLERS CALLER SCHOOL
July 28 - August 1, 1996
Bob and Wade
Las Vegas, Nevada

RHYTHM ROUND-UP
August 9 & 10, 1996
Mike and Dee Dee
Underwood, Iowa

Exclusive Distributors for Rhythm Records - Palomino Records Inc.,1-800-328-3800
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CUSTOM ENGRAVED BELT BUCKLES
Made of Heavy, Chrome-Plated Steel
Ideal for a Gift or Presentation

3
. 1“b
Nan• la

- S16.50
- $14.50
#2 2 - \
#3 2Y," x 3Y," - $18.50
#1 I X" x
Prices Include Shipping.
Available through many local Square Dance and Western Stores;
or you may order directly from us.

WE ALSO MAKE CLUB, NAME AND FUN BADGES,
BARS AND DANGLES.
Dealer Inquiries Are Welcome
for additional information call or write

CAPITAL ENGRAVING COMPANY
3208 Keen Ave. N.E. • Salem. OR 97303
1-8(8)-628-4985 (All 50 States & Canada). Phone or FAX (503) 371-I 862

to learn Modern Square Dancing as we know it
today. He says he's had many partners since his
wife died some years ago, but his present partner, Sylvia Monroe, has been with him now for
two years. Russell attests to the fact that he has
helped with many Beginner classes. He says,
"There is always a need for men in a Beginner
class." He was helping in the class where Sylvia
was learning and they just clicked. Says Sylvia,
"I just wouldn't let go of him, I wanted to dance
with him as a regular partner. We are unofficially engaged," she added shyly.
Russell was a carpenter contractor in construction and has built many homes some of
which are in Wichita, Kansas, and Colorado
Springs, Colorado. He has four children, two
boys and two girls.
Sylvia was a registered nurse for 48 years,
has two daughters and two granddaughters. She
now does volunteer work at the hospitals. She
says she loves square dancing! She and Russell
dance six nights a week and are members of
The Marlins and the Top 8s.
Jeanne Briscoe, Salinas, California
SECOND ANNIVERSARY
Mesa, Arizona
This may not seem like much of an achievement, but Marilyn and "Sig" Sigler celebrated
22

Marilyn and "Sig" Sigler

their two year wedding anniversary recently.
Members of the Marlins Club, Marilyn cut the
cake that was decorated in a Halloween motif
and served it to the dancers attending that Tuesday night dance.
Their anniversary is October 31 and ties in
with their work that utilizes the 10-31 exchange.
They waited for their friends to arrive in
Laughlin, Nevada, at I AM in the morning.
They were married at that time and their friends
were able to attend the wedding.
Marilyn danced many years ago, but "Sig"
informed her that he didn't like to dance. But
American Squaredance, January 1996

she persisted and took him to a square dance
class where he found out what fun square dancing really is. She was his faithful "Angel"
through the class and they are now dancing with
the Marlins Square Dance Club.

square dancing, please contact John and Joan
Berg, Presidents of the NNJSDA at (201) 6972090.
Northern New Jersey Square Dancers Association, West Milford, New Jersey

Jeanne Briscoe, Salinas, California

21ST ANNUAL
MINI-FESTIVAL HELD
New Jersey
Over 800 square dancers drove to
Bridgewater on Sunday, November 12 to attend
the 2Ist Annual Mini-Festival sponsored by the
Northern New Jersey Square Dancers Association. This annual event, chaired this year by John
and Joan Berg of West Milford, New Jersey,
attracts dancers from all over the tri-state area
and even had a visitor from Germany in attendance. Dancing to three callers from Texas, Virginia and South Jersey, from 2:00 PM until 9:00
PM is what makes this festival so special. Also
on the program was a demonstration by Red
Rose, a square dance group from New Jersey
that performed at the National Square Dance
Convention in Alabama this past June. The
Rumbles, Round Dance cuers, displayed style
and grace when dancing during the evening ceremonies. Should you have any questions about

FULL & EXCITING YEAR
FOR CENTRAL OHIO CALLERS
ASSOCIATION
Newly elected President Chuck Marlow presided over the first meeting of the 1995-96 season for the Central Ohio Callers Association
(COCA) on September 24, 1995. Chuck plans
to increase the visibility of the organization and
wants to inaugurate an expanded public relations program. COCA provides a forum for the
exchange of the latest happenings and developments in Western Square Dancing, along with
training for COCA members.
The highlight of the COCA year is the ever
popular annual Snow Ball Dance for dancers
coming out of class. New dancers are given the
chance to show what they have learned while
dancing with experienced dancers and to new
and different callers. As usual, dancers from
Ohio and West Virginia will be attending. This
year's dance will be at 1:00 to 5:00 PM in the
Eastland Career Center, 4465 S. Hamilton

DON WILLIAMSON'S
1996 SPECIAL CALLERS SCHOOLS
Accredited Callerlab Caller Coach
Enroll now: Each week limited to 12 callers
July 7-11 New Callers
Don Williamson
July 21-25 Experienced Callers
Aug. 11-15 New Callers
Consultants:
Aug. 25-29 Experienced Callers
Quinn Becker, M.D.
Full
Callerlab
curriculum plus extra sessions on
health Benefits
music, voice, recording, line dancing and health
Stan Williamson
benefits.
Recording & Voice

srium

WI:WM 1v
PARK
352 Sciota Road
Unicoi, TN
(615)743-1033
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Schools held at SC1OTA SQUARE DANCE HALL and R. V PARK.
East Tennessee's newest and finest CAMPGROUND and DANCE
IIALL catering to SQUARE & ROUND DANCERS. The facility is
located at 352 Sciota Road, tlnicoi, Tennessee just 15 minutes
from Johnson City. For more information on the schools or
camping/dancing at SCIOTA WOODS contact Don Williamson,
dance director, 52 Crest Drive, Greenville, Tennessee 37745
Phone 615-638-7784. Dance vacationers welcome. •
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PC. BOX 6004 3300 STRONG
6
I(ANSAS CITY. KS 6610
Phone: 913-262-4240
1-800-989-DOTS (3687)

Newly elected officers of COCA are from L to R:
Treasurer Harry Koppenhaver, Vice President
Chuck Thompson, President Chuck Marlow &
Secretary Dan Baker
Road, Columbus, Ohio, on February 11, 1996.

All COCA members will be calling with the
level held to the 50 basic calls.
With the Snow Ball Dance, expanded public relations, educational sessions and normal
business, the 1995-96 season promises to be a
busy and fruitful year.
WILLIAM GARLAND KING SR.
North Carolina
William Garland King Sr., dean of square
dance callers in North Carolina, died of cancer
November 1, 1995, at the age of 83.
As a teenager Garland called at weekly
neighborhood dances in Greensboro, where the
Appalachian circle dance was the style. In 1950
he made his debut as a caller of Western square
dancing at the Foot 'N Fiddle Club in
Burlington. During the next forty-one years, this
genial, kind gentleman called for fourteen clubs
in the Piedmont section of the Tar Heel state.
For more than twenty-two years he served as
caller for the Shallowford Squares of Elon College. Although he did not call regularly for any
club after 1991, he continued to call at an occasional Saturday night dance until the spring of
1995. As he quickly admitted to anyone, square
dancing and calling were his favorite activities;
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however, he also enjoyed golfing and fishing
as recreational pursuits.
Garland will be sorely missed by his many
friends in the square dancing community. A
moment of silence in memory of Garland was
observed by approximately 80 dancers at a November 4th dance in Greensboro.
Four of the six pallbearers at his funeral
November 4 were callers, and a fifth was a
dancer. Survivors include his widow, Yvonne
King of Haw River, N.C., daughter Toby
Babelay of Asheville, N.C., sons William Garland King Jr. of Johnson City, Texas and Jackie
King of Davidson, N.C., a stepson and stepdaughter, three sisters, a brother, three grandchildren, four step grandchildren and two great
grandchildren.
Garland's favorite scripture was the Golden
Rule, which he practiced daily in his relationship with square dancers and others from all
walks of life.
Al Stewart, Greensboro, North Carolina

PRESIDENTIAL HOE-DOWN
"Hillary Rodham Clinton's new look for her
48th birthday party went over big. Real big. The
first lady went to a Western square dance party
Friday, a day after her birthday, wearing a "Dolly
Parton-type blonde wig" and Western wear, including a blue-checked skirt and white blouse,
her spokesman Neel Lattimore said. Hillary and
the president entertained 150 guests at the White
House, including administration staff and
friends including some from the Clintons' home
state of Arkansas. Hillary was presented with a
cake shaped like a barn with hay bales, and serenaded with Happy Birthday."
Ruth Gates of Richland, Washington, sent
us the above article, written by her local newspaper. She writes, "We as members of the square
dance community should applaud the White
House celebration of the first lady's birthday in
late October, with the American Square Dance.
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We must have been too busy with new classes
and plans for our holiday specials to have heard
it or seen reference to it in other media.
I hope I only imagined a note of ridicule.
P.S. We do wonder who the caller might have
been! Regardless of our politics, we award them
with a special "Yellow Rock"!
Ruth Gates, Richland, Washington

JOEY DUHAMEL
MAKES GUINESS BOOK
Bastrop, Louisiana
Joey Duhamel tapped his snake skinned
boots to the steady beat of the music. His gray
cowboy hat bobbed along as he sang at the top
of his lungs. After calling continuously for 26

hours, Joey's voice cracked and faded in
and out.
During his calling stint, Duhamel, of
Bastrop, took a quick five minute break each
hour. Dancers ages 8 to 87 traveled from across
Ouachita Parish and as far away as Shreveport
to get in on the fun. They came and went, but
Joey kept right on calling.
As the record-breaking caller approached the
final minutes of the event, he said his voice was
"still there." Trying valiantly to reach his 2 AM
goal, he finally had to quit after 26 hours of
constant calling. At 10:04 PM he broke the
Guiness Book of World Records!
Excerpts taken from The News-Stan Patrice
Sawyer (Staff writer), Sept. 24, 1995

/NEW LINE OF FASHIONS
Mail Orders Available from these shops
CALIFORNIA

ILLINOIS

DORIS'S Crystal Magic Pe4tIcoats

SQUARE DANCE ATTIRE

8331 Pinecrest Drive

7215 W. Irving Park Road

Redwood Valley, CA 95470
1-800-468-6423

Chicago. IL 60634

Free Swatches, Flyers
SQUARE D FASHIONS

KANSAS

5821 Auburn Blvd.. Ste 5

B/T S/D & WESTERN WEAR

Sacramento, CA 95841.1207
916-344-0346

635 E. 47th St. S.. Wichita. KS
2 blk. W of 1-35 Trek. Exit 42
316-522-6670. Closed Sun/Mon

CAROL'S COUNTRY CORNER

All New First Line Apparel

6520 Platt Ave.. Ste 623
West Hills, CA 91307
818.347-1207

Sneads Ferry. NC 28460
Mail Services-MasterCard-VISA

JANET'S
1956 Cherokee Dr.
Lake Charles. LA 70611

S/D RECORD ROUNDUP

1318)855-4470

957 Sheridan Blvd.

Visa & MC

Denver, CO 80214
Phone 303-238-4810

MARYLAND

Phone Orders Welcome

CALYCO CROSSING
407 Main Street
Laurel, MD 20707
1-301-498-2111 or 1-80(-627-0412

OKLAHOMA
LOWELL'S PLACE we Main
119 West Main
Moore. OK 73160-5105
Apparel 405.799.5602
Just outside OK City & worth the trip

TEXAS
THE CATCHALL
1813 Ninth

OXBOW S/D SHOP

Wichita Falls, TX 76301

8650 49th St. N.
Pinellas Park. FL 34666

NEW YORK

813-541-5700

SKY RANCH WEST. & S/D STORE

Everything the dancer needs

Don & Jackie Wilkins
193 Winery Rd. (Phone 919-327-3337)

LOUISIANA

COLORADO

FLORIDA

NORTH CAROLINA
CIRCLE W WD FASHIONS

109-111 S. Main St. 1315-668-2644)
Central Square, NY 13036
Complete Western & S/D Store

Square & Round Dance Regalia
Immediate Mail Order Service
CIRCLES & SQUARES
9047 Garland Rd.. Dallas, TX 75218
310 E. Main. Richardson, TX 75081
214.328-8684/235-9707
S/D Apparel & Monogramming
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Dick Waibel

Stan Burdick Dale McClary

Ray Taylor

Otto Degner

Larry Cole
Super Cruise
Mexican Riviera
7-Day Cruise
14 Callers
& Cuers

Steve Sullivan
Quality
Music
for
Quality
Callers

NEW RAWHIDE REALEASES
RWH-521 DIRTY THIRTY HOEDOWN by Dale
RWH-I 59 THE KEYS IN THE MAILBOX (Re-release)
HOT NEW SING-A-LONGS by "Pure Count"
RWH-809 I BELIEVE IN LOVE by Dale
RWH-808 AM I BLUE. YES I'M BLUE by Pat
RWH-807 BABY WE'RE REALLY IN LOVE by Dale
*SIZZLING SELLERS
RWH-I98 THIRTY DAYS by Otto
RWH-I55 SINCERELY by Larry
RWH-I07 SHOW ME THE WAY TO GO HOME by Dick

1-800-247-12199
For Brochure

Write tor
your free
copy of our
brand new
C'ATAI.OG

HOT NEW ROUND DANCE
RWH-803 MAKING BELIEVE TWO-STEP by Dorothy Row

a

Jim Snyder

Dave Gipson

Rick Allison

Pat Shevokas Hank Luther

Tom Rudebock

'irNEW BUCKSKIN RELEASES
BUC-1259 ITS CRYING TIME AGAIN by Grace
BUC-1258 DOWN AT THE OLD CORRAL by Pat
BUC-1257 SECOND FLING by Rick

trace Wheatley

CLZZ/ING CRLCERS
BUC-I512 BOOGIE BAM HOEDOWN
BUC-1256 BACK IN BABY'S ARMS by Jerry

Jerry Reed

I* Dick Weibel Enterprises*675 E. Alluvial*Fresno, CA*93720*209-439-3478 *
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LES GOTCHER HAS THE ANSWERS
In The New 55 Page Booklet
This booklet covers the 20th century and how Les Gotcher and
Square Dancing are both involved in the Progression of square
dancing throughout nearly one hundred years of changes, including
all of the changes from the beginning to the modern day dancing
that we are enjoying today. Les got involved with square dancing at
an early age and this booklet tells it all; who helped and who did not.
The first 31 pages shows where and how he moved square dancing
out of the barn and into very high-class places like the Beverly Hills
Hotel, the Bel-Air Bay Club, the Santa Monica Beach Club and even
into the homes of movie stars. It's all here at a price you wouldn't
believe--$10 covers all of that and much more. Read on and see
what I am giving away.
Back in 1993 I wrote two books. #1 was "Dancing Among The
Stars," #2 was "Les Gotcher's Text Book of His Own Western Style
Square Dancing." Now, I have about 1,000 of each book left over
and I am going to GIVE them away as long as they last. When you
order the new booklet "The Progression of Square Dancing" for $10,
you can select either one of the books and I will throw the book in at
no extra charge. $10 covers it all, even the priority mailing. Nothing
more at all.
I said earlier what the first 31 pages covers. Now let me tell you
what the next 21 pages covers. These pages are for the Beginner
Caller, ten years and under. Of course, any caller will find something
that they did not know. These pages cover exactly who helped me
move square dancing UP the ladder and it shows how you can do it
yourself and improve your calling in a very short time.

NAME
ADDRESS

STATE ZIP

Enclosed find $10.00 which I understand covers the booklet and my choice of
"Dancing Among the Stars"

or "Les Gotcher's own Manuel"

The $10.00 covers both books, mailing and handling.

SEND TO:
Les Gotcher
1333 Wailuku Drive
Hilo, HI 96720
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Ask Dave
Got a dancing problem and need an answer or opinion?
Dave speaks his mind, taking stands and answering questions
as only he can, with plain talk, common sense and humor.

DAVE GIPSON (219) 482-2565 EMAIL: dgipson@mixi.net
Dear Dave,
Why don't we incorporate line
dancing with square dancing during
lessons?
Rosemary Patchin
Denison, Iowa
Great question Rosemary! Many have tried
including line dancing at lessons but sadly,
with little luck. It appears advertising line
dancing on an equal scale with squares
frustrates many of the new dancers. It's
simply easier to learn lines and most new
dancers prefer taking the easy road. I've
been told story upon story of classes where
lines were offered with squares. Each week
the class would shrink until few or none of
the new students were left. Why not teach
squares then offer line dance teaches at
your regular club dances. The end result
would be the same and less frustrating.
(Anyone have a success story to share?)
(personal to S.B.) Forget it! That kind of
stuff is rude, conniving and devious. Any
self-respecting gentleman would escort you
home and NEVER ask you out again. I
suggest you sit yourself down by the sink,
run a nice basin of cold water, and stick
your head in it to clear the cobwebs. Then
apologize to the man. You'll like yourself
better.

Why do some dancers use hands up
while others use hands down for ocean

Let's try this and see if we can put this thing to
rest. Have the dancers step to a wave with their
hands in the hands up position. Now close the
eyes and swing thru, twice. That's fair because
we don't particularly look for the hand grips
while we are dancing. Now, switch to the hands
down position, close the eyes, and repeat the
two swing thrus. Which method gives the
dancers the most stability? Nope, I'm not
gonna tell ya. Try it and decide yourself. I think
you will be surprised.
Where did the term "Tip" come from?

Jerry Reed
Rockledge, Florida
The most common explanation goes way back
to the old days, long ago. Since the buggies and
horses didn't have headlights to light the way
home, people would literally dance all night.
The band, usually a fiddle, maybe a juice harp,
possibly a harmonica, would play while the
caller would stand up high if possible, hollering
out the calls. Remember, they didn't have
records, or PAs. The dancers would all throw a
little money in a hat to pay the caller. If they
gathered up enough "TIP" money the caller and
band would do another set/tip of dancing.
Hence the term tip. (Thanks for the history
lesson Les.)

TIP: If you're single and on a dancing date,
buy your own half pot ticket. It's less
complicated when you win! Tell 'em Dave
said so.

waves?

Lanny Weaklend
Omaha, Nebraska
Lanny! Great to hear from you. Hope Susan
is keeping you in line. This is a tuffy. Much
has been written upon which method is
correct and I'm tired of hearing about it.
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Dave answers all questions; ASK DAVE —
Dave Gipson, 3330 Oswego Ave. Fort
Wayne, IN, 46805-2126; PH:(219)482-2565;
Fax (219) 482-4281; or dgipson@mixi.net
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Let us begin by wishing everyone a
happy, healthy holiday season. Thanks to
all for your positive comments about our
articles. We hope you enjoy calling them
as much as we enjoy writing them for you.
A special thanks to Jon and Susan and their
staff for making this possible.
If you're looking for a holiday gift for your
spouse, how about the Lee and Steve
Kopman's Callers School? (See ad in this
issue)
This month let's take a look at BOX THE
GNAT. Remind the dancers, that after a Box
the Gnat, they must look directly (with their
body) at the person they're doing the Box
the Gnat with.
1. HEADS BOX THE GNAT
& SQUARE THRU TWO
TOUCH 1/4
CENTERS TRADE
BOYS RUN
BOX THE GNAT
FAN THE TOP
ACEY DEUCEY
SWING THRU
EXPLODE; SQUARE THRU TWO
IF YOU'RE LOOKING OUT
CLOVERLEAF
CENTERS PASS THE OCEAN
EXTEND
SWING THRU
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

2. HEADS STAR THRU
DOUBLE PASS THRU
CLOVERLEAF
CENTERS PASS THRU
BOX THE GNAT
TOUCH 1/4
SCOOT BACK
HINGE
CIRCULATE
ACEY DEUCEY
RECYCLE
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
3. HEADS PASS THE OCEAN
PING PONG CIRCULATE
EXTEND
EXPLODE BOX THE GNAT
ENDS LOAD THE BOAT
CENTERS FAN THE TOP
EXTEND
SPLIT CIRCULATE
EXPLODE; BOX THE GNAT
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE
TRADE THE WAVE
SCOOT BACK
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

***
There are two days in the week about which I never worry. Two
carefree days, kept sacredly free from fear and apprehension. One
of these days is Yesterday...And the other day I do not worry
about is Tomorrow.
—Robert Burdette Jones

Xmerican Squaredance, January 19%
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4. HEADS 1P2P
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
ROLL AWAY
CENTERS ROLL AWAY
BOX THE GNAT
SLIDE THRU
CENTERS PASS THRU
BOX THE GNAT
SLIDE THRU
CHASE RIGHT
FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR AND
SPREAD
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
5. HEADS PASS THRU
SEPARATE AROUND ONE
TO A LINE
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
TURN SAME SEX
SAME SEXES ROLL AWAY
BOX THE GNAT
ENDS, LOAD THE BOAT
CENTERS SQUARE THRU FOUR
PASS TO THE CENTER
CENTERS SQUARE THRU THREE
LEFT ALLEMANDE
6. HEADS TOUCH 1/4, WALK &
DODGE
TOUCH 1/4
SPLIT CIRCULATE
BOYS U-TURN BACK
BOX THE GNAT
FAN THE TOP
CIRCULATE
LEFT SWING THRU
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
7. HEADS LEAD RIGHT
BOX THE GNAT
SWING THRU
RELAY THE DEUCEY
SWING THRU
BOX THE GNAT
SQUARE THRU THREE
TRADE BY
SWING THRU
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
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8. HEADS BOX THE GNAT
& SLIDE THRU
TOUCH 1/4
SPLIT CIRCULATE 1 1/2
DIAMOND CIRCULATE
BOYS SWING THRU
DIAMOND CIRCULATE
FLIP THE DIAMOND
BOX THE GNAT
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
PASS TO THE CENTER
CENTERS PASS THRU
SQUARE THRU BUT ON THE
THIRD HAND BOX THE GNAT
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
9. HEADS STAR THRU & SPREAD
PASS THRU
1/2 TAG
CAST OFF 3/4
SPLIT CIRCULATE
GIRLS FOLD
CENTERS PASS THRU
BOX THE GNAT
SQUARE THRU THREE
BOYS CLOVERLEAF
GIRLS LEFT TOUCH 1/4
GIRLS WALK AND DODGE
STAR THRU
CIRCULATE
CENTERS TRADE
BEND THE LINE
PASS THE OCEAN
BOX THE GNAT
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
10.HEADS SQUARE THRU TWO
FAN THE TOP
GRAND SWING THRU
BOX THE GNAT
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE
LEFT SWING THRU TWO TIMES
SLIP THE CLUTCH
LEFT ALLEMANDE
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11.HEADS LEAD RIGHT
LEFT SQUARE THRU THREE
CENTERS BOX THE GNAT
TRADE BY
SWING THRU
GIRLS TRADE
PASS THRU
TAG THE LINE; FACE IN
BOX THE GNAT
FAN THE TOP
CIRCULATE
BOX THE GNAT
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND
12 HEADS 1 P2P
ENDS, LOAD THE BOAT
CENTERS BOX THE GNAT
CENTERS SQUARE THRU TWO
BOX THE GNAT
SLIDE THRU
CHASE RIGHT
SPLIT CIRCULATE
FOLLOW YOUR NEIGHBOR
LEFT SWING THRU
GIRLS RUN
PROMENADE
13.HEADS PASS THE OCEAN
SCOOT BACK
IF YOU'RE LOOKING OUT,
CLOVERLEAF
CENTERS BOX THE GNAT
CENTERS SQUARE THRU THREE
SEPARATE AROUND ONE
TO A LINE
BOX THE GNAT
SLIDE THRU
LEFT ALLEMANDE

14.HEADS STAR THRU
DOUBLE PASS THRU
LEADS U-TURN BACK
SWING THRU
BOYS TRADE
BOX THE GNAT
RIGHT & LEFT THRU
DIXIE STYLE TO A WAVE
BOYS TRADE
LEFT ALLEMANDE
15.HEADS LEAD RIGHT
PASS THE OCEAN
GRAND SWING THRU
BOX THE GNAT
SLIDE THRU
SQUARE THRU THREE
IF YOU'RE LOOKING OUT
CLOVERLEAF
CENTERS SQUARE THRU TWO
BOX THE GNAT
SINGLE CIRCLE TO A WAVE
(PLUS)
ACEY DEUCEY
CIRCULATE
GIRLS TRADE
SWING THRU
RIGHT & LEFT GRAND

BRITISH NATIONAL
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE
CONVENTION Sept 27 - 29, '96
Basingstoke, Hampshire, England
Squares: MS thru A2,
Rounds to Ph HI
Details & Booking Forms from
British Convention '96
It's predicted half the world
will live in cities by the year 2000.
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2 Crosshridge Cottagcs,Thornborough Ro.ad
Thornton, Buckingham MK I7 OHE

Tel: 44 1280 816940
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THE VIREO !CORNER.

. . . . . .by Steve

It's fun to call left handed calls from time to time. One trick to make sure the dancers get
through the following material is to say: "Heads begin with the Left and Square Thru Four,"
as opposed to Heads Left Square Thru Four. Try it both ways and you'll see for yourself.
Remember, creative Choreo is only effective if the dancers can "dance" the material. Helpful hints can be the difference between success and failure (as a caller and dancer).
HEADS LEFT SQUARE THRU FOUR
LEFT TOUCH 1/4
THEN:
1. Boys Run
Square Thru Four
Right & Left Grand

4. Walk and Dodge
U-turn Back
Box the Gnat
Fan the Top and Spread
Left Allemande

2. Follow Your Neighbor and Spread
Left Allemande

5. Boys Trade
Pass the Ocean
Acey Deucey
Scoot Back
Right & Left Grand

3. Split Circulate TWO TIMES
Boys Run
Square Thru Two
Right & Left Grand

Have a great holiday season. Thanks for all your positive comments. Looking for a great
gift? How about a set of callers material for your spouse or favorite caller! (See ad below.)

Kopman's Choreography
SOMETHING tame TO OFFER III Now avdlable: "SOFT' set of Mdnstrecin, Plus,
Advance and Cl.
• S50.00 per set
• Immediate delivery
• All requests confidentici

• 50 sequences per set
• Reduce your cdling preperclion
• E my to read
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S end check or money order to:

MS __PLUS ___A2 ___Cl (NEW 'SOFT' SET)

STEVE & DEBBIE KOPMAN
1305 WHITOWER DRIVE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919

MS

PLUS __A2 ___C1 (HARD SET)
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HILTON

portable sound systems
designed and built for
the professional . . .

We have a wide selection of variable speed turntables,
speakers, variable speed tape players, wireless microphones,
and related accessories for the complete sound system.

HILTON MA-150
The latest addition to the Hilton
family. . . a compact 4 channel
microphone mixer and power
amplifier. Compatible with any
CD, tape, or other signal source.
Small enough to fit into an
attache case and the power of
one channel of an AC-300.

CALL OR WRITE FOR COMPLETE PRODUCT LINE INFORMATION PACKAGE:

HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
1033-E Shary Circle • Concord, CA 94518
FAX: 510-682-8497

Phone: 510-682-8390 1.0
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LING OF FIRE
TAKE AIM AT ANYTHING

EXPERIENCING
THE TRENDS
By Deborah Parnell, Caller/Instructor
Upland, California
If Square Dancing is to be considered a true
folk art, then it should theoretically reflect
changes in society. I feel this is indeed true. Our
activity has certainly mirrored such things as
increased complexity and the influx of more
singles, to name just a few.
One of the changes in our "outside" society
that is, in my opinion, quite offensive is the increasing lack of courtesy, manners and respect.
It is also something which has been creeping
insidiously into our activity more and more. I'm
sure everyone can think of one or more instances
in the last year when they have been dealt with
rudely or unkindly by someone at a dance or
meeting. This is just a shame, folks.
As a caller, where this has been especially
evident to me is in the lack of help with carrying equipment—either into the dance, or out;
and the discontinuing of saving a parking place
close to the hall. I wish I had a dollar for every
dancer who has strolled on by while I'm struggling to get 35 lbs. of speakers, 20 lbs. of turntable, 30 lbs. of briefcases and a 25 lb. cord bag
out of my trunk.
I often have made three trips from the car to
the stage carrying all this paraphernalia only to
have someone come up and say, "Oh, did you
need some help? Ha! Ha! Ha!" Believe me folks,
it is not funny—not one little bit. It's also most
common among the singles clubs. (Please don't
send me nasty letters here—my experience is
my experience.)

I began to wonder if perhaps I was just getting grouchy, so I asked my peers (both callers
and cuers) if they had experienced this also.
Their answers were a resounding YES! Cuers
seem to have more trouble getting help than the
callers do, at least that's what my little "survey
said." One caller said he had called a dance (for
a single's club—sorry, but that's the facts) and
when he finished the last tip, he hadn't even
gotten his microphone put away when he looked
up and the entire hall was empty except for the
janitor at the back door who was jingling his
keys with impatience! My survey also found that
not many of us will actually ask for help. Why?
Probably because for so many years, we never
had to; help was automatically offered. And this
lack of cooperation and assistance has been
gradual, so it isn't noticed immediately.
So, the next time you go to a dance and see
the caller/cuer lugging things in, please stop and
offer to carry something. Designate someone to
assist him or her after the dance is over as well.
And if it's possible, please save the caller and
cuer a parking space close to the hall. I know
these are little things, but when you're hauling
over 100 lbs. of equipment in and out of your
car five nights a week, it becomes a big thing.
Some of you are going to read this and think,
"Our club does help and saves a parking place!"
To you I say "Bravo and thank you very much!"
If you're not sure if your club does or not, find
out—and if they aren't doing these things,
please start. It all really boils down to consideration and good manners. And these things, just
like pearls, become more lustrous and beautiful with constant use and wear. Plus, they never
go out of style!
Thanks for listening. 0

***

To let friendship die away by negligence and silence, is certainly
not wise. It is voluntarily to throw away one of the greatest comforts of this weary pilgrimage.
—Samuel Johnson
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BY BOB HOWELL
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et's start the new year off with a Solo routine sent along by two people who have
been involved with round dancing and round dance choreography for many years.
Ken Croft and Elena de Zordo of San Francisco, California, have created yet another
routine to the record which most of us have carried in our record cases for a long time.
Here is...
ALLEY CAT 95
Formation: Solo/Line, no partners necessary
Music: Alley Cat, Atlantic OS-13113
Routine:
(Start with Left Foot Free)
R
L
R
L
1
(Limp) SIDE, BEHIND, SIDE, BEHIND
L R
2
SIDE, CLOSE, SIDE, TOUCH
R
L
R
L
(Limp) SIDE, BEHIND, SIDE, BEHIND
3
R L
4
SIDE, CLOSE, SIDE, TOUCH
L R R L
STEP, KICK, STEP, KICK
5
L
R L R
6
BACK, 2, 3, KICK
R
LR
L
7
FORWARD, 2, 3, TOUCH
L
L
L
L
8
HEEL, TOE, HEEL, TOE

1-2
3-4
5-6
7-8

SHORT CUES
LIMP TWICE; SD, CL, SD, TCH
LIMP TWICE; SD, CL, SD, TCH
STP, KICK, STP, KICK; BK, 2, 3, KICK
FWD, 2, 3, TCH; HEEL TOE TWICE

***
Turtles eau tell more about the roads than hares.
Gibran
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I have been using a mixer at many one-night stands where I find an uneven number of
men and women. Wishing to start the evening with a large circle, I simply have all present
join hands, and after explaining what constitutes a right hand or left hand star, use the
following routine with a seasonal singing call record. I favor using records which offer a
medley of familiar tunes and call the routine...
GETTIN' STARTED
Formation: Single circle, no partners necessary
Music: Any 32 bar singing call
Routine:
Counts:
1-8
All circle left 8 steps.
9-16
All go forward 4 steps and back out 4 steps.
17-24 All circle right 8 steps.
25-32 All go forward 4 steps and back out 4 steps.
33-40 All of the ladies go forward and back.
41-48 All of the gents go forward, but all face out and walk out 4 steps to
make a right hand star with one, two, three, or as many women as needed to
make certain that all of the ladies are in a star formation with a gent.
49-56 All star by the right hand.
57-64 All star back with the left hand.
Note: Next time have the men go in first and then have the ladies scramble to get into a
star as they come out of the center of the circle. It gets wild, but is a bushel of fun.
Flo Cadwell of Silver Spring, Maryland, sent along a dance done in a mescolanza
formation right after the National Convention in Birmingham last summer. It resembles
the Irish dance, "Siege of Ennis," but is embellished by a rather unusual dip and dive
pattern. It is called the...
THREE SEA CAPTAINS
Resource: Sets In Order Double Yearbook 1984
Traditional Treasury: By Ed Butenhof
Title: Three Sea Captains: As taught by Brian Salway, Bristol, England
Formation: Mescolonza: Lines of two couples facing lines of two couples
Music: A bouncy jig
INTRO

ALL FOUR COUPLES CIRCLE LEFT
ALL FOUR COUPLES CIRCLE RIGHT
CENTER FOUR

STAR RIGHT
STAR LEFT

ENDS SWING OPPOSITE WHILE THIS IS GOING ON, A FULL 16 COUNTS
DIP AND DIVE
CIRCLE LEFT ETC
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Right hand couple of each line arch, others dive. this is continued around the little set of
four. Two arches and two dives return everyone to their original place. One more, the
fifth, moves everyone on to the next couple. In other words, the right hand couple will
arch, dive, arch, dive, arch, while the left hand couple starts with the dive.
From Bay Village, Ohio, Judy Weger created a simple contra with which she has been
having much success at her one-night-stands. I had the privilege of dancing it this past fall
and found it very enjoyable. Judy calls her dance...
BECKY'S WEDDING CONTRA
Proper: Duple 6 couples
Music: I Don't Know Why I Love You Like I Do (LS-E-37)
(The Bride and Groom will be the first and last couples through the Arch.)
Circle Left,
:And Back by the Right,
•

Star Right,
Back by the Left,

In Your Long lines go forward & Back,
:Your Partner Do Sa Do,
. Make an Arch, and the Top Couple dives down,
•

Circle Left,

0

SQUARE DANCETIME TEACHING PROGRAMS

•

This program has special age-appropriate programs for
every grade level from kindergarten through university.
Help your school bring their square dance program up-to-date.
• Great music!
• Excellent records for teaching each program.
• Special dances for every grade level.
Superb calling by many of square dancing's most popular callers.

GRADE LEVEL
K-2

FIRST STEPS PROGRAM
(R_Npfd Corcl&110.)
• FIRST STEPS A & B
SD 1001, SD 1002
• CIRCLES AND PROMENADES
SD 501
3-UP
HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM
• INSTRUCTIONAL ALBUM, LEVEL I
WW 6001
• TEACHER'S STARTER SET #1
TSS #1
SD 506
• VIRGINIA REEL
6-UP
miaow PROGRAM
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND, PLUS
• TEACHER'S STARTER SET #2
TSS #2
GK-M
• GEM KIT-M
9-UP
OCNBLE DIAMOND PROGRAM
• ALL RECORDS FOR HALF DIAMOND PROGRAM, AND
• DIAMOND PROGRAM, PLUS:
WW 6002
• FUND. OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL II
• FUND. OF SQUARE DANCING, LEVEL III
WW 6003
Several additional records are available to make your square
These programs are
dance unit fun and interesting. Purchase records at any
endorsed
by Callerlab
square dance record store or write to address below.
JACK MURTHA ENTERPRISES 146 Clinton St., Yuba City, CA 95991-3005 (916) 673-1120
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A SHOT IN THE ARM
Ideas For Keeping Your Club

c„
\\2‘

If you have ideas to help keep square dancing alive, please submit them to us so we can
share them with other readers. Our address is
661 Middlefield Road, Salinas, CA 93906.

41.
ALIVE 2"

SQUARE DANCE
ON PARADE!

ing, two squares of dancers in varied attire,
dancing on the float, with additional dancers
walking and handing out 200 of the enclosed
"Free Coupon" to the crowd of spectators. The
float skirt says "Honor Your Partner"; timely
social message for today's couples.
Creating a myth—an "I believe in Santa;
Square and Round Dancing are the joyous,
healthy, low-cost form of stress relieving exercise and socialization as well as a 'Cool Yule'
activity." Our area callers and cuers are willing
to start classes on demand so we will let you
know the response.

by Bob & Robin Young
Boise, Idaho
E-Mail: ryong@micron.net

T

he Intermountain Square and Round Dance
Association of Southwest Idaho sponsors
a Square Dance float in two area holiday parades. This year the Boise theme is "Holidays
Around the World"; the Meridian theme is
"Holiday Fantasies." Christmas music, live callFREE

DANCE COUPON

FREE

FREE

FREE

THIS COUPON GOOD FOR ONE INTRODUCTORY
SQUARE OR ROUND DANCE LESSON
IT IntOrOStord in laming 10 Iduarif Or round

dance

Name

Co

ArldrIKS

Ntutonone
My preference to,dance locaben .5

Zp

Dances are held at the
lotto...mg !matrons Boma
Nampa Payette. Kuni. McCall
Cacao*. Carnartage. Mountain
Home. Parma. Emmett and
Sand Hollow
A CLUB REPRESENTATIVE
WILL CONTACT YOU

PLEASE MAIL THIS COUPON TO Interrnauntam Sauare and Rounc Dance Assocarcn
6534 Dtamona ease. Icano 837C9

A TRIP OF A LIFETIME
JULY 19 - AUGUST 7, 1996
JERRY AND BARBARA PIERCE
'1
1111

FRANCE

TONY AND SUSAN OXENDINE
JERRY AND KRISTY STORY

For Information Contact:
Jerry & Barbara Pierce, 2021 Crest Lane, Birmingham. AL 35226-1216
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Telephone: 205-822-7525
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REMEMBER
Choreographers: Peggie & John Kincaid, 9231 Limestone
Place, College Park, MD 20740
Record: Columbia 13-33326 "Remember Me," Willie Nelson
(Flip—Blue Eyes Crying In The Rain)
Footwork: Opposite throughout, directions for M
Sequence: AA-BB-AA-ENDING
Rhythm: Two-Step Phase: II
Speed: 45 RPM (adjust for comfort)

INTRODUCTION
Closed pos, fcg wall, wait 3 pick-up notes.
Measure
PART A
FULL BOX;; SD TWO-STP; REV TWIRL VINE;
1-2
Sd L, cl R, stp fwd L,-; sd R, cl L, stp bk R,-;
Sd L, cl R, sd L,-; sd R, XLIB, sd R,-; (W sd and fwd I trng 1/2 L fc, sd and
3-4
bk R cont trng L fc under Ms L arm, sd L to fc ptr COH, -;)
5-8
BFLY BNJO WHEEL;; RK SD REC CROSS; RK SD REC CROSS;
5-6
Bfly bnjo pos fwd L, cl R, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-;
Rk sd L, rec R, XLIF plcg wt on L ft,-; rk sd R, rec L, XRIF plcg wt on
7-8
R ft,-;
9-12 2 FWD TWO-STPS;; BASKETBALL TRN;;
9-10
Fwd L, cl R, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-;
11-12 Fwd L trn R fc, rec R cont R fc trn to fc RLOD; fwd L cont R fc trn, rec R
to fc LOD;
13-16 2 FWD TWO-SIPS;; SCOOT 4; SD DRAW CL;
13-14 Fwd L, cl R, fwd L,-; fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-;
15-16 Fwd L, cl R, Fwd L, cl R; sd L, draw R ft to L ft stp R;
REPEAT PART A
PART B
1-4
SAND STP TWICE;; START TRAVELING BOX;;
Toe L, heel L swiveling action R ft, XLIF of R taking wt on L ft,-, Toe R,
1-2
heel R swiveling action on L ft, XRIF of L taking wt on R foot,-;
Sd L, cl R, fwd L,-; trn to RLOD fwd R,-, fwd L,-;
3-4
NOTE: Underarm trn optional for W in traveling box.
5-8
FINISH TRAVELING BOX;; 2 FWD TWO-SIPS;;
Bind to cl pos sd R, cl L, bk R,-; fc LOD semi-cl pos fwd L,-, fwd R,-;
5-6
7-8
Fwd L, cl R, fwd L,-; Fwd R, cl L, fwd R,-;

1-4

Amen, n hquaredan,c, 3.011...,r, 1446
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Round Dance Video Tapes
for Dancers and Teachers

Send Orders to:
ROUNDALAB Video Office
4825-B Valley View
Yorba Linda, CA 92686
-714-572-0480

Cost per tape is - S43.00
Phase I
1 Tape
Phase II
1 Tape
Phase III
1 Tape
Phase IV
2 Tapes
Phase V
2 Tapes
Phase VI
2 Tapes
Full Set ($350.00) 9 Tapes
Available in VHS or PAL format
Ca. residents add 7 3 4% state ta\

ROUNDALAB members write for information on member discount...)
Shipping Fees
48 Continental U.S. - $7.00 for the 1st tape and $1.00 for each additional tape.
Shipments Overseas by air- $16 00 for the 1st tape and $5.00 for each additional tape.
Ilawaii, Canada, Overseas by surface - $13.00 for the 1st tape and $1.50 for
each additional tape

r

V
I
D
E

T
A
P
E
S

9-12

SLIDING DOOR OVER;; SLIDING DOOR BACK;;
9-10
Rk apt L, rec R releasing hnds; XLIF of R, sd R/XLIF chging sds taking
wt on L ft (W XIF of M);
11-12 Rk apt R, rec I releasing hnds; XRIF of L, sd UXRIF chging sds taking wt
on R ft (W XIF of M);
13-16 CIRC AWAY AND TOG 2 TWO-STPS;; QUICK VINE 4; PIVOT 2;
13-14 Fwd L trng L fc, cl R, fwd L cont L fc trn,-; Fwd R cont L fc trn, cl L, fwd R
to fc ptr and wall,-;
15-16 Sd L, XRIB, sd L, XRIF; bk L trng on ball of ft 1/2 R fc, fwd R betw W ft
cont R fc trn to end fcg ptr and COH;
REPEAT PART B OPPOSITE SIDE
NOTE: End fcg ptr and wall.
REPEAT A TWICE
ENDING
1-4
FULL BOX;; SD TWO-STP; REVERSE TWIRL VINE TO A WRAP;
1-2
Sd L, cl R, fwd L,-; Sd R, cl L, bk R,-;
3-4
Sd L, cl R, sd L,-; Sd L, XRIB of L, Sd L plcg R arm behind W bk to hld
her L hnd in M R hnd and both trn to fc LOD, pointing L ft to LOD; (W sd
and fwd L trng 1/2 L fc, sd and bk R cont trng L fc under M L arm, fwd L
to end fcg LOD in wrapped pos L arm across waist to jn M R hnd, point R
ft to LOD;)
CD

4u
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7J cSkie .(Rounof]
by Frank & Phyl Lehnert

I'M HAPPY TO HEAR YOU'RE SORRY
SPEC PRESS or ABD 11032
Choreography by Phil & Jane Robertson
A P-6 Fox-trot to a good Frankie Lane vocal.

ALLEZ VOUS EN
GRENN 17207 (14301, 14083, 172070)
Choreography by Ernie & Kit Waldorf

BOOGIE SHOES CHA
COLL 0319
Choreography by Mike Seurer
A P4 cha cha to music by KC & The
Sunshine Band.
SOMETIMES NOW & THEN
MCA 79070
Choreography by Mary & J.D. Norris
A nice P-2+2 (fishtail & strolling vine) two
step to a good George Strait vocal.

WHAT WILL MARY SAY
COL 3326
Choreography by John Parker
A nice P-5+1 (throwaway oversway) fox-trot
to a good Johnny Mathis vocal.

Pretty music with a comfortable easy P-3
waltz cued by Kit.

SAN ANTONIO ROSE TO YOU
COL 38-77903
Choreography by Speranzo/Mitchell

ENGLAND SWINGS
COLL 4344
Choreography by Neil & Doris Koozer

P-2+1 waltz to a Rick Trevino vocal.

Good Roger Miller vocal with a comfortable
P-2 two step.

PICKUP MAN
EPIC 34-77715
Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico
A P-2+2 (strolling vine & stairs) two step to a
Joe Diffie vocal.

TREAT ME NICE
RCA 47-7035
Choreography by Mike Seurer
A nice P-2+1 (rock the boat) two step to a
good Elvis vocal.

YOU'RE GONNA MISS ME WHEN I'M
GONE
ARISTA 12831-7
Choreography by Speranzo & Mitchell
A 3 part P-2 + fishtail two step to a Brooks &
Dunn vocal.

THE RED STROKES
LIBERTY S7-18554
Choreography by Speranzo/Mitchell
A P-4 slow two step to a Garth Brooks vocal.
WHENEVER YOU'RE AWAY FROM
ME
MCA 41285
Choreography by Bob & Jackie Scott

NINE TO FIVE
RCA GBI-2316
Choreography by Larry & Aleta Dunn

A P-5+l (spin & twist) fox-trot to a vocal by
Olivia Newton John & Gene Kelly.

A nice basic P-3 cha cha to a Dolly Parton
vocal.

GHOSTBUSTERS
ARISTA 1-9212 or FLASHBACK 9344
Choreography by Mike Seurer
A basic P-4 cha cha to music by Ray Parker

YOUR TATTOO
MERCURY 422-8522087
Choreography by Gene & Linda Krueger

Jr.

An interestingly different P-2 two step to a
Sammy Kershaw vocal.

UNTIL ITS TIME II
RCA 447-0685
Choreography by Pat & Jack Logan

BEHIND CLOSED DOORS
MEMORY LANE 15-236
Choreography by Bill & Martha Buck
A nice P-3+1 (Spanish Arms) jive to a good

A nice P-2 waltz to a good Elvis vocal.

Charlie Rich vocal.
American Squaredance. January 1996
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SNOWBIRD
CAPITOL 9133
Choreography by Alex Ritchie
A P-3 cha cha to Anne Murray vocal (flip of
Could I Have This Dance).

FIVE FOOT TWO, TWO +2
CHAPARRAL 602
Choreography by Bill & Linda Maisch
Good music with a P-2+2 (fishtail & Susie Q)
two step.

PLAY MISTY
RCA GB12185
Choreography by Mary & J.D. Norris
A nice P-4+1 (sweetheart) cha cha to a good
Ray Stevens vocal.

SAVE ONE FOR ME
ROPER 231
Choreography by Bill & Martha Buck
An interesting P-5 + 2 up (diamond lock turn
& split ronde) to pretty music—The Waltz
You Save For Me.

DREAM ON TEXAS LADY
ATLANTIC 7-87288
Choreography by Bob & Lynn Van Atta
A comfortable P-2 +2 (whisk & wing) waltz
to a John Michael Montgomery vocal.
PLEASE CALL REBA
MCA S7-54823
Choreography by Paul & Betty
Stottlemeyer
A P-6 west coast swing to a good Reba
McEntire vocal.
TIFFANY WALTZ
WINDSOR 4674 or 4541
Choreography by Tim & Norma Pratt
Pretty Moon River music with a comfortable
P-3 waltz routine.

TWILIGHT TIME
COLL 4202
Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico
A nice P-2+2 (strolling vine & prog rock) two
step to a good Platters vocal.
SMOKE SLOW TWO STEP
COLL 4202
Choreography by Jim & Adele Chico
A phase 4+1 (triple traveler) slow two step to
a good vocal by the Plattters.
I GOTTA KNOW
RCA 47-7810
Choreography by Don Gilder & Mary
Trankel
A good P-2 two step to an Elvis Presley
vocal.
A big thank you to Reeves Records for
providing the records for this review! 0

••••••••••••••...•
New SItteild Hits!

Dan
By The Time I Get To Phoenix
Dan
111118 The Blg One
Joe
0,1117 Peaceful Easy Feeling
Dan
IM116 Adalida
0.1115 Let's Get Back To Me And You
Dan
111114 I Don't Even Know Her Name
Joe
D.J113 Sliver Wings
Dan & Joe
CURRENT TOP RaEASES! U • II • •MIMM
DJ112 One Of Those Wonderful Songs
Dan
Joe
DJ111 Wake Up Jacob
He Li Lee. Li Lee
Dan & Joe

0J121

S
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DAN NORINITE

JOE SALTEL

(602) 985-8049

(707) 839-3050

Happy Holidays
DJ Records, 3925 N. Tollhouse Rd.
Fresno, CA 93726 (209) 227-2764
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4-Bar-B

Dave Ger,e
307 638-3541

800 Huff
602 892-8816

K
dt.,
1e
,r4
816 394-2667

Lee Man
918.451-0048

60, -3735- 11, /

HOT 4 BAR B RELEASES
4B-6129 ARE YOU FROM DIXIE/BATTLE HYMN - Gary
4B-6128 BIG DADDY'S ALABAMY BOUND - Lee
4B-6132 IF I COULD MAKE A LIVING - Dave
4B-6131 LOUISIANA LOU - Bob

Watfrilib
Sam Lowe
706- 754-4098

Shane Greer
918-485.8772

Guy Adams
815-654 1061

HOT QUADRILLE RELEASES
0-912 BANDY THE RODEO CLOWN - Sam & Stan Russell
Met- yids
0-911 THIRTY DAYS - Richard
0-910 I SHALL NOT BE MOVED - Shane & Guy
Congratulations to Shane &
0-909 ADALIDA - Shane
Guy for their silver award for
I SHALL NOT BE MOVED!

Carbinal
ey
417-659 fl487

417. 282-3940

A*1
Mice HuMlescfi
316-5240997

H3rry Koppemcwer
614.231.7352

Don Cook
417-865-6760

HOT CARDINAL RELEASES
CAR-29 LET A SMILE BE YOUR UMBRELLA - Harry
CAR-28 DANCE - Harold
CAR-27 IN THE GOOD OLD SUMMERTIME - Harold
CAR-26 BACK ROADS - Harold
Call or Wrtte for our complete catalog:
Four Bar B Records Inc.
P.O. Box 7-11, Macks Creek. MO 65786
(573) 363-5432 Fax: (573) 363-5820
International Distributor For Lloyd Shaw Foundation, Inc.
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Dear Susan & Jon,
After going through the magazine we received yesterday, I settled in on the Word Search
Puzzle (Dec. '95, p. 88). I finally read the introduction after working on it for awhile. I realized then that I had sent you a puzzle last year.
I cannot confirm that it is mine, I didn't keep a
copy. If you have only one, then it may in fact
be mine. If it is, I apologize for one word in it.
The word "Manager" should have been "Manger" in keeping with the season.
In any event, I thank you for using it in your
magazine. We look forward to reading it each
month.
We had the privilege of meeting you in Birmingham, and look forward to seeing you in
San Antonio. Joyce and I are working the Youth
After Parties in San Antonio.
Thanks again. Happy Dancing.
Sincerely,
Cal Waterbury
Copperas Cove, Texas
Dear Jon & Susan,
We were so pleased that you published our
article and picture concerning the donation of
our personal collection of American
Squaredance Magazine (S/D Collection Donated, p. 51, Oct. '95) and Square Dancing
Magazine to Tulane University Library, and the
anticipated donation of the records of the Metropolitan New Orleans Area Square and Round
Dance Association, New Orleans Callers Association and the Louisiana State Association
to the Library. We know this will encourage
others to seek preservation of their records.
We appreciate your sharing in our concern
to preserve our Square Dance Heritage.
Squarely yours.
Johnny & Janie Creel
Historians
Metairie, Louisiana
Dear Jon & Susan,
Where does the time go...almost let my subscription run out. Just completed my 30th year
of dancing and am slowing down, but still look
forward each month for your magazine to arrive. Keep up the good work.
Yours truly,
Louie Morlani
Conyers, Georgia
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Dear Jon & Susan,
We have had 35 wonderful years of square
dancing. They gave us lots of healthy exercise,
great fun, friendship and travel. It's time to move
on to a life care residence, so we are canceling
our subscription. Thank you all for being part
of our hobby.
Best wishes,
Jane & Bill Wendling
New Bern, North Carolina
Dear Dorothy,
(Re: Grand Zip letter from Kay Maycock of
the West Indies (p. 65, Nov. '95) inquiring about
the Mainstream teaching tapes w/drills, featured in A Shot in the Arm, p. 74, Aug. '95 issue.)

Yes, please use my address in your publication in a future issue. The one question that has
come up in queries is the form of payment.
These tapes are produced with all calling and
sound donated, the price charged for the tapes
is our cost. The payment is in Canadian or U.S.
funds. Video tapes are $20.50 - U.S. ($24 Canadian) and the audio tapes are $25.50 U.S. ($34 Canadian) plus postage of $5.50 for either.
There are seven hours of instruction on the
videos and more than six hours of drills on the
audios. There were eleven callers (all club callers involved in the project including a young
fellow named Thomas Paul from Germany and
Dalton Ray from Hinton, Alberta).
The last two people were not mentioned in
the earlier column. All callers involved are club
callers and teach new dancers. The ages of the
callers range from 17 years old to 55+ and the
experience level of the callers is from 2 to 30+
years.
American Squaredance, January 1996
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RECORD
PO BOX 1835 CLACKAMAS, OR 97015
1-800-851-6203
Fax: 1-503-656-3577

F red Beern

Brian Hotchkies

Jim Mayo

Wayne West

John Kaltenthaler

Bill Peters

Irene Womack

LATEST RELEASES
2420 Give My Regards To Broadway by Brian
2419 Oh Where Can She Be by Wayne West
2418 What DoYou Know - Hoedown
Australian Hoedown
MGR 2417 Yellow Rose Of Texas by Brian
Fleet Footed Contra by Don Ward
MGR 303

MGR
MGR
MGR

Don Ward

Al Stevens

Again, thank you for your interest in our
project and the callers, hope that in some small
way we are able to help the square dance movement.
Sincerely,
Bob Weller
#7-53106- Range Road 264
Spruce Grove, Alberta, Canada T7X 3G5
Dear Jon & Susan,
Just a note to say hello to folks down there
in sunny California. Barb and I are doing fine
here. We are more involved in dancing and calling than we planned but will get it tapered off
as we go along. We didn't plan to start again,
but we went as spectators to the Clamberry
dance here in Bandon, Oregon—just as spectators. We were just sitting and enjoying and this
dude walked up and says, "You sure look like
square dancers to me!" That's when it all got
started again. We joined their Sets-in-Order
Club as dancers, then their caller/teacher quit
the first of 1995. Somewhere they found out that
I had called and the ball started rolling again.
Anyway, I am now teaching classes on Monday and Tuesday nights. I am calling the 2nd
and 4th Saturday for one club and 1st Saturday
for another. Plus that, we still dance when we
American Squaredance, January 1996

can and then there is round dancing every Thursday night. Forget that every 2nd and 4th Friday
night we go Plus dancing in North Bend. For
about seven years there has not been an active
caller in this area except in North Bend so that
jumped on me like a tiger on a mouse. Square
and round dancing is really at a low ebb because there has been no new blood in the last
several years. Things look better and the people
have a more positive look at the future now than
a year ago...Things look good for the future
though.
I keep wondering where Barb and I would
have been if long ago (about 1965) a certain
one Jeanne Moody who was at a garage party
with her club had not told me to get up on the
dryer and call one for us. Well, I did and here
we are.
My short note could go on forever so will
quit and get this in the mail. Keep up the good
work and God Bless your efforts.
P.S. Will show your magazine and maybe
get some new subscriptions for you.
John & Barbara Nichols
Bandon, Oregon
Dear Editors,
Several issues ago this year you reported on
a club which was celebrating its 50th anniver45

sary in November 1995 (People/Events,
"Double Stars' 50th Anniversary,"p. 4, July
'95), and you solicited responses from other
clubs who might have a claim to being formed
earlier than that club.
My wife, Flo, Secretary of Swing 'n Turn
Square Dance Club, wrote to you concerning
our club which was formed in February 1945
and who celebrated our 50th anniversary on
February 8, 1995. We have not seen any mention of this in your publication. We did not want
the year to pass without trying to bring this to
your attention.
You might find it interesting that on November 15, 1994, we had a 25th wedding anniversary which we celebrated with a square dance
at the Balcony, one of our finest reception facilities in the New Orleans area. (The dance was
held two weeks early to avoid conflict with
Mardi Gras.) Tim Marriner called a beautiful
dance and Lynn van Atta did the rounds. We
were married in the middle of our Greenie Class
and did not miss a lesson. Most of our friends
are SD/RD people so we felt that this was appropriate. Approximately 240 friends were
present and the event was written up in Square
'em Up, the Louisiana Square Dance Associa-

tion magazine and was received with favorable
comments, according to the editor.
So, there's a couple of square dance anniversaries for you. Keep up the good work and
let's pull together to get square dancing on the
upswing again.
Kindest regards,
Tom Smyth
Metairie, Louisiana
Dear Editors,
Our square dance club, Sets In Order Square
Dance Club, in Coquille, Oregon will be celebrating their Golden Anniversary-50th Birthday in October 1996. We are the oldest continuous dancing club in the state of Oregon. We
had visitors from Indiana this past summer and
they mentioned we may be the oldest club in
the entire United States. We are interested in
finding out some more information to see if this
is indeed true. If we are not the oldest, maybe
we could see where we are in relation to the
club that is the oldest.
We were given your name by Ed & Mary
Warmoth from the Oregon State Federation as
an excellent source of information and help for
us. We would appreciate any help and

THE PETTI PAC
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APRIL 26 & 27, 1996
BANGOR, MAINE

MAINE THE WAY LIFE
SHOULD BE
For information:
38th NE5RDC
RFD 1 Box 700
Brooks, ME 04921
1-800-91MOOSE
information you are able to give us. If you can
help us, we would appreciate hearing from you.
Once again, thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
Denise Harris
Coquille, Oregon
Editor's note: We apologize for missing club
anniversaries. We get such a high volume of
mail, things sometimes get overlooked.
Another club we failed to mention on their
50th anniversary (May 20, 1995) was The
Green Bay Squares of Green Bay, Wisconsin.
A few phone calls were made to touch base
with them, but we never got on answer on the
other end. Before we knew it, it was December
and we still hadn't mentioned them. Our apologies to Cindy Bomski.
So, congratulations to all and may your
clubs have many more successful years of
dancing!
The letters keep coming, from club after
club celebrating anniversaries. We here at ASD
are just as curious as you are about who has
the oldest square dance club. We would like
you, the reader, to help us in our attempt to
establish just who really does have the oldest

N

EiR9OR
CAN'T WAIT
TO MEET
YOU
If your club has been dancing fifty years or
longer, please send us verification of when your
club was first established, i.e., a copy of bylaws, etc. Sometime in the spring, we'll publish our results, listing club names along with
the date the clubs were founded. Spread the
word—let's see just how many clubs we have
over the age of fifty! The oldest club will win a
year's subscription to ASD Magazine (to be
sent to the president or editor of the club's
newsletter). We look forward to hearing from
you.
Dear Jon & Susan,
Please find enclosed my subscription for
another year's membership to your wonderful
publication.
As a club caller, and my wife Barbara a
round dance cuer, we find your magazine a most
helpful piece of reading material.
The club we belong to here in New Zealand
is called Orange City Square and Round Dance
Club of Tauranga.
I feel sure many of your readers will have
heard of us, and in fact, many of your lovely
country folk will have danced with us from time
to time.

club.
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We have a club membership of over 200
dancers, dancing at various levels from Basic,
Mainstream, Plus and Al -A2. We certainly are
one of the biggest clubs in New Zealand at
present and growing.
I myself have been calling for about six years
now and thoroughly enjoying it. I have a great
friend and coach, teaching me all the fundamentals of square dance calling, a young fellow by
the name of Graham Hall, a fantastic caller, and
as I mentioned, a CALLERLAB Accredited
Coach. With Graham's recommendation I was
fortunate enough a couple of yeas ago to be invited to a caller clinic run by your very own
caller coach, Mr. Bill Peters, on his last visit to
New Zealand, a great learning experience for
all who attended.
During the last three years my wife Barbara
and I have been taking the Basic level class at
our club, me with squares and Barbara with
rounds. A most enjoyable experience with the
new dancers and a great feeling of satisfaction.
As mentioned before, we are quite a large
club, and the membership is growing simply
because I am sure we have got lots of enthusiastic dancers out there, telling their friends what
a wonderful activity square dancing is, and quite
frankly, there isn't a better way of recruiting new
dancers.

To close with, I would like to just name a
number of callers from the U.S.A., who have
called at our club here in Tauranga, New
Zealand. Just ask anyone of these callers, "Do
we have FUN?": Mark Clausing, Vern Weese,
Bill Harrison, Bill Helms, Jerry Jestin, Cindy
Whittaker and Lee Scmitt.
All the very best for now,
Jack & Barbara Leaver
Tauranga, New Zealand

Tell your square dance

Square Wear Festive Accessories
18547 Soledad Cyn. Rd., Ste. 355
Santa Clarita, CA 91351-3777

35TH INTERNATIONAL
SQUARE & ROUND DANCE CONVENTION
MAY 10, 11, 1996
McMaster University, Hamilton Ontario, Canada
SQUARES - MAINSTREAM TO C2 ROUNDS - PHASES II TO VI
ENJOY THIS GREAT STAFF
LES GREENWOOD
JIM LEE
JOHN MARSHALL

TIM MARRINER
ART SPRINGER
JOE UEBELACKER

ROD & SUSAN ANDERSON
ASSISTED BY AREA CALLERS/LEADERS
PLUS WORKSHOPS AND DISCUSSIONS
REGISTRATION (per person) CAN. $25.00 U.S. $20.00
Complete package: Dancing, accommodation & meal package al McMaster University Campus 2 nights & 5 meals (per person) CAN. $144.00 U.S. $113.00
CAMPUS TRAIL-IN DANCE THURS., MAY 9, 8-11 P.M. PLUS, RDS (II - IV)
AND C1. $7.00 P.P. PAYABLE AT THE DOOR ONLY.
McMASTER BED AND BREAKFAST FOR MAY 9, $40.00 P.P. IN ADDITION
TO COMPLETE PACKAGE.
For Information & Brochures, write to: Louise Johnson 51 Glynn Rd., Ajax, Ontario. LIS 2C5
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HEMLINE

by Phyllis Mugrage

T. m starting the new year with a little different article. First I want to thank the editors
of this magazine for allowing me to submit several month's worth of articles at one time. This
really helped my life during the hectic months
of moving from Mountlake Terrace (near Seattle) to Sedro-Woolley (35 miles South of the
Canadian Border).
I also want to thank my good friend, Dorina
Denton, for having the information readily available for me to copy for those who wanted the
dart pattern. I rashly packed all that information away and at the time of this writing, it is
still packed away somewhere in our garage.
Thank you to all the readers who requested
the dart information and especially the ones who
took the time to write notes of encouragement.
That is definitely needed now and then. It was
refreshing to discover how widely the article is
being read and has me fired up on more articles
to write.
I received a letter and a picture recently from
Lucy Prindle of the Seattle, Washington, area,
and thought I would share excerpts of it with
you.
"Although I make most of my own square
dance attire, I wished to have my wedding dress
made. My seamstress friend, who sews for a
wedding boutique, and I studied square dance
patterns, read many Hemline columns from
American Squaredance, and researched plenty
of wedding dresses to come up with the appropriate blend of square dance and wedding dress.
"The dress is of nylon satin, the overskirt is
lace, the lower ruffle is sparkle organza, all in a
lovely creamy shade of ivory. The neck ruffle
was purchased from the bridal department of a
fabric store. The lace overskirt was "hemmed"
with tiny pearls by the yard. Ribbons, pearls
American Squaredance, January 1996

and sequins adorn the overskirt and front of the
bodice.
"Two of the attendants, the Junior Bridesmaid (my fourteen year old granddaughter) and
the four year old flower girl all wore similarly
elegant 'Square Dance' dresses in a teal color."
Since the couple met and courted at a square
dance hall, they felt it fitting to be married in
one. They "believe square dancing and families go together."
We wish them well in their new life together!
I have taken up most of this month's article
with chit chat, but I want to close it with at least
a few hints on sewing.
1) When stitching a bias edge to a straight
edge, place the bias piece next to the feed dogs.
The teeth will help to ease in any excess fabric.

Newlyweds Lucy & Daryl Prindle
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2) To ensure a pattern piece is evenly lined
up and centered on plaid or stripe fabric, fold
the pattern piece in half and clip notches top
and bottom. When opened up the pattern laid
on your fabric will have symmetrical clips to
you in proper placement.
3) Buttons with a metal shank often cut the
threads they are sewn with. To eliminate this
problem, attach the button using the straight eye
from a metal hook and eye set. No more thread
shredding.
4) If you have loose snaps in your sewing
box or basket, store them by snapping them onto
a piece of nylon net. The net holes are the perfect size to keep wanderers in tow.

Don't forget to start the New Year by cleaning out your machine and replacing the needle!
And if any of you readers have sewing tips or
hints, I'm always looking for ideas for these
articles.
Last but not least, I want to thank my dear
husband for the valiant effort he is making to
get my new sewing room finished for me. He is
building me a (approx.) 12' x 24' room in the
new garage. My old sewing room was approximately 8' x 10'. What a luxury this is going to
be!!!
Until next month, Happy Dancing and Creative Sewing.

ADDRESS CORRECTION!
You may write Phyllis at:
458 Lois Lane, Sedro-Woolley WA 98284
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LEARN BY VIDEO
THE ORIGINAL

GOLD STAR
VIDEO PRODUCTIONS
SQUARE DANCE TAPES
1. BASIC 1 TRAINING TAPE - (1-23)
2. BASIC 2 TRAINING TAPE - (24-49)
3. MAINSTREAM TRAINING TAPE
4. PLUS TRAINING TAPE
5. SINGING CALL TAPE - MS & Plus

ADVANCED SQUARE DANCE TAPES
6. A-1 PART A
7. A-1 PART B
8. A-1 DANCE TIPS
9. A-2 PART 1
10. A-2 PART 2

ROUND DANCE TAPES
11.WALTZ BASICS
12. TWO - STEP BASICS NO. 1
13. TWO - STEP BASICS NO. 2
14. EASY LEVEL ROUND 112 Two Stop iWYtz Roultn.)
15. PHASE III Waltz/Foxtrot
16. PHASE III Cha Cha/Rhumba
17. PHASE III Tango/Jive/2 Step
18. Phase IV Waltz
19. Phase IV Foxtrot
20. Phase IV Cha Cha/Rhumba
21. Phase IV Jive/West Coast Swing
22. Phase IV Paso Doble/Quickstep
23. Dancing Easy Level

NEW
24. DBD Plus

HOW TO ORDER
Send a check or money order (no cash please) payable to

GOLD STAR YIDZO PRODUCTIONS

GOLD STAR
VIDEO
PRODUCTIONS

(S3.50 for shipping, handling and insurance for each tape).

P.O. BOX 1057
SISTERS, OR 97759

AMERICAN CURRENCY

CALL TOLL EE
1
-LEVINEG E
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY
VHS ONLY

(Shipping and handling $10 each tape outside the U.S.A. S5 each tape for Canada).
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THE CALLER NOTE SERVICES
by Jeanne Briscoe
Since this reporter was out of the office for
two months, Underlining The Note Service was
put on the back burner. But here goes with lots
of good information for you to explore.
(11111119
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11111111
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From the October issue of JOHN'S
NOTES, editor John Saunders talks about who
might be to blame for the decline in square dancers. We quote him; "The name of the activity is
SQUARE DANCING, not Challenge dancing
or Basic dancing or Advanced dancing or Plus
dancing or Contra dancing or whatever. We are
SQUARE DANCERS axl SQUARE
DANCE CALLERS. Let's get together and
think of ways to make the activity grow." And
"Classes are our backbone. Clubs that have had
classes every year, no matter what the size, are
still dancing."
We liked the new idea offered by Bill Fox in
Knoxville, TN. It's called SWING THRU 3
HANDS. There are simple reasons why this call
has been introduced, one being the use of the
left arm twice in a row. One combination of
Swing Thru, Ends Circulate while Centers
Trade is an example. Interesting idea, to say the
least.
In the Plus section we liked John's workshop covering CENTERS DO THEIR PART
OF LOAD THE BOAT. Interesting choreography is offered for your use.
We found some good material in the A-1
section using CHAIN REACTION from a left
hand QUARTER TAG formation. This is good
material for the Advanced callers.
From the A-2 program John provided some
material using the BELLS & BEAUS concept.
This probably needs some workshop for the
dancers.
In the November issue we found an idea by
John himself called EXPLODE THE TAG.
From general lines all 3/4 Tag the Line, leaders
Partner Trade while centers Explode the Wave.
It ends in a line facing out.
We also found some interesting material
John used with SQUARE THRU but doing
something else besides a pull by on the last
hand. We especially liked the ones using LEFT
SQUARE THRU.
In the Advanced section we found some very
good material using TURN & DEAL FROM
Left Hand Ocean Waves and from 3x 1 lines.
Callers calling the A-1 program will like this
American Squaredance, January 1996

choreography.
In the October issue of NOTES FOR EUROPEAN CALLERS, edited by Al Stevens
and Rudi Pohl, we found some really good information concerning the "Angel's" responsibilities for helping with a new class. They suggest these should be the graduates from last
year's class, it helps them to refresh their
memory. One thing he stresses is for the "Angels" to be on time. It sets a good example.
In the MAINSTREAM section we saw some
good material using the new Mainstream Quarterly Selection "HINGE OVER." It would
make nice workshop material for your dancers.
Have you called Spin Chain Thru lately to a
Plus floor? In the Mainstream section A-1 and
Rudi offer some good material for your use with
your dancers. This is a call that should be used
at any level above the Mainstream. Too many
times callers forget to call it and soon someone
will be saying, "let's get rid of it!"
They also offer some good choreography
using 3/4 Tag The Line.
From A.C.F. CALLERLINK, editor
Howard Cockburn, in the August issue we liked
the article by Jeff Siedel, (South Australia), entitled TEACHING BY DEFINITION. We hear

a lot about dancers needing to know the movements by their definition and this article gives
you callers some very good information concerning the subject.
A new idea by Allen Kerr using the basic
star figure, called STAR ACROSS seemed like
a good idea. As he says, "(the callers) have been
calling this directionally for years." We agreed
it would be nice to have a name for it, especially since it doesn't consist of four or five
movements in the call. You callers might like
to try it sometime.
This month's notes offer lots of good material from various callers and note services.
In the October issue, we found an experimental idea called TRIPLE RIPPLE by Graham
Elliott, (South Australia). From any parallel
waves, all Scootback, centers only Scootback
then all Scootback. It ends in parallel waves.
This is how we like to see new material created
for the programs, something that exists already
and does not constitute a lot of memory for the
dancer.
Also, the article by Jeff Seidel (S. A.) entitled FRACTIONALIZING LINEAR CYCLE.
This material will enhance your choreography
and the dancers will be challenged by it, without being intimidated by something new and

GLOBAL MUSIC PRODUCTIONS

Doug Bennett
Garland, Tx

Darryl Lipscomb
McAllen, Tx

Mike Bramlett
Garland, Tx

NEW RELEASES

Doug Bennett
Producer

GMP- 104 Venus In Blue Jeans by Doug
GMP-20 1 Too Old To Grow Up Now by Mike
GMP-202 Lasso The Moon by Mike
GMP-30 I The Chair by Darryl
GMP-501 Playmate/Walk, Walk, Walkin' (hoedown)
GMP-904 Take Good Care of My Baby by Tony 0

HOT BEST SELLERS
GMP-I03 The Wonder of You by Doug
GMP-901 Act Naturally by T. Oxendine & J. Story
GMP-903 Dream On Texas Ladies by Wade Driver

COMING SOON
GMP-302 Let It Be You by Darryl
GMP-905 Your Love Amazes Me
by T. Oxendine

AUTOMATIC DISTRIBUTION AVAILABLE
Write or Call for details
2550 E. TRINITY MILLS, STE. 113, CARROLLTON. TX, 75006 TEL: 214-416-2039
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MARILYN
ADAMS
2012 Warren Ct.
N. Augusta, SC 29841

(803) 279-3687
STYLE #115

Beautiful & comfortable! All leather uppers 1 3/4" fashion heel,
self-adjusting poron cushioned insole. Notice the new tapered
fashion heel. Perfect for square dancing, round dancing and
ballroom dancing.
Colors: Black, White only
Sizes: 4-11 (N, M, W)
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Please send with order-size, color,
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number. For charge purchases,
send charge card number, name
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For freight, please add $6.' for one
pair/$8.' for 2 or more, SC
Customers please add 5% sales
tax.

unfamiliar.
We are happy to see some material for the
caller's use. The presentation of an article entitled SOME GENTLE NON-STANDARD
MATERIAL warmed our hearts knowing the
dancers wouldn't be subject to a hectic race.
The idea is based on TOUCH 1/4, MAKE A
WAVE, CENTERS TRADE. "They (these
movements) introduce the concept of doing
Centers Trade, Centers Run, Ferris Wheel and
Swing Thru from a non-standard arrangement
without being too difficult all at once."
In the October issue of MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT edited by Stan & Cathie Burdick,
we found some good material in the CHOREO
CONCERTO article. Some Oldies and mostly
Mainstream figures. You callers will like using
them. Also, Ed Foote offered some get-out material, from your set-ups, you can use these getouts very well. Then there was the TOUGH
PLUS STUFF. material put together by Mike
Callahan. Offerings from Bill Davis, Walt Cole
and Ed Fraidenburg. Very good material for your
use.
And in the November issue Stan, in his article "Positive Growth Steps," Stan covers a
number of ideas for enhancing the growth of
our activity. He says "The downtrend has per54

$47.00

NEW!
Square Dancer Shoe

"Nikki"

sisted longer than any downtrend of the past.'
Among his ideas for callers, number one was
the one liked best; "Caller-leaders must take a
more active part in every aspect of club promotion, organization and perpetuation." We felt if
this was done everything would fall into place.
A good article by Wayne McDonald entitled
BASIC LIST—VITAL TO ALL, says "The
CALLERLAB Basic Program (B 1-49) is the
single most important dance level we have in
square dancing today! Without it, we don't
dance at all!" He goes on to say that among other
things, there are nine (9) movements in Relay
The Deucey.
In "Towards More Successful Choreo" we
quote, " One of the CALLERLAB-Pittsburgh
tapes revealed that in Sweden, every program
(level) is taught for one full year before dancers
go into the next level." It is also pointed out
that "things are leaning a bit more to what we
have in the U.S.; a faster rush to Push and more
involvement with Advanced." Somehow, we are
not surprised!
Here's a LITTLE GEM from this issue; Zero
lines: Right & Left thru, ladies lead, Dixie style
to a wave, men start a swing thru, girls hinge,
cut the diamond, right & left grand....
Stan has included some interesting MINIAmerican Squaredance, January 1996

SQUARE material by the late Will Orlich, the
man who was never a dancer but wrote thousands of reams of material.
CALLERS NOTES October issue, edited
by Norm Wilcox, starts with an article "Adding Some Creativity to your Choreography" with
this quote; "What am I doing now and what
can I change to make it more interesting?"
We are seeing more and more effort on the caller's part to get the dancers moving in a more
relaxed way of dancing. The big push is for
square dance classes and interesting material
for everyone. Norm gives you some examples
for you to use so you can bring the dancers home
from an easily recognizable position. Good stuff!
More creativity is found in the material he
presents using Half Sashayed couples. An interesting one is Grand Square with the Heads
in a Half Sashayed position.
We noticed the Contra Workshop Presentation, presented by Bill Barnes. It's SLAUNCH
TO DONEGAL. If you have never used this
number, you are missing a bet for your dancers.
It was always a favorite with my classes as well
as with the regular dancers. Done in long lines
so as many as want to can dance, however, it
needs to be an even number of couples. It's

FUN!
In the Plus program we found choreography
using Facing Diamonds. There are a number of
figures for you to use and it's especially good
to use this movement if for nothing more than
for learning positioning by the dancers.
In the Advanced Program we saw the use of
the latest Quarterly Selection DIXIE FIRE.
Norm used it effectively with Chain Reaction
and Grand 1/4 Thru. We liked his material.
In the November issue we found it was full
of very good and useable material. We also read
with interest his philosophy about Basic, Mainstream and Plus and we quote; "I feel that I
cannot short change the Basic, Mainstream or
Plus sections, because these programs are the
backbone of our activity." Norm was talking
about having to add a couple of extra choreography to his service. We applaud him!
In "Adding Creativity" he offers some great
ideas for callers — especially if you are in a rut.
Check it out, you will like your results.
In the Advanced Program we saw Reverse
Swap Around being used. A set up with the
boys on the opposite side of the girls. This is
very good workshop for the A-1 dancers.
In NOTES FOR EUROPEAN CALLERS, edited by Al Stevens and Rudi Pohl, we

BASIC SQUARE DANCING with Larry McBee
1 thru 23
O Vol. !:
El Vol. 2:
24 thru 49
Mainstream Cloverleaf to Recycle
O Vol. 3:
PLUS SQUARE DANCING with Las Schmidt
IMPROVE YOUR
El Vol. 1: Tee Cup Chain to Spin Chain
DANCE SKILLS THRU
& Exchange the Gears
PLUS SQUARE DANCING IN D.B.D. with Don Mc Whirler
Tee Cup Chain to Relay the Deucey
O Vol. 1:
O Vol. 2;
Cross Re 10 Spin Chain & Exchange the Gears
A-1 SQUARE DANICNG with Mike Sikorsky
3649 Whinier Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90023
Acey-Deucey to Cross Over Circulate
O Vol. 1:
(213)262-5942
Quarter In to Mix
O Vol. 2:
ROUND DANCING with Bob & Edna Faudme
O Phase I & II: Fraulein; St Laws Blues
Answer Me; Desert Song
O Phase III:
Round Dance Phase III
NEW
Latin Basics (Four Dances)
0 Phase III.
(Tango, Mambo, Cha Cha, Rumba)
ROUND DANCING with Joyce(Doss) Lane I Jim Lane
And
O Phase IV: 'Till Tomorrow; Audios; Rainbow Connection
CLOGGING with Marilyn Hansen
with Mike Seastrom
O Beginning Clogging
N
Package includes:
O Easy IMermediate
Video, Audio Cassettes and $44.95
WESTERN DANCING with Maxine Pearl
Instruction booklet
O Line and Partner Dances
NAME.
Tape(s) Total
O Seven Line Dances
ADDRESS:
Sales Tax(CA only)
CONTRA DANCING
CITY:
Shipping/Handling_ 3.50 NEWO Intro To Contra willike Seagram ($4t95)
STATE
ZIP CODE
For Dancers A Teachers w;Hal Rice
Total Enclosed
❑ Ballroom. West Coast Swing, Ethnic. and other
\\...:Except Intro to Contridance tapes available. Please send catalog.

VIDEO

NEW TAPES:

Contra
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REEVES RECORDS INC.
EDDIE'S & BOBBIE'S RECORDS
A lAIL

ORDERS PROAIPTLY FILLED

SERVING THE DANCING COMMUNITY SINCE 1966
RECORD CASES
BOOKS, MANUALS

DIPLOMAS
DANCE WAX

PLASTIC RECORD JACKETS
RECORDS FOR YOUR DANCING PLEASURE
COUNTRY WESTERN . POPS .CLOGGING
SQUARE DANCE . ROUND DANCE
RECORDS
We also have records that are hard to find

EDDIE- BOBBIE- ROBBIE -SARAH REEVES
1835 SO. BUCKNER
P.O. BOX 17668
DALLAS TEXAS 75217-0668
214 / 398-7508

FAX 214-398-4081
read their very interesting article talking about
the music by great composers and how it pertains to today's wide spread of Square, Contra
and Quadrille dancing. "In general terms, country dances were danced by groups of couples
who always started and ended with a specific
formation, either circles, lines or squares."
Sound familiar? The material they offer is full
of interesting figures using the complete family of Tag The Line.
In the September issue of MINNESOTA
CALLER'S NOTES, edited by Warren
Berquam, he discusses "how do we find new
dancers." He suggests by calling one night
stands "creating a fun atmosphere with easy
dances that everyone can do, this way everybody wins. The dancers are out for a good time,
and as a caller we are paid to create this good
time."
In the Plus section Warren covers Track 2
with lots of good material. Some in Half
Sashayed positions. As he says; "This material
is not for the young at heart, there is quite a bit
of Half Sashayed choreography." Excellent
material for your workshop.
Warren offers some great material using
Triple Scoot, some in Left hand tolumns. And
he uses the Advanced Quarterly, CROSS THE
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K with great effect for the dancers. Lots of good
material for any caller.
In his October issue we found this; "Just had
a young adult group for their semi-annual dance.
We had thirty plus squares and a lot of new
faces. Everyone was at the beginning level.
Three large circles on a basket ball floor. Many
of the dancers have now started taking lessons."
That sounded wonderful to all of us here at ASD.
He also said that getting new members means
inviting them, then going and getting them and
taking them to the first dance.
We liked his material using Cast Off 3/4
from various positions. Then he offered some
good workshop material using Peel Off. His A1 section offers Grand 1/4 thru and in the Advanced II he uses Pass & Roll Your Neighbor
along with Swing & Mix, Scoot Chain Thru,
and Pass In and Pass Out. All good material.
Brad Carter, editor of DANCETIME
NOTES FOR CALLERS, Sept./Oct. issue,
opens his notes with an article informing his
subscribers that he will not be publishing the
note service after the November/December issue. We are sorry to hear this since we feel he
has a lot to offer the callers. However, he explains that he is just too busy and that his family does come first at all cost. He is not quitting
American Squaredance, January 1996

calling, just the note service.
His choreography using "NO HANDS" contains some very good material. Have you ever
stopped to consider how many calls are 'no
hand' calls? This is good material.
I'm sure you've all been some place to dance
and the caller used a gimmick, Once Now..Once
Later.., It's Later. Well if you are wanting to
use this cutie, Brad offers some choreography
for your use. It's a fun way to get the dancers to
relax.
`Thru The Diamond' caught our eye, since
there are many callers using this sort of choreography. What he offers are "The following sequences are examples of choreography that can
be called from the formation of a facing couples
with a diamond in between them." We liked
his material.
In the Advanced we found more workshop
material covering the Advanced Quarterly Selection CROSS THE K. And on the last page
we found singing calls using material in that
issue.
In the October issue of MECHANICS OF
CHOREOGRAPHY, edited by Wayne
Morvent, we found some interesting and very
good material using Split/Box Circulate. You
Gift Certificates Available

Western Squares, Intl.
6820 Gravois• St. Louis, MO 63116
(314)353-7230

Q6

LENGTH AND WAIST ADJUSTABLE PETTICOAT
60 YARD DOUBLE LAYER
To make II smaller JUNI TO, the Orton over on the chant 11 nuke II shorter rot
remove tunnel elastic and slip inio stitching one Inch or Pan wishes below

#501 CRYSTAL

$57.95

White. Red. Blank. Pink, Dusty Rowe.
Jade. Peacock Blue. Purple P S Mt.

0592 NYLON ORGANDY

callers need this kind of choreography if you
are workshopping your dancers with this movement.
We also discovered a movement by Don
Kinnear, FOLLOW ME. We sort of felt if you
wanted your dancers to tax their brain with more
multi-movement basics this would be the one.
Simple as it might be, it still requires the dancer
to learn still another new call and its choreography. Sorry, Don.
In the November issue we liked the Mainstream material using Half Tag. However, again
we see an A- I movement being pushed into the
Plus program, this one is Crossover Circulate.
We wonder when this will stop and just how
much is enough for the Plus program to contain?
We liked the Hourglass material that was in
the Advanced section, and there are singing
calls offered for your use containing the material that is in this issue. Good publication! 0

is!
=

MESQUITE SHIRTS
MS Pry/35% Cotton Colors. White.
Red. Royal Blue, Ic Blue. Black. Brown,
Navy, Lilac, Peacock Blue. Grey
Size' 15.17 1/2
52/95
Sett' 18 .19
$33.55

112111211EMPEfikfil
EllIN:1111011111111111111M1•1111
EMMENCIIIEMENWINI
,34

MS Poly/2516 Como
$42.95

White. Red. Mack. Pink. Natural Purple. Royal.
Kelly. Dusty Rose. Peacock Blue. Jade P•S-1A-L

#5112 SOFT CHIFFON
$35.95
Colors sane to rr592. Sizes: P•Slal XL
MATCHING PETT1PANTS
61040
PS.A1•1. XL
SISSY or MIDI LENGTH
HENRY Attractive low cut vamp with I 1/2- heel.
natural suede( leather vole reith semi round toe and self
adjusting shop buckle. Colors Black. Blank Patent.
White. Reds Tan
$34.45
Silver & Gold
544.45
Si,,.. 5 11 Med 6- II Narrow dt Wide
(her size 10 add 8200

HI-STEPPER T strap flat. All glove leather
upper. elk soles wiihy full cushion insoles that will
make wall trig or dancing a plea ore N M W 5.11
Colors Black. White. Red
542.95
Silver/Gold
54.95

MAJESTIC The 11111rIl4k in comfort Tradthonal
style
heel. glove kather uppee fully 0K01 lined.
chrome leather outsok
White A Black. 161 4.12. N 5-12, W 5-101
Red M 4.10. W S• IW
White only' S 6-10.
545.95

g
NECK SlZE'S

Colon. White/White.
Cream/Cream
la. BluellA Blue
Sims 1517 1/2
Sam. 18-19

529.95
5.34.93

RANGER PANTS

$76.9644

csairscierniumr•
mmE3CMEM
SHIRT SIZES

BANR(XLL WAIST. SNAP POCKET, UNHEMMED
109% Poly: Colors Btrgundy. White. Tan, Black.
Red. Dark Grey, Royal. Navy. Brown Stem 28.29. 30.
31, 32. 31. 34, 35. 36, 37, 18.40.42, 44. 46. NC 50
65% Poly/3S% Comm: Colon Whir. Grey Black,
Navy, Brown, Blue Grey

CHEYENNE Full lehher upper & lining.
Square dance & casual dress for men Steel
Junk. cushion insole. crepe ouhole A heel.
Eatremely tornfortable Colors Black.
White. Brown, Bone Sim M 7-13. V/ 7-11

CHEYENNE $59.95

MR. STOMPER & MS. STOMPER
Classic Jazz Style Claford unlined glove leather
upper. wood heel with composition outsok Great
dme for clogging. tap. rowed dancing or ballroom.
Mr sines: M 2-1416-11 with half .1/al&
W 7-1317 11 with half sizes)
Colon Black & White
Loan Ryes: 5-10N I AA 1. 4- 10M(131
STOMPERS
4-IOW Ito Half sims available
Color While

$45.95

TO ORDER: State style. colt,,. size and price, send with your name. address, city. state, zip and telephone number. Please add 56.00 for shipping and
handling. Missouri customers please add 6.85% sales tax. Allow 4-6 Weeks for Delivery. CURRENT CATALOG: 52.00
CHARGE PURCHASES: Send card number, name printed on card and expiration date of card. VISA, MASTERCARD,
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CONTRA
004010$
T want to begin this new year by paying
1 tribute to one of the great contra leaders of
our time, Ted Sannella, who passed away November 18, 1995, at his home in Wiscasset,
Maine.
Ted Sannella was devoted to traditional New
England Contra Dancing as a caller, choreographer, writer and dancer. Many have referred
to Ted as the "Dean of New England Callers."
Ted served as past president and a member
of the Board of Directors of the New England
Folk Festival Association and the North of Boston Callers Association. He was an Honorary
Life Member of the Country Dance and Song
Society.
His books of contra dances are an inspiration to contra callers old and new. "Balance and
Swing" is one of his most popular publications,
available from The Country Dance and Song
Society, and should be in every Contra callers
library.
A memorial service was held in The Church
of St. Denis, Whitfield, Maine. There was reading of scripture and prose by friends and members of the family including this; "Lord of
Dance," by Sydney Carter.
I danced in the morning when the world was
begun
I danced in the moon, the stars and the sun
I danced down from Heaven and I danced
on Earth
At Bethlehem I had my birth
Dance, then, where ever you may be
I am the Lord of the Dance, said he
And I'll lead you all, wherever you may be
And I'll lead you all in the dance, said he.
"So on November 22, 1995, in a cold breeze
beneath broken sunlight, in view of the dance
hall where he •called his last dances, Ted
Sannella was laid to rest." (My thanks to Dan
Pearl for allowing me to include his comments
in closing.)
Ted's influence will be greatly missed by the
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By Don Ward
American Callers Assoc.
Contralab

contra community. Those wishing to acknowledge Ted and his wife Jean (Davis) may do so
through the Ralph Page Memorial at 103
Riverview Ave., Waltham, Massachusetts
02154.
This past month, Wheel and Whirl Square
Dance Club in California sponsored a Sunday
afternoon contra dance. Many of the club members were introduced to contra dancing at previous Associated Square Dance Jamborees and
wanted to provide other square dancers in the
area an opportunity to experience the fun of
contras. Paul Moore, the one with the great
"Razz Ma Taz" recording on Kalox, called
contras for 60 square dancers attending. My
thanks to this square dance club for expanding
their fellow dancers' appreciation for another
part of our dance activity.
During the course of a year publications,
cross my desk that are worthy of mention because of their unique content. The "AngloAmerican Dance Service News," published
quarterly in Belgium, is one of those I appreciate receiving. The publication has many items
relating to contras, rounds, music and much
more, with an international flavor. For information write to them at, Resedastraat 8, B9920
Lovendegem, Belgium.
Speaking of international, how about a
contra dance holiday tour of Germany, Rhine
Valley, Belgium and the Flemish Coast? Leaders of the May tour will include Don Armstrong
and Bill Litchman from the states and Philipe
Callens of Belgium. For more information contact Diane Ortner, 816-587-4337.
That's it for this page, but I've got a lot more
news for next month. In the "Dancing Contra"
column this month you will find dances by Ted
Sannella.
Keep me posted; Don Ward 9989 Maude
Ave., Sunland CA 91040. Email,
dward@loop.com
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tiotaotoes®

1-800-648-8126 (Orders)

MADE IN AMERICA

Satisfaction Guaranteed or Money Back

#538

#608

.
••

#546

Y41

,

#604

#519

NEW GLITTER STYLE AND NEW PEWTER COLOR ADDED
Style: 'Dancer' #519
535 95/pr
Colors: Black. White, Rea. Navy, Bone
Last: Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Heel: 1/7 Rubber cushioned with non-marring
replaceable top lift
Style: 'Heather' #538
S37 95/pr
Co/ors: Black. White, Gold. Silver, Red,
Navy. Bone, Pewter
Last:
Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Heat: 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring
replaceable top lift.

These shoes are
manufactured
in our factory, located in
Gloversville, NY, USA
Thus, we are able to otter
"ALL LEATHER"

Features
• Soft genuine garment leather upper, Including Gold, Silver and Pewter metallcs
• Non-marring spilt leather outsoles
• Fully lined with foam perspiration absorbing nylon
IN Foam cushioned long wearing flex-insole and added 'ball' padding
■ Engineered and constructed for the 'Dancer
Style:

Size:

Width

&akar

Style

Size:

Width

Calor

(]MC

] Visa Signature

111141:111

Send to:

Sizing & Widths (women's)
Narrow 6-10, 11 & 12
Medium & Wide
5-10, 11 & 12
Size 12 available
in #522 & 546
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Tlc-Tac-Toes Mfg. Co
PO Box 953 - 231 KIngsboro Ave.
Gloversville, NY 12078
or Call: 1-800-648-8126 during
factory hours M-F, 7:30-5:00 EST.
Fax: 518-725-8116
Add SO 00/pr shipping and handling.
NY residents add sales tax, and give county.
Canada add 57 00/pr

Style: 'Shag' #522
$35 95/pr
Colors: Black, White. Gold, Silver, Red,
Navy, Bone. Pewter
Last:
Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Heel: 1/7 Rubber cushioned with non-marnng
replaceable top lift.
Styli': 'Sylvia' #546
$36 95/pr
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red,
Navy, Bone. Pewter
Last:
Uptown (Modified slender toe character)
Hoek 1/2' Rubber cushioned with non-marring
replaceable top lift
Style: 'Jan' #604
$37.95/pr
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver, Red,
Navy, Bone, Pewter
Classic (Modified broad toe character)
Last:
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching
Style: 'Peggy' #608
S38 95/pr
Colors: Black, White, Gold, Silver. Red.
Navy, Bone. Pewter
Nicole (Slender Toe character)
Last:
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching
Style: 'Julie' #611
S38 95/pr
Colors: Black. White, Gold, Silver, Red.
Navy, Bone, Pewter
Nicole (Slender Toe character)
Last:
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching
Style: 'Gloria' #796
545.00/pr
Colors: Gold, Silver, Pewter
Nicole (Slender toe character)
Last:
Heel: 1 1/4' Matching
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WHO SHOULD BE ALLOWED TO DANCE?
by Bob Fisk, President ACA

I

s the enjoyment of square dancing for the
average dancer across the country? Why do
so many people stop dancing after completing
a class and do not stay in the activity? Let me
preface this by saying that I am not talking to
the "Advance" and "Challenge" dancer, but to
the majority of the callers and dancers in most
of the clubs across the country.
People square dance because they enjoy it.
They may enjoy just having an inexpensive
night out or it may be that dancing helps them
forget the worries of the day, or it could be the
good feeling that they get from moving to the
music.
Most dancers will tell you that they like being challenged a little now and then, but what I
think they mean is they like variety and not challenge and if someone must lose to a challenge,
they sure do not want it to be them. Let's assume that a caller has the ability to call choreography with varying degrees of difficulty. The
degree of difficulty is determined by the way a
caller puts the calls together and the ability of
the dancer to interpret the material. The material can be just a little difficult and the more
experienced dancer may enjoy it, but the new
dancer may not win. If a caller has the ability to
place the difficulty anywhere in the choreography that he or she wants, then where should the
line be drawn?
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A caller may want to go over that line at least
once, just to find it. Dancers will tolerate once
in an evening as long as they know the rest of
the evening will be fun. The answer to letting
the dancer win is the composite capability of
the floor; this is the only level a caller has.
Why are so many dancers lost shortly after
graduation? We lose more than we keep; numbers as high as 80% are quoted. Couple this
with the fact that 35% of the clubs have not had
classes for the past three years and we realize
we need to do everything we can to keep new
dancers.
Maybe we should have less variety, less challenge, and a lot more just dancing and having
fun and relaxation. How difficult should a caller
make the dance? The caller's main purpose in
being there is to provide an evening of fun for
all. How difficult should a dance be for the dancers to get the most enjoyment out of it? Is a caller
less capable if he or she calls a dance within
the ability of all dancers on the floor, so that all
of them can have an evening to enjoy? Whose
responsibility is it to provide a place for new
dancers to dance?
One of the most critical questions in the
square dance activity today is: "Who should be
allowed to dance?"
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that's Going On
In
fuare D2o60%
CALLERLAB DANCE
PROGRAMS—A BRIEF HISTORY
t was interesting to note that most of the
attendees at the educational seminar that
LEGACY, the International Assembly of "Trustees" of the Square Dance Activity, presented in
conjunction with the National Executive Committee at the National Square Dance Convention in Birmingham, Alabama, concerning the
development of the CALLERLAB Programs,
had not been dancing back in the 1970s.
The session turned into an interesting history lesson as Betsy Gotta, a CALLERLAB
Caller-Coach and member of the board of governors, carefully explained the problems dancers faced during the late 1960s and early '70s
before there was an accepted program of square
dancing. Problems mentioned included callers,
especially traveling callers, teaching a variety
of calls at every dance with only a few ever being repeated, and that of the embarrassment of
attending a dance and finding that it featured
mostly unfamiliar calls. Dancers were understandably frustrated and became more and more
vocal about the problem.
Through a series of hand-outs, Betsy explained how CALLERLAB replied to the concerns of the dancers by identifying and describing the figures for a Basic, Extended and Mainstream program which was adopted in 1975 for
a one-year trial. The following year, guidelines
were established in case changes were to be
made at later dates. It was interesting to note
that over the past 20 years, only eight calls have
been added to the program, while eight complete calls and twelve extensions of calls were
dropped. The importance of the Quarterly Selection program and its use in standardizing
material used in workshops throughout the
world was also stressed and discussed.
Again, hand-outs were used in presenting a
history of CALLERLAB's development over the

I
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last 19 years of a program of dancing beyond
Mainstream. Initially called Mainstream Plus
1 and Mainstream Plus 2, this program since
1982 has been known simply as Plus. Again,
there have been few changes with only seven
calls being added and one call dropped, making 33 calls in Plus.
All agreed that there is too much pressure
from many sources pushing dancers into new
programs too rapidly. Dancers should be given
time to become comfortable in their dance programs before being invited or encouraged to
learn new ones.
For information on LEGACY, contact Al and
Vera Schreiner, 1100 Revere Dr., Oconomowoc,
WI 53066.
CALLING ALL
CONTRA CALLERS!
Here is another opportunity to take an active part in the growth of Contra Dance activity
in the Midwest! The State Council of Illinois
Square Dance Associations have appointed us,
Tony & Becky McUmber, to be Chairmen of
the Contra Program for the 13th Illinois State
Convention, July 26-28, 1996, in Peoria, II.
Because the supply of competent Contra
callers in the region is very limited, and because
a successful convention Contra program requires as many experienced callers as possible
in order to give the dancers the best possible
experience, we are asking for your help. If you
would like to help more square dancers enjoy
Contra dancing at the Illinois Convention,
thereby increasing general interest not only
among the dancers but among those perceived
to be leaders and organizers, and thereby encouraging the growth of Contra dancing within
the square dancing activity, and thereby increasing the demand for your services, then contact
us as soon as possible.
All Convention fees are waived for participating callers and their spouses. If you can work
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SHIRLEY'S
SQUARE DANCE SHOPPE

"PATTERNS AND PETTICOATS"

a 16 page brochure featuring:
Patterns - the most popular, current,
square dance patterns available . . .

Patterns

Petticoats - all sizes to 3X;
all lengths to 30" - Free Petti Pants

Specials - reduced prices on a selection
of patterns, laces, eyelets, elastics,
Square Dance designed jewelry, and
a blouse and skirt specially chosen
just for our brochure.
For brochure, send $1.00 ($3.00 outside USA)
payable to : SHIRLEY'S S/D SHOPPE

Route 9D, Box 423 Dept B
Hughsonville, NY 12537
914-297-8504
For students - clubs send $3.00 (postage) for 8 brochures.
this into your schedule or fit it into your calendar, please consider participating and helping
us to present an outstanding Contra program.
Please let us know as soon as possible so that
we can send you a registration form and begin
scheduling callers. The amount of Convention
dance time allotted for Contra will depend to a
great extent on the number of callers participating. The earlier we can know who will be
attending, the easier it will be to convince those
in charge of the Convention of the need for increased dance time and floor space.
For further information contact us, Tony &
Becky McUmber, 1601 36th St., Hannibal, MO
63401-5611; PH: (314) 221-6199.

28TH CONNECTICUT SQUARE
& ROUND DANCE FESTIVAL
The 28th Connecticut Square and Round
Dance Festival will be held on Sunday, March
17, 1996, from 1:00 to 8:00 PM in Middletown,
Connecticut.
Festival dancing headquarters will be the
Woodrow Wilson Junior High School on
Newfield Street. Three other schools, Spencer,
Keigwin and Moody, will also be used.
Square dance levels include Mainstream,
Plus and Advanced I and II. There also will be
62
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halls for easy-Intermediate and Advanced round
dancing.
Exhibitors selling dance apparel and accessories will be located in the entryway at
Woodrow Wilson Junior High School. Food will
be available at all four schools.
There will also be a variety hall for Contras,
introduction to rounds, clogging and country
western dancing, it was announced.
Advanced admission ribbons will be $8 per
dancer and $9 at the door.
Additional information may be obtained by
contacting Hank Katten, 205 West Walk, West
Haven, CT 06516; PH: (203) 933-7705, or Dan
and Norene Foley, 81 Stony Hill Road,
Ridgefield, CT 06877; PH: (203) 438-4590.
The festival is sponsored by the Connecticut Association of Square Dance Clubs
(CASDC), the Conn. Square Dance Callers and
Teachers Assn. and the Conn. Assn. of Round
Dance Teachers (CARTS).

TONY OXENDINE
JOINS COPECREST
Big Changes Ahead for
Georgia Square Dance Resort

Dillard, Georgia, December 10, 1995: It
is with pleasure that Copecrest Dance Resort
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of Dillard, Georgia, announces its newly formed
partnership with Internationally Renowned
Square Dance Caller, Tony Oxendine of
Sumter, South Carolina.
Tony will be joining the team at Copecrest
as the Business Manager and Director of Entertainment. He will be at Copecrest with special guest callers as often as his schedule allows, and will actively promote the "All New
Copecrest" while on tour.
Currently, the Chairman of the CALLERLAB Board of Governors, Tony Oxendine has
been calling for 22 years. He has called in 47
states and 12 countries, logging almost 200,000
miles a year. Together with Jerry Story, he owns
Royal Records. He has called at Copecrest for
each of the last 19 years; what a way to celebrate a 20th anniversary!
Marty and Tami Cope take over as the third
generation of "Copes" eager to carry on the family dream. The FABULOUS meals of Chef
Robert Ray are simply the FINEST "downhome country style meals" you'll find. Add to
that, a jam-packed schedule of your favorite
regional and national callers and cuers, and your
experience at Copecrest CANNOT BE BEAT!
For more information and a 16 page color
Square Dance vacation guide, call Copecrest at
(800) 711-0828.
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ATLANTA IN THE SPRING

If you haven't been to Atlanta, Georgia, in
the Spring. you are in for a surprise. At this time
of year, flowering trees are at their peak. including peach, pear, cherry, dogwood and red bud.
The Metro Atlanta Square Dance Association (MASDA) is planning a Spring Festival
Friday, April 26 and Saturday, April 27, 1996.
National callers Larry Letson and Dee Dee
Dougherty-Lottie, along with Round Dance
CuersiTeachers Charlie & Annie Brownrigg and
Jack & Muriel Raye will be featured.
The Gwinnett Culture and Civic Center is
located north of Atlanta on 1-85 at exit 42, and
is a new facility. Each of two dance halls has
20,000 square feet of space on polished cement
floor and is fully air-conditioned.
Two exits south of here at exit 40 is Gwinnett
Mall, which houses many stores and restaurants. The motels which are adjacent to the mall,
are Courtyard, Fairfield and Amerisuites, all
newly opened facilities.
For further information contact Lee Conine,
1469 Dwayne Court, Lithonia, GA 30058.

Happy
New
Year!
12

Plus

days

B.C.

$2482

-4111'4"`-Elite Records Presents world class talent
A' wale.

fig*
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STEVE
JACQUES
Maryland

MAC
O'JIMA
Japan

DANNY
ROBINSON
Florida

.-

KOJI
HARAI
Japan

BOB
BAIER
Texas

STEVE
EDLUND
Canada

PAT
HARBOUR
Texas

Join us July 20, 1996 for square dancing at its best
SEE:
•Vancouver
•The fabulous Inside Passage
•Ketchikan
•Juneau
•Glacier Bay
•Sitka

1-800-448-1266
NO OBLIGATION FOR CALLING
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Includes:
•Airfare
eLt_
•Hotels
IVV:-1. Bra Cm... I eke"
•Sightseeing
-Mew, Own. Von
•Dancing in Vancouver
and onboard ship
•Alaska Cruise Experience
on Holland America Lines
FOR FREE BROCHURE
RESERVATIONS
AND INFORMATION
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FOR THE HOLIDAYS

Red Bares
Jock Otecry
(Hey, It's Good To Re...)
BACK HOME AGAIN
SSR-191

Lori Morin
1

Bruce Williamson

Mike lovcrone

SEND FOR OUR LATEST
RECORD CATALOG

Cliff Brodeur

Gerry Hardy

SSR-190
SSR-188
SSR-187
SSR-185
SSR-183
SSR-181
SSR-179
SSR-178
SSR-177
SSR-173
SSR-171
SSR-112
SSR-804

Recent Releases
YOU MADE ME LOVE YOU
by Gerry
T EA FOR TWO
by Mike
MILLION DOLLAR MAN
by Don
AIN'T GOT IT NO MORE
by Bruce Mc
HAVE I TOLD YOU LATELY
by Lori
KEEP ON THE SUNNY SIDE
by Tony
STAND ON IT
by Bruce W.
BEFORE i MET YOU
by Cliff
BLUE SKIES
by Gerry
PUT YOUR HAND IN THE HAND
by Chris
SOMEDAY SOON
by Red
WIND BENEATH MY WINGS
by Jock
HELEN (Round Dance)
by Jo Yakimowski

Tony McUMbef

Don Brown

Chris Froggott

Bruce McC2e.,...,

Sliver Sounds Records, P.O. Box 229, Glastonbury, CT 06033 Tel. (203) 633-0370 ,
MEMBER - Square and R ound Dance Music Producers Association

***
The art of giving men presents is to give them something which
they cannot buy for themselves; something which, without your
cooperation, they would never be able to possess.
—A.A. Milne
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ill and Bobbie Davis, in their column in
the October issue of ASD, made the comment that the reason dancers in Europe may
appear better than in the U.S., is that dancers
mix well between programs.
Bill and Bobbie gave the example of C-2
dancers attending a Plus dance when an American caller is present, because this is a special
event. This could cause the floor to appear much
stronger than it really is, they said, resulting in
the American caller returning home with an
inaccurate impression of the dancers' abilities.
Bill and Bobbie offered this possibility as a result of correspondence they had with someone
who has danced in England the past two years.
All of the above is true and I agree completely. England is to be commended for the fact
that dancers from all programs mix, and this
could disguise the true ability of a floor. An
American caller flying in for a weekend could
be fooled into thinking the dancers were much
better than they really were.
There is only one flaw with all of the above.
This scenario looks good on paper and may even
occasionally happen, but it does not hold up
when one looks at the big picture. When I first
called in Sweden in 1985 and reported these
were the best dancers I had ever seen, Advanced
was virtually unknown in the country. So there
were no higher level dancers to pull up the floor.
At a festival in Denmark this past September, the Advanced hall operated at the same time
as the MS/Plus hall. So when I was calling MS/
Plus, there were no Advanced dancers present—
they were dancing in their own hall to the other
staff caller of the festival. The MS/Plus hall was
unbelievably strong, and I could use material
that I would never dream of using in the U.S.
Also in September, I called Plus on the island of Bornholm in the middle of the Baltic
Sea—two and a half hours by ferry from anywhere. This is remote folks! There is only one
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club, no Advanced, and the ability level was
above the average U.S. club.
In Germany in September I called for a Plus
club with thirteen squares. At best, there were
three Advanced couples present. The ability
level was well above the U.S.
It should be noted that my calling trips to
Europe are different from most callers. Rather
than flying, do a weekend, and fly home, I will
stay in an area and call seven to ten dances there.
Because some of my dances are Advanced and
Challenge, these dancers will not also attend
my MS and Plus dances. No one is going to
dance to me seven nights in a row, no matter
how good my jokes are. So I get to see the true
picture of how people dance—floors where there
are no Advanced or Challenge dancers to create an inaccurate impression.
This brings us to England, where I have
called eight times in the past fourteen years, with
almost every trip being longer than two weeks.
Yes, I have experienced floors where the true
ability might have been disguised by the presence of Advanced and Challenge dancers, but
there were also many floors where almost no
one danced beyond Plus, and these floors were
excellent.
Something else to consider: in the U.S., if a
number of Advanced dancers are injected on to
a Plus floor, the level often does not change very
much, because many Advanced dancers are no
better at "dancing" than their Plus counterparts.
Many U.S. Advanced dancers have been exposed to more calls, but that does not make them
better dancers.
Likewise, in Europe, injecting Advanced
dancers on to a Plus floor will not noticeably
change the level, but for a totally different reason: everything starts at a higher plane there.
The Europe Plus dancers are so well-trained that
they do not need the help of Advanced dancers
to establish a high floor level; and the Europe
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Advanced dancers know the Basics really well,
because they would not consider starting Advanced until they did. So everything is on a
higher level in Europe, regardless of the name
of the program.
Finally, since I first reported on the dancing
excellence in Sweden in 1985, countless wellknown, experienced American callers have traveled to Sweden, Germany and England for festivals and dances. An experienced caller can
usually tell the difference between a floor of

outstanding ability and a floor of average ability that is being "pulled thru" by dancers of
higher programs. The American callers who
have been to Europe almost unanimously report that the dancers are better there. It is doubtful that so many experienced callers could be
fooled by the presence of some Advanced or
Challenge dancers on the floor.
Next month we will look at the mind-set of
the European dancers and how it differs from
0
the U.S.

w
Chuck Peel
219-665-5095

Dick Duckham
616-781-5914

Jim Cholmondeley
314-741-7799

Eagle Records
"Music made for Dancing"
Eagle Productions - Eagle/Golden Eagle
301 Fieldrest Drive
Chuck & Della Peel
Angola, Indiana 46703
219-665-5095
Ellen Brunner
616-279-2179

New Releases on Eagle
EAG-300I
Shadow Of Your Smile by Ellen
EAG-3002 I Got It Made by Ellen
EAG-3101
Oh Carolina by The Mountain Man
EAG-3201
Anytime by Robert
EAG-3301
Lean Mean Lovin Machine by Jerry
EAG-3102 The Saints Go Marching In by The Mountain Man
EAG-3003 Back In Baby's Arms by Ellen

The Mountain Man
407-886-3839

New Releases on Golden Eagle

GE-0022
GE-0023
GE-0024
GE-0025
GE-0026
GE-0027
Jerry Sleeman
616-385-2385
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Baby Face by Dick
Liza Jane by Chuck
It Doesn't Matter Anymore by Dick
Amazing Grace by Dick
Rinky Tink Piano by Jim Cholmondeley
Dream A Little Dream Of Me
by Guest Artist Ken Bower

An Eagle Classic Now Available Again
EAG-2101

Guitars Cadillacs and Hillbilly Music
by Jim Cholmondeley

Robert Ferguson
219-294-7688
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CALLERLAB
VIEWPOINTS

THE INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OF
SQUARE DANCE
CALLERS

by Bob Osgood
Beverly Hills, California

THE CALLER'S
EDUCATION
Part II
ontinuing the run-down of CALLERLAB'S
callers school curriculum, it is easy to see
that there is much for the dedicated caller/
teacher to know and to understand.

C

5. Programming Skills
(a) Setting Program Goals: The term "Programming," describes the various judgmental
skills that a caller uses when deciding both what
to call and when to call it. In order to make those
decisions intelligently, he must first decide exactly what he intends to accomplish in that particular program and whether those goals are
commensurate with what he knows about the
ability of the dancers and about their collective
preferences.
(b) The Level of a Dance: One of the most
difficult programming judgments a caller must
make in the over-all programming process concerns the level of the dance he intends to call. If
he makes the dance too difficult, he frustrates
his dancers and if he makes it too easy, he bores
them. While finding just the right balance between the two is often quite difficult, the establishment of an accurate dance level remains one
of a modern caller's most critical programming
responsibilities.

(c) Finding Choreography to Fit the Program: It is one thing for a caller to decide what
he would like to call at a given dance. It is something quite different, however, for him to know
where such material may be found or how it
can either be generated or developed. The process typically involves a considerable amount
of choreographic research as well as the ability
to accurately classify the square dance material
according to its appropriate programming applications.

(d) Music and Showmanship as Programming Tools: Many things contribute to the success of the square dance program. Choreography is important, but equally important is the
way a caller generates excitement and enthusiasm with music, showmanship and the caller's
own ability to function as an entertainer.

6. Smooth Dancing and Body Flow
The term "square dance choreography" describes not only what we dance but also how
we dance. No combination of square dance calls
can qualify as dancing unless the dancers are
able to do their action smoothly and comfortably. To accomplish this, a caller must possess
a thorough knowledge of the kinetics of choreographic momentum and the mechanics of
body flow.

7. Voice and Vocal Technique
The human voice is the Primary instrument
of a performing caller and he must know how
to use it effectively. He must also learn how to

LI
RECORD CO -

Craig
Abercrombie

Hood
Simon

C-1008 I THINK I'D LIKE TO SQUARE DANCE by Hood Simon
C-1007 THE NEW FREIGHT TRAIN by Bill
C-1006 FREINDSHIP SET TO MUSIC IS SQUARE DANCING by Hood
C-1005 SOMEBODY LOVES YOU by Craig

PO BOX 1835 CLACKAMAS, OR 95015 1-800-851-6203
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develop and how to care for it—and how to keep
from abusing it.
8. Timing
An additional, and equally important element of smooth, danceable choreography is the
way in which a caller times his calls so that
they seem to blend, comfortably and without
interruption, one into the other.
9. Leadership
(a) Every Caller is a Leader: A square
dance caller must automatically assume a wide
range of leadership responsibilities. It goes with
the territory! This means that in addition to
studying the skills of the job itself, a student
caller must also study the skills of what will
help him become a better square dance leader.
(b) Leadership and Human Relations:
While many of a caller's on-stage activities
obviously require him to function as a leader,
he is also required to serve as a leader in a variety of off-stage capacities as well. In such situations, a caller must be able to work with others to interact effectively and to motivate people
to achieve their own desires as dancers.
10. Ethics—Caller Ethics and Professionalism
The things a caller does, speak much louder
than the things a caller says. A caller's ethics,
his personal code of conduct, and his overall
professionalism serve also as the very visible
hallmarks of this ability to function effectively
as a square dance leader.
11. Business Skills
(a) Business Man With a Microphone:
Any caller who accepts a fee for his services is
engaged in the operation of a small business
and it is, therefore important for every working
caller to conduct his professional affairs in a
business-like manner.
(b) The Economics of Calling: A caller's
financial transactions are an important part of
his operations, and the way he handles the aspects of his professional life will often determine whether that business will succeed or fall.

(c) A Caller's Taxes: The profits of a square
dance calling business are taxable and the need
for accurate and easily maintained financial
records cannot be over-emphasized.
12. Singing Call Techniques
Just about every tip at just about every square
dance will contain at least one singing call; a
caller's ability to call an effective singing call
is an important and valuable skill.
13. Sound/Equipment and Audio Skills
While, thanks to the marvels of modern technology, it is not necessary for today's caller to
be an audio engineer, it is necessary for him to
own—and to know how to operate—a complex
sound amplification system. He also needs to
know all he can about microphone techniques
and how to use and care for the recordings he
buys.
14. Caller's Partner
A caller's partner is generally acknowledged
to be an integral part of every calling team although the precise degree of each partner's personal involvement will necessarily vary according to the particular arrangements and understandings that have been mutually agreed upon.
15. History, Heritage and Tradition
(a) Square Dance History and Heritage:
How square dancing grew and changed over
the years to become the activity known as modern western square dancing.
(b) The Nature of Square Dancing: What
exactly is it that people enjoy about square dancing? Why is it fun? What makes it so special
and unique?
(c) About Callers in General (and Some
in Particular): What does a square dance caller
actually do? What skills must he possess? What
duties does he perform and what are his responsibilities?
There's still one more segment (coming next
month) to complete this CALLERLAB curriculum created for caller/coaches sponsoring call
0
ers schools.

RV RESORT & DANCE HALL FOR SALE
Promenade through roses and redwoods just south
of the Oregon border. RV Resort with 100 WSE
sites, 18 mobile home sites, tent sites and a state
of the art 9,000 sq. ft. dance hall with floating
hardwood floor and great acoustic sound!
$1,500,000
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QUALITY SQUARE & ROUND
DANCE MUSIC BY:
SOUTHERN SATISFACTION
Elmer Sheffield

*** BRAND NEW

Bob Newman

by Elmer
ESP - 416 CHAOS (Hoedown - Plus)
ESP - 1004 I LIKE IT, I LOVE IT
by Elmer
by Bob
ESP - 534 DEEP WATER
by Steve
ESP - 913 5 O'CLOCK and HEAVEN BOUND
by Lothar Weidich (Guest)
ESP - 1005 CHRISTMAS DAY

RECENT RELEASES
Craig Rowe

I IN
it •

ESP - 719 THINK OF ME WHEN YOU'RE LONELY
ESP - 1003 I SHOULD'VE ASKED HER FASTER
ESP - 200 PICKUP MAN
ESP - 533 BUBBA HYDE
ESP - 912 TAKIN CARE OF BUSINESS
ESP - 415 ELIZABETH (Hoedown )

by Craig
by Elmer
by Elmer
by Bob
by Steve
by Bill

Slows Kopman

Same Quality Music By
SOUTHERN
SATISFACTION
Joe Poritt

JP/ESP 330 RAMBLIN MAN

by Mark

JP/ESP 237 LEARNING TO SMILE AGAIN

by Joe

JP/ESP 806 HONKY TONK ATTITUDE

by Jerry

JP/ESP 7004 BRING ME SUNSHINE

by Bill

Jerry Jestin

vt

Bill Harrison

Mark Turner

Produced by ESP • 2213 S. Adams, Tallahassee, Florida
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this one. One of my favorite clubs in Columbus
had booked me to call this same weekend, next
to Marysville. They booked me two years ago.
They also canceled me two years before, but I
didn't know it, since the scratch letter never
came, due to a postal service snafu. One week
before leaving for Columbus, I learned of the
cancellation via the phone. At that point, it
would have been unethical to cancel Marysville.
We won't detail the reason for the cancellation
(brought about by me asking for lodging in addition to my fee, since I had moved out of Ohio),
but every caller knows the anguish of this kind
of thing. "Tears on my billfold"—golly, that
ought to be a country-western song! Anyway,
the Villagers were super. They gave me a night
at Days. Chuck Thompson was the cuer. Tip to
club officers: if you must cancel a caller, please
do it on a certified letter with a return card.
Maybe, just maybe, this incident has a little to
do with the announcement you're about to read
in the next few prophetic paragraphs...

COVERING THE WRITE-STUFF

T

he month of November turns white quickly
up in the North Country, but white-outs
never deter me from ride-outs or write-outs, so
here goes in the liberal scribble department...
Marysville, Ohio—If you figure plane fare
from Albany to Columbus, plus the cost of a
rental car, plus a few incidentals, this in-andout trip to Marysville to call for the Village
Squares was a financial bust, but on the positive side, I had such a good time with that jolly
bunch I didn't care. Normally, I don't fly to a
far-away location for a single date (except for
festivals), but unusual circumstances caused

MISTY-EYED NOTICE
I've said it before and I'll say it again: I'M
QUITTING THE ROAD IN LATE '97 OR
EARLY '98! For clubs outside New York State,
where I've regretfully already turned down '98

BUILD CONFIDENCE • SHARPEN SKILLS • REINFORCE LESSONS

BASIC, MAINSTREAM and PLUS
PROGRAM VIDEOS
apyti

BASIC

Broadcast qualay
video tapes Famed

SECOND HALF
(movements 26.501

in television studio,
featuring overhead
shots

MAINSTREAM

'49"

(Canceled) sequence St 671
Outside U.S. add S10 Softly
"Pay** n U.S.Dears'
Cheek or MO only

Featuring BE 1 SY GOTTA
Caller. 27 years Member
Board of Governors
Callerlab

$3995

I

PLUS
,27 movements)

$4995

Add 53 50 postage and handing N J res add 6T, sales tax
MIMIIIIMMIMMMM0MIMMOMMIMMBIIIIIMM0MOMMMMIMMM
C 1N17.1990 110 son. em

Please specify ' BASIC

MAINSTREAM

PLUS

VHS

BETA

Mail check or money order to:

o aor SQUARE DANCE VIDEOS
A Division of Tra Bien, Inc

PO. Box 1350, Maplewood, NJ 07040
Name (Please Print)_ _
Address
I City
State
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3350-A Highway 6 South. Sure 547 • Sugar Land, TX 77476 USA
Phone/FAX (713)90043339

Brand New Releases

ER1014 "Blue Birds' - Mitchell Osawa
ER1013 'Give Me One More Shot" - Steve Jacques
ER1012 sole - Pat Barbour
ER1011 'Sixteen Tons' - Mike Sikorsky
ER1010 'Story of Love' - Bob Baier
ER1009 'Lover Come Back To Me' - Mac CrJima

c
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Pat Barbour
4— Texas
Mike Sikorsky
California -3

Koji Harm
4— .111Pan

A
Bob Baler
4— Texas
Steve Edund
Canada —>

Mac OJima
Japan —>
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Steve Jacques
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•
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....Davey Nakamon
'IC— Japan ...a.
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Danny Robinson
Florida -3'
Johnny Preston
4— California

dates, all I can say is, "I'm sorry, but the time
has come." It will have been FIFTY YEARS
OF CALLING at that time. The road has gotten longer than it once was, so I'll defer to the
younger itinerant balladeers at that point. Also,
our last group tour overseas will be the one
you're presently seeing advertised in this magazine, the Italy tour next April. This will be tour
number 20 for us, all over the world with square
dancers. We'll miss these circumnavigational
skirmishes like heck, but that time has come
also. (Any circumnavigating will be done just
by this pilot and co-pilot on their own. —CAB)
Now, you know the old saying: A caller
never really quits calling entirely, since it's in
his blood! That's true! I'm not really quitting
calling. Here's what I'll still be doing, as long
as I can foresee:
*Calling in NY State and New England,
specifically at clubs.
*Calling at festivals and resorts anywhere
(two day + plus variety)
*Calling at National Conventions
*Doing caller schools, leader clinics, seminars anywhere
Of course, Cathie and I plan to continue our
note service for callers indefinitely. Any time
and any way that we can pass on what we've
American Squaredance, January 1996

learned over the years for callers and leaders,
we're anxious to do it. Enough said. So be it.
We've said it again in print. (You'll have to stick
to it, now that you've told everybody. —CAB)
South Windsor, Connecticut—A pint or
two of New England blood still runs through
my veins, since many years ago I was born in
Rhode Island, later lived and worked in Providence, still later first met Cathie at an RI camp,
lived and worked in Connecticut, and first
picked up the mike to learn to call at a camp in
Massachusetts. So, it's a pleasure to get back
"home" and call a pair of weekend dates just a
few hours east of our NY home. The first was
for the South Windsor SDC, where we had eight
or nine sets good-time-bound for three hours,
topped off with a pie night feast that didn't stop.
Cuer was Scott (and Carol) Howell. Another
cuer in attendance was Sue Lucibello. Old friend
Russ Hoekstra was there, taping away as usual.
Bob and Joan Swift hosted me in their woodland home. After a long day, it was back to the
forest for rest, for the rest of the night.
Sturbridge, Massachusetts—Staying with
square dancers when calling dances in
Anytown, USA, is a real treat for me. This time
I was hosted by Lou (a former caller) and Bev
Young, not far from where I stayed last night. It

"JOHN'S NOTES"
41/11

Monthly Note Service
For The Caller Who Cares 41)11
by
John & Linda Saunders

Choreo Basic - C-1, Singing Call Review,
Contra's, Lines, Partners Review and Much,
Much More .. 32 YEARS of calling experience
to share. Don't delay
Write for FREE SAMPLE TODAY...to 101 Cedar
Dunes, New Smyrna Beach, FL 32169
Telephone: 904-428-1496

FLY WITH LIS TO

ITALY
2 WEEKS: MID-APRIL '96

VENICE • AISISISI
ROME • FLORENCE
PLUS 2 DAYS IN LONDON
STAN & CATHIE BURDICK
PO BOX 2678 S. BAY NY
12874 PH. 518-543-8824
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was Saturday, so there was plenty of time to
indulge my hobby (visiting antique shops, galleries, barn sales) and visiting quaint Nutmeg
towns before calling for the Hayloft Steppers in
Sturbridge. A choice crowd came to the Hayloft, a lovely setting that must have been the
scene of a thousand dances. Cuers were Brigit
(not Bridget) and Richard Maguire. An end-ofthe-dance surprise occurred when caller Dave
Hass (another old friend) parked his red sled
on the barn roof, tethered the deer, and dropped
in to make the night a little more jolly.
Anderson, South Carolina—Fall had
passed on, snow had fallen in the North Country, and the Mid-South beckoned me to share a
lovely weekend in Anderson for the 19th Annual Foothills Jamboree. I say "lovely," because
although rain came heavily for awhile, I was
impressed by the care and diligence the sponsors (A-Squares Club) put forth to make this
event notable. The stage at the huge Coleman
Recreation Center was lavishly decorated with
a life-size scarecrow perched against a fence,
flanked by ferns, gourds, baskets of dark red
apples, dancer silhouettes and a mile high sign.
Refreshments were out of this world. A keepsake program booklet of 30 pages was distributed. Chairperson Penny Schriver and her corn-

mittee of Diane Davis, Pat Cantrell and others
set the stage for fun. I was hosted for two days
by Penny and her husband Bill, who added to
my comfort a trip through scenic Anderson and
a visit to the very large Jockey flea market,
where I went elephant hunting. (It's a hangover
from our Africa trip; Stan collects elephants—
miniatures, of course—as an excuse to visit
every flea market anywhere. —CAB) The Paul
Page Award went to Iris and Watson Rentz.
(Helen Pate, a longtime friend, couldn't attend
due to a leg injury.) I was surprised to meet Dean
and Betty Rogers, whom I had first taught a bit
of square dancing in Sandusky, Ohio. Caller Joe
and Juanita Thompson (Huron '86; Tenn. '89
grad) were there. Others on stage were Robert
and Mildred Beardon (Friday rounds), Stan
Russell (Advanced workshop), and Fran and
Earl Merchant (Saturday rounds). When I left
to drive my little purple Avis car back on 1-85
to the Atlanta Airport, I felt warmed by that
good Southern hospitality, ate one of those reddish black apples, listened again to Southern
humorist Foxworthy on tape, and made automatic stops for two Fleas and one Den of Antiquity! Glory!
Belle Vista, Arkansas—I'd called for that
Kingsdale Club several times, starting in 1990,

PLAN AHEAD AND TAKE AN

ALASKA CRUISE
WIT H

STEVE KOPMAN AND RAY BRENDZY
7 NIGHTS
JULY 8, 1996 - JULY 15, 1996
Inside S tateroom: $1559.00 USD per person;
Outside Stateroom: $1589.00 USD per person.
Price includes: square dalcing, dl meds & snack, midnight buffets,
entertainment, cocktail party, port charges and much more! Prices indude
cruise cnd port charges cnd bcsed on double occupcncy. Discount dr fares are
available for this trip! Deposit: $200 per person reserves your cabin cssignment.
Space is limited and ccbins are going quickly!
For more information or reservations, cdl or write to:
Deborch Kopmcn
Knoxville Tours & Travel Center
4910 Clinton Hwy. PO. Box 12580, Knoxville, TN 37912
(615)688-6232 or (800) 251-2027
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and it's always been fun to return to Riordan
Hall in that mostly-retirement area. After landing in Tulsa, I drove a Neon Dollar two hours
straight east through Cherokee country. Eight
to ten sets made me feel very welcome. Mac
McCrory was my contact. Dick and Una Miller
ground out some good rounds. Thanks to them
also for rounding out my sound needs. Caller
Mary Castleberry was there. I thought, as I
scooted back to the Days Inn in Tulsa that night,
there's magic in those rolling hills where buffalo once roamed, and where pioneers parked
the wagons for a good dose of square dancing
to drive away the rigors of the day. I've got one
more BVD next October (that's a Bella Vista
Destination).
Albany, New York—Only a stone's throw
from the Albany Airport is the new hall where
Single Squares are now meeting regularly on
Wednesdays. (They were one of the clubs
bounced from Ponderosa Hall when it closed
so sadly.) That club is well organized, as I've
said before. They proved that Pie-R-Square is a

good formula for any club; i.e., Pie (Plenty of
apple pie); R (Rounds); Squares (Plus with one
hot hash). Rounds featured John (Jean)
Wilkinson. Caller Helen Richardson dropped
in. Evelyn Dash was the coordinator.
Whitestown (Utica), New York—Utica is
about three hours from home, a bit too far to
drive back after the dance, especially when two
to three inches of snow are in the wind, so I
was glad to stay over with host-prexies Karl and
Kathy Warren, after calling for the Pairs-nSquares. A small crowd came to the Community Center that night, close to Turkey Day, but
their pitch to "bring canned goods for the needy"
was a charitable touch that added to the flavor
of the event. Dennis Viscanti (and Danna) gave
us cool cues. Callers present were Paul Credle
(Hague '95 grad), Keith Davis and Kathy Warren. Whitestown was typically white all night,
and by early morning I had drifted away.
And now I must drift away from these pages
for a month...

CALLER LINE-UP
( These Callers Are Available To Call For Clubs and Festivals...Call

Voice/Fax(203) 934-2653
(203) 932-3987 anytime
Box 352
West Haven CT 06518

ip IMP
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Walt Cole (801) 392-9078
944 Chatelain Rd.
Ogden, UT 84403
The basis of ceills timing
The basis of timing M music

'Railroad Bar Barr Is calling
almost anywhere.

Jim Snyder
RO 3, Box 101
Bemville, PA 19506
CM: 215-488-6988
Artist Buckskin Records
Now Travel Full-Time

Stan Burdick
PO Box 2678
Weer Bay, NY 12874
Call: 518-543-8824
The Meandering Man

Jim 'Wm' C.hoknondeiey
12810 Lusher Road
—+ Florissant MO 63033
(314) 714-779e or 863-1441
The Caller Who Caresc
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Charlie Wheatley
6402 Beulah Church Rd.
Louisville, KY 40228
(502) 239-1958
Calling Full-Thne
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS

O

ur thanks to Ed Foote for sharing the folV./ lowing letter he received from a Peace
Corps worker living in Romania:
Dear Gentlepeople:
I am a Peace Corps Volunteer teaching English to high school students in Romania. Before joining the Peace Corps last year I was a
square dancer with the Bows & Beaus in Mountain View, California. My former caller sent me
your name when I asked for help trying to arrange a square dance performance here.
The first week of July, 1995, Timisoara
hosted a four-day international folk dance/music/costume festival. The cultural departments
of the city and the county sponsored the program, which was centered here but included
performances in nearby towns. The festival was
marvelous—I attended every night!
This festival would be a wonderful showcase for American square dancing. This year's
audience was very receptive to the foreign
groups, which included France, Italy, Poland
and Ukraine. The program was very well attended each night and the spectators were also
surprisingly varied: the elderly, single men in
their 20s, street children, and of course, families. There are other Romanian folk festivals in
the summer so a square dance troupe might
perform in other locations. America has a small
presence in Romania and I can think of no more
positive way to change that than to share the
joy and beauty of our national dance with others.
American dancers might be interested in
visiting this beautiful friendly country. Here we
have the Carpathian Mountains, the Black Sea
beaches, the legend of Dracula, very friendly
people, and a Romance language which is not
as inaccessible as the Slavic languages of
Romania's neighbors. Other than hotels, prices
are low for Americans and in Timisoara I might
be able to arrange for hosts who would take
dancers into their homes. There is no political
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instability here. I think this would be a chance
for a good vacation in a fascinating part of the
world.
If you are interested in this idea, please
write me as soon as possible so we can arrange something. I would like to begin talks
with local authorities as soon as possible so that
the American square dancers would have a well
organized opportunity to show off their intricate steps. Thank you for your help.
Sincerely,
Kandis Scott, CPO 479, Of. Posta
Timisoara 3, 1900 Timisoara, Romania

RECORDS and TAPES
KEEP US GOING IN MANILA
Andy & Wing Benigno
Manila, Philippines

We would like to share our personal experience on how we are able to square dance without the benefit of a live caller.
Yes, tapes and records on square dancing
are never taken for granted but instead, very
much treasured in our part of the world.
Since the revival of square dancing in the
Philippines seven years ago, by Peter and Mercy
Lee, the Manila Hoedowners never had any opportunity to dance with a professional caller.
Ours may not be the only group in the world
who are in a similar situation, but what matters
is our group is very active by dancing every
Saturday afternoon, having lots of fun learning
and dancing with the help of these records and
tapes.
We have taught our members from Basic up
to A-1 level with the help of these records and
tapes. It is an achievement for all of us to be
able to dance up to Advanced 1 level. It was
not easy, but we managed and we succeeded.
Some of our members who have joined the
square dance convention in the USA recognize
the big difference to dance with a live caller.
One thing we can proudly say, however, based
on personal experience, anyone who dances well
with records and tapes can be very proficient to
dance under a live caller.
Our aim now is to have a caller among us,
but at this time it is still difficult to get someone who can dedicate his full time to learning.
Our members are either professional, working as executives or owners of their own businesses, very busy working 44 hours a week,
something common in the Philippine business
setting.
American Squaredance, January 1996

Some are still students, our children, who
are already exposed to square dancing in their
early years. It is worth mentioning that the average age among our group is below 30 years
old. We are dancing families—parents and children together.
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A few of the members of the Manila Hoedowners

Having a professional caller in our club is
still a dream. We would like our other members to experience the beauty of dancing under
a live caller, which is why we would like to
make an appeal to our professional callers out
there. If you are on a holiday in Asia, maybe
you could possibly include in your
itinerary our country, the Philippines. We will
be most honored and delighted to share our
Philippine hospitality and in turn, you will be
an angel to be able to share with us the grand
feeling and enjoyment of dancing under a professional caller.

My wife and I tried to take some caller lessons under Mr. Daryl Clendenin. When we attended the 43rd National Square Dance Convention in Portland, Oregon, we took the chance
to request Mr. Clendenin to give us a crash
course.
We would like to mention that we are very
thankful and we really appreciated the time
spent by Mr. Clendenin, his wife, Yvonne and
their friend, Mr. John Kaiser, to give us some
important tips on how to start to be a caller.
Since our meeting was on a Sunday morning,
they unselfishly accommodated us, instead of
spending their precious time in some other way.
Although we have not done much progress
in calling since then, in due time we hope we
will be able to call a tip or two. As the saying
goes: "If there is a will, there is a way." Whatever will be, surely records and tapes will still
play a major part of Philippine Square Dancing.
Our special message to all square dancers:
When in the area of Southeast Asia, why not
visit us in Manila and experience dancing to
records and tapes—for a change.
We are listed in the National Square Dance
Directory under FAR EAST & PACIFIC ISLANDS country —PHILIPPINES. Contact is
LEE and telephone number is 63-2-8107945
and FAX number is 63-2-8102978.
At the 46th National Square Dance Convention in Orlando, Florida, in 1997, our group of
around eight couples will be there. This is an
achievement for the Philippine Square Dancers, considering that ever since, the Philippines
is represented in this convention every year by
only one couple, Peter and Mercy Lee.

WESTERN SQUARES DANCE RANCH
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
Club Dances & Workshops Every Week Night
Specials Featuring Top National Callers
Wood Floor Air Conditioned Apparel Shop
RESIDENT CALLER: ANDY PETRERE
CO-OWNER & PRODUCER
CIRCLE D RECORDS

Andy & Algie Petrare

For Information, Write or Call:
6451 Oak Cluster Dr. • Greenwell Springs, LA 70739 • Phone (504) 261-6143
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WHY IS "X"
A
KISS?
by H.r i rn Vtnoni, El Centro, California

n "X" for a Kiss: Our custom of put-

ing "Xs" at the end of letters and notes
to symbolize kisses grew out of medieval legal
practices. In order to indicate good faith and
honesty in those days, the sign of St. Andrew—
the cross—was placed after the signature on all
important documents.
Thereafter, contracts and agreements were
not considered binding until each signer added
St. Andrew's cross after his name. Then he was
required to kiss the document to further
guraantee faithful performance of his obligations. The cross was drawn hurriedly, and often
it was tilted and looked much like the letter "X."
Over the centuries the origin of the ceremony
was forgotten. But people still associated the
"X" with the kiss instead of the pledge of good
faith. The custom has continued into modern
times. ci

Safety Net®
(NAPS)—When more
than two hundred Amtrak
passengers and crew members
crashed in the Sunset Limited
train wreck, fifty miles southwest
of Phoenix, The Salvation Army's
Southwest Division was on the scene
early in the day, creating a comprehensive safety net of services.
The Division offered counseling
and transportation to and from hospitals and to shop for lost personal
items. Stranded passengers received
travel assistance. Those who were
hospitalized will receive comfort
and care as long as needed for themselves and their families.
For more than one hundred years,
The Salvation Army's Southwest
Division has been one of the first
disaster relief organizations on the
scene in emergencies.
Contact The Salvation Army
near you to find out about disaster
services in your community. o
.ININI11.1.1•10".104.1mr••••

••••.••••••••=liwird=r6“11•111.

KELTONE SPEAKER COMPANY PRESENTS
3(X) WATTS PEAK POWER
2-6x9 HD BASS SPEAKERS
2-6X9 WIZZER SPEAKERS
ONLY 28 LBS
80-18,00 hZ FREQ RANGE
HD "Y" INCLUDED N/C
25' HD AUDIO CABLE N/C
BUILT IN STAND
ADAPTER
CARRYING CASE
COST - $499.95
SHIPPING IN US $30

Call Keltone at
1-800-333-7349 .
We accept Visa and Master Card
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Support your speakers with the
ULTIMATE Stands
$130 - $170
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FEEDBACK

D

ear Editor,
We are actively marketing the square and
round dance activity in southwest Idaho by any
and all methods. We have a wonderful dance
facility (the best kept secret in Boise) that has
become under-utilized due to a drop in numbers of active dancers; we are down to fourteen
clubs in our association from a previous twentyfive.
We are appreciative and aware of the archaic
gender bias mentioned in the Ben Bogia, Caller
article Line of Fire, p. 36, Nov. 1995, ASD
Magazine. Callers here are doing a fine job of
eliminating the "pretty little thing" attitude towards women.
Round dancing is a more egalitarian method
of learning "ballroom" dance steps, even though
the cues are directed to the man, both must learn
the steps. I think it makes dancing easier for
men to lead their partners through a prompted
choreography rather than rely on a memorized
routine or one they must spontaneously create
"on their feet."
The "stuck in the fifties" attire, although
certainly identifying one as a "Square Dancer"
is not as comfortable to many as the more casual and acceptable style of longer prairie skirt.
We encourage dancers to dress comfortably and
express their individuality. Dance leaders can
set an example for the new dancer by dressing
in a variety of acceptable attire.
Bob and Robin Young
Boise, Idaho
Editor's note: The remainder of the Young's
letter can be found under "A Shot in the Arm."
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Dear ASD,
As a recent graduate and new square dancer,
I was very disturbed by Ben Bogin's Line of
Eir article about sexism in square dancing. The
university intelligentsia that Mr. Bogin seems
concerned about are probably snobs who would
not step foot in a square dance hall because they
think they are above such frivolity. If square
dancing is in decline it is because the participants have forgotten why they got into square
dancing in the first place.
I am a 46 year old (under 50) female who
works for an old conservative Florida company.
It is true that I would be very offended if a coworker referred to me as a "purty little thing"
or "honey" or "babe". (Of course, I don't wear
frilly dresses and crinolines to work either,)
However, what may be inappropriate in one
setting can be perfectly appropriate in another.
My husband and I have found the whole experience of square dancing to be a positive one.
Mr. Bogin said that the politically correct
crowd would think square dancing and square
dancers were insulting, offensive and intolerable and would never return. Well, that must
be why I am so proud to be a square dancer.
Sincerely,
Sally Ferguson
Ormond Beach, Florida
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NOTES
FROM 4

by
Mac McCullar

VETERAN CALLER
In recent weeks I have called one night parties for several groups (having three or four
nights together), and I emphasize group because
they were organized, working school and church
groups.
In each case they seemed to have a great time
and I was rewarded with future engagements.
Strangely, or maybe unexplainable, none of
these people have gone on to regular square
dance classes, although I have encouraged them
to do so.
I have given this a great deal of thought. In
the meantime, I read an article in the American
Legion magazine interviewing Harvard Professor Robert Putnam, the author, on an essay
called "Bowling Alone."
In this article he said, "Fewer of us are joining groups...we are a less trusting people than
we were." This really tweaked my think tank.
Many of us have had this feeling for some time
but have failed to respond to it. Professor
Putnam also stated that since 1979 membership in most groups are down, including League
of Women Voters down 42%, PTA down 45%,
Shriners down 27%, Elks down 18%. He did
not quote a figure for square dancers.

Professor Putnam said that bowling group
or team membership has fallen sharply, but
bowling is up 10% because so many bowl alone
and we are less connected.
Some groups have falling membership because they are passe and stuck in the old way.
Perhaps they have not recognized the failing
group interest by individuals and have made no
attempt to revamp and reorganize in order to
re-instill interest of current members, thereby
attract new members and get them connected,
so they will in turn support the group and encourage others to connect. Wow!!
I have mentioned before that it's very hard
to get a couch potato away from the TV, but we
must try by being better friends, better neighbors, more cooperative in our community affairs, and show people that we really need them;
then gently lead 'em or push 'em toward a
square dance class. Stick with them until they
become connected.
By the way, in November I wrote that I went
to my reunion at the University of Albuquerque. Unfortunately, I did not have time to visit
square dance groups while there.
Have A Great New Year Of Dancing! 0

Popti J. Rae Ree044 Suftged 1
Squares • Rounds • Country Western • Clogging
1155 Lexington Road, Nicholasville, Kentucky 40356
Message or Fax Call Toll Free 24 Hours
USA 1-800-882-3262 • Canada 1-800-292-2623
Local or Intl 1-606-885-9235

Office and Customer Service (606) 885-9440
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WASCA 37th
Spring Square & Round Dance Festival
March 14, 15. 16. 1996
Reston VA. (Washington DC Areal
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Round Dance Attire Required

P44eue
0ie Hard

squate&
Dance Registration

Hers
Last Name
His
Street
Zip
State
City
Dance level
Children's Name
$25.00 Per Person. Children under 17 with parents' registration $10.00
TOTAL $
Children@ $10.00= $
at $25.00 = $
+
ErEileck payable to WASCA 0 VISA ❑ MASTERCARD Expires
Signature
Credit Card #
Mail to Ed & Ellie Park 6553 Carlinda Ave Columbia MD 21046 410-997-4217
No refunds after February 11,1996. $5.00 cancellation fee.
Housing Application
Name
Street
Zip
State
City
Deposit Required Hyatt Regency $89.00 (Double)
No. of people
Parlor &
Bedrooms
Double
King
Check-in 3PM. Check-out noon
Arrival Date
Departure Date
['Check payable to the Hyatt Hotel 0 VISA0 MASTERCARD
Expires
Credit Card #
Signature
Mail to John & Terry Bisaga 2511 Penny Royal La. Reston VA 22091 703-860-5586
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Square Dance

PULSE POLL
CALLERLAB QS
MAINSTREAM
Hinge Over (9/95)
PLUS
Cross Over Circulate
(11/95)
ADVANCED
Scatter Scoot (5/94)
Dixie Fire (5/95)
Cross the K(9/95)
TRADITIONAL
Forward Six and
Fall Back Eight
CONTRA
Swap Ends
EMPHASIS CALLS
MAINSTREAM
Slide Thru
PLUS
Partner Tag

PLUS PROGRAM
(Anything) & Roll
(Anything) & Spread
3/4 Tag The Line
Acey Deucey
All 8 Spin The Top
Chase Right
Coordinate
Crossfire
Cut The Diamond
Diamond Circulate
Dixie Grand
Explode The Wave
Explode & (Anything)
(from waves only)
Extend
Flip The Diamond
Follow Your Neighbor
Grand Swing Thru
Linear Cycle
(from waves only)
Load The Boat
Partner Tag
Peel Off
Peel The Top

Ping Pong Circulate
Relay The Deucey
Remake The Thar
Single Circle To A Wave
Spin Chain The Gears

Spin Chain And
Exchange The Gears
Teacup Chain
Track II
Trade The Wave
Triple Scoot

©ASD Not a Callerlab program - ASD Pulse Poll
Experimentals taken from Burleson's Encyclopedia.
Not recomended for dancers prior to Plus program
activity.
REACH FOR A LINE
From a right-hand or left-hand quarter tag
formation: Those in the wave Single Hinge and
reach a left (right) hand to the nearest outside
dancer as the outside dancers reach a left (right)
to the ones in the wave, forming a momentary
left-hand (right-hand) wave. All Trade with the lett
(right). New centers Hinge by the right (left) as the
leading ends half Circulate to join the centers in a
left-hand (right-hand) wave of six, and the trailing
ends Circulate two places around the outside to
become ends of the final two-faced lines. Those
in the wave Cast Off 3/4 by the lett (right). Finally
the very centers move ahead and to their nght
(left) to become the other ends of the final lefthand (right-hand) two-faced lines. Note: Other
starting formations include parallel facing

• Check your mailing label for your subscription expiration date. •
•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

If: EXP DATE 0296
appears in the upper left-hand corner,
Now is the time to
RENEW YOUR SUBSCRIPTION!

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• • • • • • OOOOO • • • • • OOOOOOOO • • • • OOOOOOOOOOOOOO • • • •
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National Square Dance

DIRECTORY
10,000 clubs around the world
The numbers before the states
are the month and day of the activity.
If you would like to list a festival,
convention or other special dance
(two days or longer) in a future issue,
please contact the ASD office, or send
us a flyer with information of the event.
Please be sure to include a contact person.

Directories of festivals & conventions.

O.

$8.95 (plus $3.05 postage
$50.00 - Life Subscription
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PO Box 880, Brandon MS 39043
Phone: 601-825-6831
Call Toll Free: 1-800-542-4010
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AT 1LNTION:
PART-TIME or FULL-TIME

TRAVELING CALLERS
1996
FEBRUARY
0202-CALIFORNIA-Jamboree By The
Sea, Feb. 2,3, & 4, Del Mar Fairgrounds, CA.
Various callers & cuers. Contact Keith & Linda
Spears, (619)489-5514.
0202-DENMARK-Vikingefestival, Feb. 2
& 3, Slagelse Kaserne, Denmark. Callers
S.Lowe, R.Bjork, M.Jorgensen. Contact
Naverhaven 15, DK-4200 Slagelse.
0202-VIRGINIA-12th Annual Sheraton
Sq. & RD Weekend, Feb. 2,3 4, Sheraton Resort Hotel, Fredericksburg, VA. Callers
B.Harrison, T.Miller, T.Marriner; Cuers O&M
Ostlund. For info.. call (301)372-0485.
0207-JAPAN-Guys & Dolls, Feb. 7-12,
Tokyo, Japan. Caller S.Lowe. Contact Tac
Ozaki, 11-10 Owada 7-Chone, Hachioji, Tokyo,
Japan 912; PH: 011-80-426-45-5382.
0208-ALASKA-28th Annual Fur Rondy
Dance Celebration, Feb. 8,9,10 & 11, Anchorage, AK. For info.. call Liz Rockwell, (907)2777150 or Keith & Sharon Perrin, (907)696-2746.
0216-ALABAMA-36th Annual Dixie Jamboree, Feb. 16 & 17, MASDA Center, 2201
Chestnut Street, Montgomery, AL. Caller
T.Marriner; Cuer C.Bohanan. For info. contact
Edith Keane, 5768 Calmar Dr., Apt. 4B, Montgomery, AL 36116; PH: (334)244-1315.
0216-ALABAMA-7th Annual Lake
Guntersville Round-Up, Feb. 16 & 17,
Guntersville State Park, Highway 227,
Guntersville, AL, just a stone's throw from
Boaz. Callers C.Dyer, Pliolbrook, W.Short;
Cuers L&D Holladay. For info. call Posey
Holbrook, (205)833-2970 or Wayne Short (205)

GET YOUR NAME/ADDRESS ON OUR

"TRAVELCALL"
LISTING
For Wider Exposure in USA
also, Club/festival Booking Agents.
Ask For Our Listing For Available
Callers To Call Your club/event send
Stamped return Envelope Stan Burdick
PO Box 2678, Silver Bay, NY 12874

CALLERS or DANCERS
EQUIPMENT BOX COVERS
1 Amp, 1 Speaker S109.00
per set
•••• - •
- . • • :-:7f,;;14L'I"
Tl- t;0ii / I / / 1 4 g / / S4
Caller
.4ef
ir,00,/,,,,1e
,if.'..''•/' /, , .'
Gift
•. ,
J A J Manufacturing
Golden Strip Shopping Center
Mauldin. South Carolina 29662
Phone (803) 2884000

Idea

protection with a
professional look.

VISA - MC Prepayment Ck or MO Inside Co. ll.S Plus Shipping.
wl_

')

The Best in
Square 6 Round Dance Music
All Rounds Cued

TNT 272 PISTOL PACKIN MAMA. Ro ' ' cr n Kropl
TNT 2731F I DONT CARF by -an
TNT 274 JUST LO,"''; 1
'
TNT 275 '"
by Steve Wilhoil
TNT 2.
_. FORTY by Ron Noble
TNT 27
ME
BABY.
Rd
by Fran Kropt
TNT 278 t,
_.
TNT 279 PE •. T HARMONY. Rd by Jeff Grossman

MODERN STYLE CONTRA PARTY
0,1001.01CA LEGER 85 v S.TS PM.
Meek Record Sleeves Aesilabee
Ownoty Discounts tot 25. 50. roe. A 200
RFD 281 1. Sr Albans VT D5475.102.524.11124

923-5648.
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0216-CALIFORNIA-Square-Rama, Feb.
16,17 & 18, Tulare Fairgrounds, Tulare, CA.
Callers B.Fisk, R.Tannehill, D.Mee; Cuers G&J
McFarlane, M&J Schmidt. Contact Ron & Lee
Vigario; (209)732-4304.
0216-VIRGINIA-17th Student Square-Up,
Feb. 16,17 & 18, Ingleside Resort, Rt. 11,
Staunton, VA. Callers S.Lowe, M.Hoose,
T.Miller. Contact 510 Bear Dr., Greenville, SC
29605; PH: (803)269-1927.
0216-WASHINGTON-February Frolic,
Feb. 16,17 & 18, Cotton Tree Inn, 2300 Market St., Mount Vernon, WA. Callers
G.Shoemake, K.Bower, M.Flippo; Cuers A&D
Adams. For info. call (360)387-9005 or
(360)678-6154.
0217-WEST VIRGINIA-B's & B's of N.
Virginia Annual Cacapon Weekend, Feb. 17,18
& 19, Berkley Springs, WV. Contact Arbell Thompson, (703)729-2109.
0223-KENTUCKY-Marchinto Spring Sq.
& RD Weekend, Feb. 23,24 & 25, Continental
Inn, Lexington, KY. Callers C.Myers, J.Pladdys,
S.Sharrer; Cuers Phil & Rocky, C&P Myers.
Contact Bobbie Myers, 101 Wild Oak Dr.,
Daphne, AL 36526.
0223-INDIANA-The Weekend, Feb. 23 &
24, Vincennes, IN. Caller T.Roper, P.Markum;
Cuers N.Carver. Contact Tome Roper, Rt. 2 Box
734, Omaha, IL 62871; PH: (618)962-3102.
0229-COLORADO-2nd Annual Intl
Women's S/D Convention, Feb. 29 - March 2
& 3, Denver, CO. Caller A. Uebelacker & other
women callers (TBA). Friday - tour to gambling
mountain town & Hot Springs. Sunday - open
to all dancers. For info.. write Sugar & Spice
Sister Squares, PO Box 480122, Denver, CO
80248.

ED FRAIDENBURG
(Calling For You)
* * *
1916 Poseyville Rd.
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone: 517-835-9524

*

* *

Calling All Levels Thru A-2
Call or Write for Rates & Dates
24K Gold-Plated Enameled

SQUARE DANCE
JEWELIKI.
P Earrings or Pendant $3.95
Both for only $6.95
plus $1 00 ship 8 handling
(Calif res add 6% sales tax)
Earrings also available
with clips.
When ordering specify dress
color red, blue or black.
Send check or money order to

Charms-Reaction
P.O. Box 4208
West Hills CA 91308
818-346-4018

WALT COLE
PERSPICACIOUS calling
SQUARE-ROUND-CONTRA
Dancing is singing with your
feet, and we put the song in your soles
Caller Schools & Clinics
Leadership Seminars
Caller Training Tapes
The Basis of Callis Timing

MARCH
0301-CALIFORNIA-Wing Ding, March
1,2 & 3, Turlock Fairgrounds. Callers S.Stanley,
V.Kaaria, M.Clausing, V.Weese; Cuers R&S
Garza. Contact Dave & Nancy Tucker;
(209)795-6549.
0301-INDIANA-Spring Extravaganza,
March 1 & 2, Hamilton Southeastern Jr. High
School, 12001 Olio Rd., Fishers, IN. Callers
T.Oxendine, D.Doughterty-Lottie, J .Story,
L.Letson; Cuers J&C Smith, N&D Baldwin.
For info. contact Jim & Lue, (317)896-3138 or
David & Patty Woods, (317)734-1597.

944 Chatelain Rd., Ogden UT 84403
Summer-801-392-9078

Winter-602-726-8415

MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
by Stan & Cathie Burdick

MIKESIDE
MANAGEMENT
1,roltly MIR servo Ica kw Gila* N Men • Gallo WWI.

MONTHLY NOTE SERVICE
FOR CALLERS
COMMENTARY CO0160 AND 15111 nrs
WEIL S E C BIECK PO BOX 2111
SIMI BAY, WY 121/4
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0301-KANSAS-Manhattan Special, March
THREE Rs
1 & 2, Riely County Fair Grounds, Manhattan,
Recently Released Records
KS. Callers T.Roper, J.Junck; Cuer F.Nelson.
Now Available
Contact Tom Roper, Rt. 2 Box 734, Omaha, IL
Information supplied by Hanhurn's Record Service
62871; PH: (618)962-3102.
PO Box 50, Marlborough NH 03455-0050
0308-MISSISSIPPI-41st Annual SweetUSA & Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001
heart Festival, March 8 & 9, Wahabi Shrine
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636
Temple, 1-55 South Exit 88—Elton Rd., Jackson, MS. Caller M.Bramlett; Cuers W.Boykin
ESP 534
Deep Water, Bob Newman
& L.Hooper. For info.. write or call Festival
Sealed With A Kiss,
Chairs Ryan & Lanell Grayson, 407 South First
RYL 226
Tony Oxendine
St., Rolling Fork, MS 39159; PH: (601)8730RB 3046
Secret Love, Don Williamson
4517 or Co-Chairs Steve & Joyce Cook, 305
Dooley, Oxendine & Story
RYL 316
Bremar Dr., Brandon, MS 39042.
Mississippi Cotton Pickin'
0308-TEXAS-22nd Annual TASSD
UR 33
Delta Town, Billie Ragsdale
Round-Up '96, March 8,9 & 10, Corpus Christi,
He Stopped Loving Her Today,
TX. For info.. write TASSD Round-Up '96,
HH 5184
Wayne McDonald
3211 Brown Trail, Bedford, TX 76021-3208.
OR 3005
A For Texas/13 Roses, Patter
0314-VIRGINIA-36th Annual WASCA
BR 287
Crazy,
Bill
Stone
Festival, March 14,15 & 16, Reston, VA. ConGNS
1002
Hey
Look
Mc
Over,
Ray
Flick
tact Odamay Shaw, (703)978-4531.
0315-ARIZONA-49th Valley of the Sun, Chaos, Patter (flip called Plus),
ESP 416
Elmer Sheffield
State Sq. & RD Festival, March 15 & 16, Mesa
Centennial Hall. Contact Corrinne Fletecer, Give Me One More Shot,
CHY 503
Chuck Veldhuizen
(602)277-6094 or PO Box 23592, Phoenix, AZ
GMP 301
The Chair, Darryl Lipscomb
85064.
PP 206
0315-CALIFORNIA-Bakersfield Fiesta, My Bonnie, Bob Lafleur
March 15,16 & 17, Bakersfield Fairgrounds,
Venus In Blue Jeans,
Bakersfield, CA. Numerous callers & cuers.
GMP 104
Doug Bennett
Contact M.H. & Marilyn Ahlemeyer, (805)324- Give Mc One More Shot,
1390.
ER 1113
Steve Jacques
0315-CALIFORNIA-Redding Jamboree, I'll Do It All Over Again (re-release),
March 15 & 16, Civic Auditorium, Redding,
SIR 204
Ingvar Pettersson
CA. Callers J.Preston, K.Garvey, J.Kadish; Bluebirds Singing, Mitchell Osawa ER 1114
Cuers S&C Parker. Contact Patti Martin, I'm Telling Myself A Lie, Stan Cole. BM 170
(916)365-4075.
You Made Me Love You,
0315-OHIO-Rainbow Jamboree S/D/
SSR 190
Gerry Hardy
Weekend, March 15,16 & 17, Atwood Lake
Pink
Cadillac
(re-release),
Resort, Dellroy, OH. With D&B Stuthard, S&S
RB 3017
Don Williamson
Dunn, D&G Blaskis. Sqrs., Rnds., CW. Contact Barb Stuthard, 6585 Creon Dr.,
Reynoldsburg, OH 43068; PH: (614)755-9585.
0315-VERMONT-Maple Sugar Dance
Festival, March 15 & 16, Central Middle &
P.O. Box 4085
High School, South Burlington, VT. Callers
Bellflower CA 90707-4085
T.Crawford, H.Ferree, R.Libby, K.Van Vliet,
%ow
(800)213-3515 (310)925-7999
D.Wison, R.McLean; Cuers C&T Worlock,
J.Yakimowski, D.Zumwalt. For info.. call I SQUARE DANCE - ROUND DANCE - CLOGGING
(802)862-8746 or (802)879-0760.
Orders Skipped Deily
Records, Sleeves, Needles
0322-LOUISIANA-Louisiana S/D Assoc. : We Carry All Labels
International Service
27th Annual Convention, March 22 & 23, Lake
Best Prices in the Country!!
Charles, LA. Contact Gen. Chairs Ken & Colleen Jordan, (318)478-7307.
Special this month - subscribe to tape service for
one year ($40), get a second year for half price.

Mike's Records
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CLASSIFW'
RECORD DEALERS
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 82716
Phoenix AZ 85071-2716 (602-993-9932)
Square, Round, ballroom, pop labels
Specializing in mail 8 phone orders
PERRY'S PLACE
1155 Lexington Road
Nicholasville. KY 40356
606-885-9440
- orders US 800-882-3262
Canadian 800-292-2623
Intl P. Fax 606-885-9235
PALOMINO RECORDS, INC.
2905 Scenic Dr
Marion OH 43302-8386(1-800.328-3800)
SUPREME AUDIOMANHURST'S TAPE SERVICE
The Professional Source for Square and Round
Dance Records P. Equipment
PO Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada 1-800-445-7398 Fax 1-603-876-4001
Foreign 1.603-876-3636
EDDIE'S AND BOBBIES RECORDS
Box 17668 • 1835 S Buckner
Dallas TX 75217-0668 (214-398-7508)
SQUARE DANCE RECORD ROUNDUP
957 Sheridan Blvd.
Denver CO 802214
Phone 303-238-4810
Phone Orders Welcome
OVERSEAS
HOWARD MARKS. 1 Ivy Road
London. England E17 8HX (Ph 081-539.7967)
Serving the movement since 1954
Mail Order A Specialty Member NASRDS
SILVER STAR RECORD & TAPE SERVICE
10 Street Moritz Road
Winnipeg MB R2G 3.16. Canada
Ph 1-204-668-2216 Fax 1-204-668-0140

BADGES
ACCENT SPECIALITY PRIMING (520)458-1056 - Pad Pnnting,
Special Event/Club. badges. dangles, mugs, souvenirs 'Special
Otter, 100 custom visitor/special event dangles, 1 color. 1" disk,
$39.95 Plus $5.00 S&H P O. Box 1205, Sierra Vista, AZ 85636
CENTURY CLUB
Merit Badge of Distinction Join Today.
PO Box 57
Westfield MA 01086
Cost $2 59 plus 50x postage P. handling.
A to Z ENGRAVING CO. INC (708) 526-7396
1150 Brown St . Wauconda. IL 60084
Home of the Onginal ROVER Badge
Custom Engraving from your Design, Fun Badges & Dangles
Rhinestone Badges, Mini Purses (assorted colors), much more
Wnte for FREE Catalog - Since 1954
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H & R BADGE & STAMP CO (614-471-3735)
Engraved Badges & Rubber Stamps
From our Design or Yours
Harold & Roberta Mercer
2585 Mock Rd., Columbus OH 43219
KA-MO ENGRAVERS
PO Box 30337
Alburquerque NM 87190
3D Club & Fun Badges
Free Cataogue - Ph 1-800-352-KAMO
CompuharLutd Engraving by LOWELL'S PLACE
119 West Main
Moore OK 73160-5105 (405-794-5774)
Mail Order 1-800-669-5774
Many Times Free Set-up

NOTES FOR CALLERS
MINNESOTA CALLERS NOTES
Warren Berquam
3775 County Road 92 No . Maple Plain MN 55359
Notes sent Firs) Class Mail
Mainstream through A-2
MIKESIDE MANAGEMENT
Sian 8 Cathie Burdick
PO Box 2678 Silver Bay NY 12874 (518) 543-8824
Write for free sample.
JOHN'S NOTES
John 8 Linda Saunders
101 Cedar Dunes Dr,. New Smyrna Beach FL 32169
904-428-1496 Basic C-1. with added Attractions
Monthly Service Send for Free Sample.
CALLER LINK Australian Callers' Federation
c/o Jeff Seidel
20 Eyre Crescent
Valley View 5093 - South Australia
8-263-5023
WESTERN CONTRA 'Notes for Contra Callers"
Hal Rice
1919-227 W Coronet Avenue
Anaheim. CA 92801
(714)778.0848
NORM WILCOX CALLERS NOTES
R R 04, Georgetown, ON
L7G 4S7, Canada
(905) 877-0031
Send for free sample
SUBSCRIPTION TAPE SERVICE AVAILABLE. Write for sample
tape Palomino S/D Service. 2905 Scenic Dr
Marion OH 43302-8386 Phone 1-800-328-3800

TAPE SERVICES
MACGREGOR MUSIC LINE
FOR THE LATEST IN MACGREGOR RECORDS
CALL OUR MUSIC LINE TOLL FREE 1-800-516-8336
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FREE! SAMPLE TAPE
HANHURST'S TAPE & RECORD SERVICE
MONTHLY TAPE Contains All New S/D Music
The Continuing Choice of 1,650 Callers
Serving Callers Since 1971 - A Perfect Gift for Your Caller
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada: 1-800-445.7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001
Foreign: 1-603-876-3636
C-1 TWO-COUPLE TEACH TAPES - 3 tapes in the set. All the
calls that can be done by two couples and alot more are taught.
dulled and danced. New version with great sound $25 U.S.
funds (Canadian funds for Canadian orders) Add $3 postage. Joe
Uebelacker, 1494 Clearview Drive. Peterborough. Ontario, K9K
2A4 Canada.
AUDIO TEACH & DANCE TAPES BY ED FOOTE. MS & Plus
taught all-position to dancers who already know the calls from
standard position. A.1 and A-2 taught with walk thru & practice of
all calls. Teach tapes emphasize understanding of calls, are
widely acclaimed as best on the market. Dnll tapes, dance tapes
& two-couple tape also available. Write for literature to: Ed Foote.
140 McCandless Pl., Wexford PA 15090.
LEARN TO YODEL - Teach tape by Joe Uebelacker $20 U S
FUNDS (Canadian funds for Canadian orders) Add $3 for S/H
YODELING SQUARE DANCE TAPE - all yodeling singing calls
by Joe $10. If ordering both. $5 off Joe Uebelacker, 1494
Clearview Drive , Peterborough, Ontario. K9K 2A4.

BOOKS
COUNTRY WESTERN DANCING. Book I, Line, Partner & Couple dances. Book II. Continues on!: Book III, Photographed
Turns!: Book IV. Teachers Manual. Book V. Line Dances Galore;
Book VI, Partner Dances. Shuffles & Schottisches; Book VII. More
Photographed Turns, Book VIII Cha Cha, Book IX West Coast
Swing. Book X El Garbage, Technique & Styling, Book XI Hot
Line Dances, Book XII Cool Line Dances. Order by number. $20
each includes pstg. & handling, add $2 00 each outside USA.
Kelly Gellette, PO Box 43425. Las Vegas NV 89116.
BURLESON'S SQUARE DANCE ENCYCLOPEDIA: Over 4800
different calls and movements. $25.99 plus $5.00 s/h. 1992 Edition. New Type. New Binder. Order from American Square Dance
Magazine. 661 Middlefield Rd . Salinas CA 93901-1004. Phone
408-443-0761
CALLER TEACH-MANUALS for A1, A2 and Cl - Call definitions, teactvng process with drill and dance material for all calls.
A1-$25, A2-$25, C1-$50; Al and A2-$45; all three $90. U.S
Funds (Canadian funds for Canadian orders). Add $3 for postage.
Joe Uebelacker, 1494 Clearview Drive, Peterborough, Ontano,
K9K 2A4, Canada.
POCKET DICTIONARIES OF SQUARE DANCE CALLS 2 ternfic books with descnptions and practice examples for dancers and callers! Book 1 (Red), Mainstream. Book 2 (Green), Plus
program and Al & A2. Please specify which book you are ordering To order send $4.60 (including domestic postage) to
Supreme Audio, Inc. P.O. Box 50. Marlborough. NH 03455-0050
or contact your local square dance shop!
SHARING - A TREASURE OF DANCES by Les Henkel. A
unique collection of easy dances for one night parties through the
community Dance Level $24 95 . $3.50 p/h. Order from Les
Henkel 301 Oak St., Box 18, Tobias, NE 68453-0018
LEARNING TO ROUND DANCE? Get the BEST book for beginning dancers COLD FEET II: Beginning Waltz & Two-Step
Basks by Kaye Anderson. 135 essential terms, 177 two-step
figures, 60 waltz figures. 33 positions. 150 diagrams, descriptions
for man & lady, thorough indexing $15.95 & $2.50 p/h US (AZ
only add 6.75% Sales tax). Dance Action, Dept. AS, PO Box
7162, Mesa AZ 05206 Send SASE for more info on this & other
books.
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STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS. 1989 Edition.
Round Dance Basics Book, $8.00 ppd. Now includes 10-week
dancer-proven course, dance positions, complete approved terminology, mixers, teaching hints, plus introduction into foxtrot.
tango, cha cha and ballroom. Coordinates with the Grenn record
teaching series. Order book and / or records from Frank Lehnert,
2844, S. 109th St Toledo, 01-143611.
EASY LEVEL SOLO DANCES: The Bob Howell Collection.
Here you'll find everything to get your toes tappin and hips swinging-the music, concise directions for all levels, plus interesting history of each dance. Cost: $21.95 per book. S/H $3.50 U.S. $5.50 Canada. Order from Siddal & Ray Publications for Dance.
1017 Williamsburg Dr., Charleston, IL 61920
PLUS, ADVANCED & CHALLENGE DIAGRAM BOOKS FROM
ED FOOTE 5 books available: Plus, Al & A2 (both in 1 book)
Cl, C2, C-3A. Each book diagrams all calls for the indicated program from a variety of positions, also includes helpful hints for
dancing the calls. Books are 8 1/2 x 11 with spiral binding, laser
pnnting provides clear sharp images. The most complete diagram
books for Plus, Advanced & Challenge available today. Cost
$15.25 / book includes shpg. ($16.25 for C3A). (Canada add
180). Order from Ed Foote, 140 McCandless Pl.. Wexford PA
15090.
SQUARE DANCING FOR "KIDS" OF ALL AGES - Complete
leach book with complete wording and definitions for each callwith lots of choreography Great for feathers - you don't need to
be a caller. Big printing for easy reading/calling. Absolutely complete wording everything including how to get them started in a circle and squares. Book I (Pre school thru grade 4) $25.00. Book II
(Grade 4 thru Senior Citizen) $25.00. Both Books $45.00 U.S.
Funds (Canadian funds for Canadian orders) Add $5 for postage.
Joe Uebelacker, 1494 Clearview Drive. Peterborough, Ontario.
K9K 2A4 Canada
ABC'S OF ROUND DANCING A comprehensive 117,414 word
glossary-reference manual for teacher, beginners, experienced
dancers. Over 2200 ballroom & R/D terms, anodes. dance & definitions. Order now $13.50 ppd. Fred Haury, 8810 La Grim de
Oro Rd NE, Albuquerque NM 87111. 505-298-5050.
THE CALL'S THE THING A "how to booklet- featuring CALL
CARDS and RACK to display at classes and dances as a helpful
quick reference for beginners and veteran dancers. Also PIE
SQUARES and DIAGRAMMING DECALS, 'COMPUTER SLIPS'
for forming squares by numbers, LINE DANCE INSTRUCTION
TAPES - AND MORE! $5 a $1 WI Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Russell L Hoekstra, 67 Forest Glen Road., Rm 321, Longmeadow. Massachusetts 01106
SQUARE DANCE CALLING SKELETON The most complete
book on calling to date. It covers timing, methods of calling, formations - both symmetrical and asymmetrical, how to practice and
many points and problems (and cures) not previously in print.
This book is truly an in-depth progression to calling. $24 95 CN
$2.50 s&h. Order from Ed Cannefax, 4701 Pleasant Valley Rd..
Vernon. B.C. VIT 4M7 Canada (604)545-5589
SINGING CALL FIGURES by Dick Han. Mainstream. $22.00,
Plus, $12.00, Advanced (A-1 & A-2). $20 00; Teaching Manual.
$26.00 (all books are postage paid) Overseas orders add $5 00
postage. For information contact: Martha Han, 513 Bluff St,
Monticello, IN 47960. Phone: 219-583-5902.

CLUB LEADERSHIP
LEGACY'S CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL-The only square
dance publication written exclusively for club leaders. has answers and ideas that work! Request your complimentary copy by
wnting CLUB LEADERSHIP JOURNAL, PO Box 766, Plover WI
54467-0766 or calling 715-341-6603 You'll be glad!
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RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
ASTEC RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
Continuing Dealer Management Program
PO Box 50. Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA 8 Canada: 1-800-445-7398 Fax: 1-603-876-4001
Foreign 1-603-876-3636
SUNDANCE RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
16809 Bixby Ave., Bellflower, CA 9,706-5925
310-925-4682 / FAX - 310-925-1583
Wholesale Only
PALOMINO RECORD DISTRIBUTORS
2905 Scenic Dr
Manor, OH 43302-8386
Fax or Call: 1-800-328-3800 Intl' Fax or Call 1-614-389-5919

S/D PRODUCTS
SQUARE DANCE SEALS Five color, eye-catching SEALS on all
correspondence, checks, etc., are 'An invitation to Square Dancing.' Order from FOB 018397, Memphis. TN 38181 3 sheets (50
each), 51.00 435 piSh: 10 sheets, $3 r $1 00 p&h. 20 sheets.
$5.0042.00 Oh; (all above shopped 1st-class), 100 sheets,
$17 50+52 50 plh (Samples on request. SASE appreciated)
SQUARE DANCE/ROUND DANCE THEME COUNTED CROSSSTITCH PATTERNS 3 square books, 1 round book, 5 patterns
each $5.00 ea 41 50 pstg per order. State patterns available upon
request at 51,50 ea.a50c pstg. per order. Dealers welcome. Ralph
8 Mary Ann Komegay, 138 Mohican Trail, Wilmington NC 28409
SUPREME AUDIO, Inc.
The Professional Source For Dance Audio"
Largest selection of professional calling
and cueing equipment.
records and publications available from one source,
SUPREME SOUND COLUMNS,
DIRECTOR, DIRECTOR JR. YAK STACKS
P.O. Box 50, Marlborough, NH 03455-0050
USA & Canada 1-800-445-7398 Fax 1-603-876-4001
Foreign' 1-603-876.3636
HILTON AUDIO PRODUCTS, INC.
amplifiers • speakers • microphones
wireless microphones • speaker stands
1033 E Shary Circle, Concord CA 94518
Telephone 510-682-8390
WISSCO
Rescue your EDCOR WIRELESS MICROPHONE!
Rechargable Batteries - Repairs - New Equipment
875 Production Place, Newport Beach CA 92663
Telephone. 800-854-6280

VIDEOS
CHOREOGRAPHY VIDEO, SIGHT CALLING VIDEO by Ed
Foote, well-known caller instructor. Each Color Video about 90
min. long Presentations organized and complete. $39.95-one
tape $59.95-both tapes. Order from Dale Garlock. 2107 Shunk
Ave , Alliance OH 44601
VIDEO ALL POSITION TEACH TAPES BY ED FOOTE. Calls
are taught all position for dancers who already know the calls
from standard position. Numerous walk thrus of the more difficult
calls at each Callerlab program, along with brief samples of dancing, and hints for successful dancing. Understanding of calls is
emphasized 4 video tapes available: Mainstream, Plus. A-1. AR,
each tape about 90 minutes long. VHS format. Cost $39.95-1
tape, $59 95-2 tapes. Order from Dale Garlock, 2107 Shunk Ave.,
Alliance OH 44601

KENTUCKY DANCE FOUNDATION instructional video tape series
"BOB HOWELL LIVE" $19 95 a $3.00 SH "quick teach' dances for one
night stands and recreational use.
"KENTUCKY RUNNING SET" a traditional mountain-style dance. Includes video and 2 audio cassettes ("Dances From Appalachia' and
audio of Stew Shacklette calling the dance.) $29.9542.00 SH.
"JERRY MELT'S DANCE PARTY". material useful for one night stands
for community dance programs Includes audio of Jerry calling the
dances. $29 95 a $3.00 S/H.
SCOTT MCKEE'S INTRODUCTION TO CLOGGING" makes clogging easy,
even for the novice $19.95 r $3.00 S/H
"JERRY MELT'S COMMUNITY DANCE PARTY" features a 24-basic square
dance program suitable for community dance programs. Includes
audio of Jerry calling the dances. $29 95 3.00 S/H
Send check to. Kentucky Dance Foundation Go Stew Shacklette 460
Long Needle Road. Brandenburg. KY 40108. Visa and MC accepted. Phone 502-422-2421 of 1-800-466-1209 to order.

TOURS & TOURING
SQUARE TOURS-(NEW ZEALAND)
Dancers (couples to large groups) catered for with dances. sightseeing and any other interests.
Itineranes and costs to your requirements.
Square Tours, C/-T Norton. 8 Miller St Rotoruna, NZ
Ph NZ 7348 4129 - Autofax 384-9508

RESORTS/CAMPGROUNDS
NOBODY TREATS DANCERS BETTER THAN COPECREST
Vacation in the mountains with a week of dancing at Copecrest
Our caller staff is outstanding. with all levels of squares We offer
superb food, modern air-conditioned rooms, swimming pool and a
staff that pampers you! Write Copecrest S/D Resort. PO Box 129
Dillard GA 30537, or call 404-746-2134
DANCE CENTER OF THE RIO GRANDE VALLEY, year-round
32 sessions of workshops and party dances per week Built for
dancers, owned and operated by dancers. LAKEWOOD R.V.
PARK. 4525 Graham Rd. Harlingen, TX 78552. 210-423-1170.
For reservations and information only 1-800-459-4525 New residents only - Bring ad for free site and dance.
GREEN GATE GROVE RESORT Rio Grand Valley, Beautiful
Mobile 8 RVPark with triendy neighborly people. Great pool 8
club house areas, 24hr security with controlled access, square
dancing 8 lessons planned. Green Gate Grove Resort, Bus 83 to
374 Loop to Bentsen Palm Rd. S.. Mission TX 78572 (210) 5811932
WESTERN MONTANA, Square and Round Dance Vacation,
June 1 Sept 10, 1995. 11 miles south of Missoula. National
Callers most weekends. Special round dance weeks and weekends. Camp among the pines on Lobo Creek Write or call for brochure. Ray Granger, 9955 Highway 12, Lolo, MT 59847,
406-273-0141.

MAGAZINES
ROUND DANCER MAGAZINE. the choice of the best informed
Dancers, Leaders. Teachers & Cuers in the RD activity-since
1957. FREE introductory package. Write. ROM Intro Pkg. RR 1Box 843, Petersburg, PA 16669.9304 Call 814-667-2530.
(US Sub $20/yr.)

CALLING EQUIPMENT
HILTON AC 300 A
turntable - mixer - amplifier
$800 OBO MUST SELL
619-679-6593
CALIPHONE AMPLIFIER 1845K
100 w Speaker
Super Cardioid Mike * 33992
Price $325.00
Call John Vitollo 516-667-5833

go
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CLINTON BOSS 400 - $300 / CLINTON 120 - $150, Hilton
Speaker (for AC 200) - $50. 2-EV 631 microphones for Clinton
with remote volume control - $50 ea. Kirby Humble (909) 6745105, Lake Elsinore, CA.
HILTON MODEL AC 200
2 half size Hilton speakers - 1 stand speaker
Samson wireless SR-2 receiver - Marantz portable tape recorder
$1200!000
408-2244315
TOA Wireless Microphone
Mode/ WT 402 - Leveller type
$125 plus postage
Frank Lehnert. 2844 S 1091hy St. Toledo. Ohio 43611
(419) 726-4789
WILLIAMS SOUND EQUIPMENT DEALER
HEARING ENHANCEMENT EQUIPMENT
For information on transmitters, receivers and accessories
Contact: (Caller) Jerry Walker. Rt 01, Box 79. Endicott, WA 99125
PH: 509-657-3658
2 aluminum speaker stands standard size
$125 for both plus shipping
call: 813-585-6696
HILTON and OTHER GOODTHINGS Hilton Micro 75 B. $750;
F.H. 10 Speaker, $160; Speaker stand (Aluminum-standard) $60;
Microphone-model 635A, $60; Microphone stand. $20; Remote
volume control cord $60, 25 Speaker cord $12; Misc speaker
hookups. $8; Plano cartridge diamond stylus, $10; Callers/Teachers Manual $12 50; Callers/Teachers Quick Reference. $7.50; Hilton Expando record case, $75, Records (103 Singing. 33
Hoedown. 5 Chnstmas, 3 Singalong - 144 total). $180 Retinngmust sell complete package 51200 00 firm. Buyer to pay shipping.
Contact. Robert Bowling. 110 Averys Way, Cranberry Twp . PA
16066 Phone-.412-776-3046

WANTED
HILTON or other Calling Equipment
gratis or very very cheap.
Contact David Dvorak
Pod Sterna 26. 102 00 Praha 10
Czech Republic

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
For Sale 3000 sq ft Square Dance Store in Westminster, CO. All
inventory is Brand name and current styles. Excellent location,
lust off the interstate highway system.
Call. 303-466-2211.

5th Annual
Kopman's Callers School
AUGUST 23, 24, 25, 1996
Signature Inn, Knoxville, TN
LEARN
Creative Choreography
How To Write Choreography
The Basics of Sight Calling
How To Change Figures on Singing Calls
Practice Extemporaneous Calling
Call 615-691-1580 for info

NEWCOMB AND PARTNERS 1-T56 Newcomb. 1-TR 1856M
Newcomb, 1-Clinton 300 Boss, 2-Newcomb speakers. 2-Color
Tone speakers, 2-Jim Hayes speaker stands. 1-Electra Voice 663
mic. 2-Electra Voice 636 mic, over 500 square dance records
from 1450 through 1995 All In Good Working Order for 51,000.
Call Ray Omdorti 812-866-2706.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
WHAT'S HILL-BILLY POLMCS?
Shorten Hillary, Lenthen Bill !!
CLINTON COLLECTIBLES, WEARABLES. MEMORABILIA
Free Brochure. Hill-Billy Politics. 18032-C Lemon Dr..
Dept SO, Yorba Linda. CA 92686-3383 (4.95)
BIG BAND FANS
Directory lists over 600 radio stations
in US/Canada playing our music. Fits in
glove compartment Rush $4 95 to LM
Enterpnses. Box 8241-D South Bend, IN 46660 (4-95)
ORIGINAL PAINTING - ASO COVER REPRODUCTION
Available from artist Jim Briscoe
11• x 14• print $10.00 unmounted
Makes an excellent gift for a square dance tnend.
Call Jim Briscoe 408-443-4371

Come Dance in Alberta
1996

CONVENTION '96
"Alberta Bound"
Ednumhnt
10th Canadiaa Nalumal
ALBERTA
CANADA

ni4
E O•ov,

July 18, 19, 20 - 1996
"The Place the National StartedReporalaon Consfenbon 96
do Moan A Norma Sena
Main PO Bo. 502
Ednonlon Alberta T5.12K1
Tel (4031 045-3564 • Fa. 0103i 466-1593
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
38 VARIETIES - BOOKS FOR CALLERS, CUERS, LEADERS, DANCERS & CLOGGERS
ACCOMPLISHING BETTER CALLING
ADVANCED WORKSHOP NOTEBOOK
ALLEMANDE LEFT (Mentally Handicapped)
APPALACHIAN S/D FOR CLOGGERS
BURLESON S/0 ENCYCLOPEDIA
CALLER CLINIC (Variety of subjects)
CALLER'S GUIDEBOOK (399 page text)
CHOREOGRAPHY GIMMICKS
CLIP ART 1 (Sketches, paste-up)
CLIP ART 1 on 3.5 HO disks 175 images (pcx format)
CLIP ART 2 (All different)
CLIP ART 2 on 3.5 HO disk 200 images (pcx format)
CLIP ART 3 (All different)
CLIP ART 3 on 3.5 HD disks 200 images (pcx format)
CLOGGING (Basic book)
CONTRA DANCING FOR SD
DBD & TOUGH PLUS
DIAGRAMED GUIDE TO BETTER S/D
EASY LEVEL (0/N/S/ material)
EASY SING-A-LONG (Adaptations)
FIRST STEPS TO CONTRA (Basic)
FUNNY WORLD OF S/D (Cartoons)

$4 99
$10.99
$5.99
$10.99
$25.99
$6.99
$14.99
$6.99
$6.99
$15.99
$7.99
$20.99
$7.99
$20.99
$4.99
$2.49
$5.99
$7.99
$6.99
$3.99
$3.99
$4.99

GOOD CLUB MANAGEMENT
GUIDEBOOK FOR SQUARE DANCERS
HOEDOWN HERITAGE (History)
LEADERSHIP-SHAPE (Tips galore)
MAINSTREAM SQUARE DANCING (Diagrams)
MINI BOOK (Definitions of S/D)
MODERN CONTRA DANCING
MODERN MODULE MODE (Figures)
MUSIC & TIMING
PARTY LINE (After-party ideas)
PLUS PROGRAM (Diagrams)
PROGRESSIVE WORKSHOP
SET-UP AND GET-OUT (Modules)
SHOW AND SELL 5/0 (Better promotion)
SOLO DANCES (Single, line routines)
S/D STYLING (Smoother dancing)
SURPRISE GET-OUTS
TEACHING CLOGGING
TEACHING TOTS TO DANCE (Family)
WHEEL & DEALING (Handicapped)
WINDMILL SYSTEM (Image style)
WORTH OF A SALESMAN (Showmanship)

$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00
$.20 EACH; 100 - $15.00
$.10 EACH

DIPLOMAS: SQUARE, ROUND, CLOGGING
CERTIFICATES OF APPRECIATION
MODERN SQUARE DANCING PAMPHLETS

CA residents add 6 1/2 tax
POSTAGE & HANDLING
$1 - $4.99
$5 - $9.99
$10 - $19.99
$20 - $40
$41 - $60
$61- $100

$2.00 pstg
$2.75 pstg
$3.25 pstg
$5.00 pstg
$7.00 pstg
$10.00 pstg

$4.99
$2.99
$3.99
$7.99
$1.99
$7.99
$3.99
$3.99
$10.99
$6.99
$1.99
$4.99
$6.99
$8.99
$7.99
$4.99
$15.00
$7.99
$3.99
$5.99
$5.99
$10.99

1C
' CI

$

-I

Allow 4 - 6 weeks for delivery
Due to the proliferation of copying devices, it is impossible
to issue refunds on book orders, unless the book is
defective.

ORDER FROM AMERICAN SQUAREDANCE MAGAZINE
661 MIDDLEFIELD ROAD
SALINAS, CA 93906-1004
Phone: 408-443-0761; Fax: 408-443-6402 (M-F 8:30am to 4:30pm Pacific Time)

'Pitfall UNE
The happiest people are those who discover that what they
should be doing and what they are doing are the same thing.
-Big Sky News, Montana, January 1995
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HERE WE "GROW" AGAIN!!!
WE HAVE PURCHASED:
"MERRBACH RECORDS" AND "NEW ENGLAND CALLER"
WE NOW HAVE

"MORE"
RECORDS (SQUARE DANCE & ROUND DANCE) &
PRODUCTS (BOOKS, VIDEOS, PLAQUES, EQUIPMENT)

NEW
DEDICATED FAX LINES (TOLL-FREE)
USA & CANADA 1-800-227-5420
DENMARK 800-6034
GERMANY 0130-81-7038
JAPAN 0066-33-830022
SWEDEN 020-793-550
UNITED KINGDOM 0800-89-5192
(FOR "ORDERS" ONLY, PLEASE)
1-614-389-4028 (ALL OTHER FAXES !!!)
VOICE ORDERS 1-800-328-3800 (USA & CANADA)
VOICE ORDERS 1-614-389-5919 (INTERNATIONAL)
CUSTOMER SERVICE 1-614-389-3940
INTERNET ADDRESS: palominorecords @ichange.com

vA

PALOMINO RECORDS, INC
2905 Scenic Dr.
Marion, OH 43302-8386

YOUR "ONE STOP" SHOP!!!

SETS in ORDER, JANUARY '51

"Martha!! -- I got it! This is one they'll never be able to dance, by gad!!"

SUPREME 001)10
Largest Selection of Professional
Calling and Cueing equipment -with continuing after-sale support!
• Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service
• 50,000 Quality Square & Round
Dance Record Inventory
• Computerized Record Information
• Wireless Microphones
• YAK STACK, DIRECTOR &
SUPREME Sound Columns
• Record & Equipment Cases
• Fast ... Professional Service!
• Orders shipped within 24 hours!

1-800-445-7398
cn
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CD CD
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(USA & Canada)
(Foreign: 603-876-3636)
(Fax: 603-876-4001)
(Internet: supreme.audio@top.monad.net)

Supreme Audio, Inc.
Hanhurst's Tape & Record Service
P.O. Box 50
Marlborough, NH 03455-0050

